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Zusammenfassung

Dynamische Prozesse auf atomarer Skala sind von fundamentaler Bedeutung für
unser Verständnis der Natur und der sich daraus ergebenden Anwendungen. Wir
nehmen hier primär die Perspektive der Materialwissenschaft ein, deren Erkennt-
nisse mittels physikalischer und chemischer Methoden häufig in konkrete Anwen-
dungsbereiche fließen.
Diese Arbeit wurde im Rahmen des DFG-Sonderforschungsbereichs 1242 "Nichtgle-
ichgewichtsdynamik kondensierter Materie in der Zeitdomäne" an der Universität
Duisburg-Essen erstellt. Im Verlauf dieser Dissertation wurden computergestütze
Simulationsmethoden entwickelt und angewandt, um das benötigte theoretische In-
strumentarium und den Kenntnisstand in diesem Kontext zu erweitern.
Eine sehr effiziente und oft hinreichend genaue approximative quantenmechanis-
che Methode ist die Dichtefunktionaltheorie (DFT). Wir beschreiben hier die Imple-
mentierung der explizit zeitabhängigen Erweiterung der DFT (RT-TDDFT) in die
bestehende DFT-Software FHI-aims, deren Validierung, und präsentieren Ergeb-
nisse, welche wir durch Anwendung unserer und bestehender Methoden gewonnen
haben.
Wir geben anfänglich einen Überblick über die theoretischen Grundlagen. Im da-
rauffolgenden Teil eruieren wir technische und mathematische Aspekte der Softwa-
re-Implementierung, welche einen großen Teil dieser Arbeit implizierten.
Der darauf folgende Anwendungs- und Validierungsteil enthält mehrere einzelne
Arbeiten. Wir präsentieren hier Absorptionsspektrum-Simulationen für Valenz- und
kernnahe Anregungen, sowohl für Moleküle als auch periodische Festkörper. Dies
schließt auch eine Benchmark-Studie ein, in der wir systematische Vergleiche mit
Linear-Response-TDDFT durchführen. Für den periodischen Fall zeigen wir Simu-
lationsergebnisse für die Erzeugung hoher Harmonischer – ein wichtiger Testfall für
stark nichtlineare Dynamik. Weiter wenden wir die Methode an, um Zirkulardichro-
ismus in Molekülen zu untersuchen und präsentieren Ergebnisse einer Modellstudie
für den Chiralitätstransfer in einem van der Waals-Molekülkomplex. Der Teil en-
thält weiter zwei Studien zur Ehrenfest-Molekulardynamik: wir untersuchen hier
erstens die nichtadiabatische Dynamik in einem deformierten Molekül und zweitens
den Beschuss einer Graphenlage mit einem hochenergetischen Cl-Atom unter Aus-
nutzung periodischer Randbedingungen. Den letzten Part bildet eine Diskussion
der imaginären Zeitentwicklungsmethode, welche zur Berechnung von Grundzust-
änden verwendet werden kann.
Im folgenden Abschnitt nehmen wir formal eine perturbative, zeitunabhängige Per-
spektive ein und präsentieren eine kollaborative Studie, in der detailliert das Ad-
sorptionsverhalten von Thiophenolen auf Goldoberflächen untersucht wurde.
Letztlich stellen wir noch eine Analyse der technisch-numerischen Eigenschaften
unserer RT-TDDFT-Implementierung vor, in der wir auch das Skalierungsverhalten
für große Systeme illustrieren.
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Abstract

Dynamical processes on the atomic scale are of fundamental importance for our un-
derstanding of nature and for resulting applications. We here primarily take the
perspective of materials science, whose insights obtained by physical and chemical
methods often yield tangible applications.
This work was conducted within the DFG collaborative research center 1242 ’Non-
equilibrium Dynamics of Condensed Matter in the Time Domain’ at the University
of Duisburg-Essen. Within this thesis, we developed and applied computer-aided
simulation methods in order to extend the theoretical apparatus and knowledge base
in this context.
An efficient and often sufficiently accurate approximative quantum-mechanical me-
thod is density functional theory (DFT). We here describe the implementation of the
explicitly time-dependent extension of DFT (RT-TDDFT) into the existing DFT soft-
ware FHI-aims. For this, we present a detailed validation and further results which
were obtained by this and other methods’ utilizations.
First, we provide an overview of the theoretical basis. In the second part, we discuss
technical and mathematical aspects of the software implementation, which impli-
cated a major part of this work.
The following validation and applications chapter contains multiple results. We here
present absorption spectra simulations for valence and core-level excitations, both
for molecules and periodic solids. This includes a benchmark study, embodying
systematic comparison with linear-response TDDFT. For the periodic case, we show
simulation results for high-harmonic generation – an important testcase for strongly
non-linear dynamics. We further apply our method to analyze circular dichroism in
molecules and present results of a model study for the chiral transfer in a van der
Waals molecular complex. This part also contains two studies for Ehrenfest molecu-
lar dynamics: first, we investigate the non-adiabatic dynamics in a deformed mole-
cule, while the second example is the bombardment of a graphene layer with a high-
energy Cl atom, utilizing periodic boundary conditions. The last part contains a
discussion of the imaginary-time propagation method which can be used for the
calculation of ground state solutions.
In the following chapter, we formally take a perturbative, time-independent per-
spective and present a collaborative study where we analyzed the adsorption char-
acteristics of thiophenols on gold surfaces in detail.
Finally, we present an analysis of the technical and numerical features of our RT-
TDDFT implementation, also shedding light onto its scaling characteristics for larger
systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Formulated in a most general sense, this work covers technical and quantitative as-
pects of electron and nuclear dynamics simulations. Before coming to the details of
our project and results, we want to provide a short overview of physical phenomena
and recent advances that are relevant in this context, providing motivational aspects
of research activity in the given scope.

The term dynamics explicitly takes into account the temporal evolution of some sys-
tem and by referring to electron and nuclear dynamics, a vast range of phenomena
over a wide span of timescales is included. In the language of quantum mechanics,
a system is dynamical when its observables, e.g., energy or electric dipole moment,
change when followed in time. For example, an electron in an atom may be pro-
moted to a higher energy state by absorption of an incident photon’s kinetic energy,
and shortly after de-excite back to its originating level via some relaxation process,
as observed step-by-step. While we mostly speak about dynamical processes here, the
explicit time evolution of a quantum system is not necessarily the subject of study.
Often, only the somehow defined result of some dynamical process is what one is
interested in. For example, perceiving the world that surrounds us with our own
eyes, seeing colors and shapes, can be thought of as the result of light absorption and
emission – processes that take place on specific timescales. We may thus discuss the
dynamical process itself, or the measured result of such a process happening.

This leads us to the term of spectroscopy which generally denotes the analysis of some
form of radiation with respect to its frequency or wavelength. Within this context,
this only means electromagnetic or photoelectron radiation. Historically, spectro-
scopic experiments substantially – but not exclusively – motivated the development
of quantum mechanics as the nowadays central microscopic theory, as, e.g., via Ein-
steins fundamental work on the photoelectric effect or Niels Bohr’s model for the
atomic structure. In this context and within the scope of this thesis, the spectroscopi-
cally analyzed processes of absorption and emission of electromagnetic radiation by
a quantum system, were of central interest (among others). At the present day, there
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exists a vast amount of spectroscopic methods that play important roles in physics,
chemistry, biology or medicine (and more fields). Some very interesting and impor-
tant techniques and applications are:

• The design of efficient organic or inorganic solar cells that allow energy har-
vesting from the sunlight. The determination of the semiconducting material’s
electronic structure can be performed by absorption spectroscopy. It provides
some key insights needed to make progress in this field.

• The structural clarification of large biomolecules like DNA or proteins is of
great importance in biochemistry, e.g., for drug development. A rather uncom-
plicated method for this purpose is circular dichroism spectroscopy, measuring
if and how differently circularly polarized light is absorbed by analytes.

• Characterization of chemical bonding and orientation of adsorbates on sur-
faces is of fundamental importance in the field of surface science, e.g., for
catalysis used in chemical processing. Here, X-ray absorption spectroscopy is
an important tool, allowing to characterize unoccupied electronic states which
are populated by core electrons due to the X-ray excitation.
Another technique popular for such applications is Raman spectroscopy which
makes use of inelastic photon scattering. The scattered light’s energy can be
used to characterize certain excitations, often vibrational modes, being specific
for molecular bonding or orientation.

• Identification of specific elements in a sample can be achieved by using pho-
toemission spectroscopy. Here, the sample is ionized and the kinetic energy of
ejected photoelectrons is specific for their origin electronic state. In its angle-
resolved variant, photoemission spectroscopy can also be used to reconstruct
the electronic band structure of solids.

Note that the aforementioned methods are generally used in very different fields for
many different purposes, and that several more specific variants exist.

In contrast to most traditional spectroscopic techniques that do not explicitly in-
corporate a time-dependent perspective, spectroscopic methods were developed in
the recent past that take into account this degree of freedom. Typically, the analyzed
phenomena take place on very short timescales. In order to sufficiently resolve such
dynamics, it is necessary to probe them with high temporal resolution, i.e., with
ultrashort laser pulses. The relevant timescales are here within femto- (10−15) or at-
toseconds (10−18). Already the construction of lasers that provide such short pulses
is a challenging task that requires the understanding of processes like high-harmonic
generation, where a sample emits radiation at higher integer multiple frequencies of
an incident generating beam.
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Typical applications of ultrashort laser pulses are:

• In organic solar cells, the lifespan of photoexcited electron states is crucial in
order to harvest charges in often heterogeneous materials. Here, transient ab-
sorption spectroscopy is employed, which uses two (or more) time-delayed
short laser pulses to characterize temporal changes in the sample’s absorption.
The first pulse populates excited states, whereas the second pulse possibly
probes the absorption of higher excited states. Variations of the pulse delay
yield a time-resolved picture.

• The time-resolved formation or break of chemical bonds is important, e.g.,
when studying the reaction of DNA to ultraviolet radiation exposure. Time-
resolved photoelectron spectroscopy is an often used tool for such cases, as
it is also sensitive to nuclear vibrational states and obeys no selection rules.
One may also employ a pump-probe scheme, where initially excited states are
probed by the kinetic energy of photoemitted electrons.

Again, many different methods exist in this context, often complementing each other,
and being used for different purposes.

At this point, it makes sense to discuss whether a system exhibits a linear or non-
linear response with respect to an external stimulation, e.g., a laser pulse. Consider
a situation where an electron system in an atom, a molecule, or a crystal, is excited
by an electromagnetic field. The electric dipole moment is an observable describing
the field-induced charge distortion, which serves as response function in this dis-
cussion. For sufficiently weak fields, the dynamical change of this observable is pre-
dominantly directly proportional to the external perturbation, i.e., the electric field
amplitude. This is the regime of standard absorption and emission spectroscopy. In
contrast, the regime of non-linear response is usually characterized by strong exter-
nal fields or multi-photon processes, driving the system far away from equilibrium.
For example, the dipolar response is here only correctly described when taking into
account its full non-linear character, as quadratic, cubic, and higher-order terms of
the electric field enter the description. The aforementioned high-harmonic process is
a typical example for this regime. For theoretical treatment, the distinction between
linear and non-linear response can make a significant difference, as, e.g., approxi-
mations that are valid for weak excitations cannot be employed anymore when de-
scribing strong excitations.

So far, in our former discussions, we laid our focus mainly on the dynamics of elec-
trons. The explicit inclusion of nuclear dynamical degrees of freedom cannot be
neglected for the correct description of many physical phenomena and applications.
In the following list, we provide some examples where the nuclear dynamics are of
central importance:
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• Vibrational states of molecules or collective lattice oscillations in solids (phono-
ns) can be probed by Raman or infrared (IR) spectroscopy, providing infor-
mation about specific chemical bonds, elements, heat conductivity, and more.
In the case of Raman scattering, incident photons lose some of their energy
upon scattering, exciting specific nuclear oscillatory states. Such states can also
be excited by complete absorption of photonic energy, which is the basis for
infrared spectroscopy. IR and Raman spectroscopy can be used complemen-
tary and the respective modes are even mutually exclusive in centrosymmetric
molecules.

• A very fundamental chemical process is the structural change of molecules
due to optical excitation, e.g., dissociation. The non-dissociative light-induced
structural change is commonly denoted as photo-switching, which can for ex-
ample be employed in electronics to design photo-transistors.

• The collision of ions with solid matter is a process that can be of technological
interest, e.g., to inject doping atoms into semiconductors or to create corrosion-
resistant surface layers. A key quantity is here the so-called stopping power
which measures energy transfer along an ion trajectory. It is often conceptually
divided into nuclear and electronic stopping power, where the latter may be
connected to strong electronic excitation by ion impact.

While a complete formal description involves the full quantum-mechanical treat-
ment of both electrons and nuclei, often a classical treatment of the latter is em-
ployed, substantially simplifying the mathematical description. Another common
approach is the use the Born-Oppenheimer or adiabatic approximation, leading to
the electrons being in the ground state at every instant of nuclear movement. While
this approximation can be of great use, it fails when excited electronic states are
present, which is for example the case in high-energy ion collision experiments.

This work and the corresponding position was embedded in the collaborative re-
search center 1242 (CRC 1242) ’Non-Equilibrium Dynamics of Condensed Matter in
the Time Domain’ at the University of Duisburg-Essen1. As the title suggests, the
focus of this collaborative experimental and theoretical effort is the study of non-
equilibrium dynamics, formally grouped into three project areas, namely ’Isolated
Excitations’ (area A), ’Extended and Propagating Excitations’ (area B), and ’Struc-
tural and Cooperative Dynamics’ (area C). Several of the aforementioned methods
are employed within the context of the CRC 1242. The project this work was allo-
cated to is part of area B, titled ’B02 – Ab-initio Simulation of Electronic Excitation
and Relaxation’. It was the pre-defined goal to implement, test and apply ab-initio
simulation software capable to describe electronic excitations in real-time on the
level of density functional theory (DFT), in order to provide a sophisticated tool for
the theoretical perspective and to deliver new insights. The corresponding approach

1https://www.uni-due.de/sfb1242/

https://www.uni-due.de/sfb1242/
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is called real-time time-dependent density functional theory (RT-TDDFT), which can
be used for the quantum-mechanical simulation of linear and non-linear response
with a favorable trade-off between efficiency and accuracy. We further made use of
the possibility of this method to describe non-adiabatic electron-nuclear dynamics
based on the Ehrenfest approach. The developed software can thus be employed
within different contexts of the CRC 1242.

Density functional theory is nowadays a very well-known and successful approx-
imate approach to treat ground state quantum-mechanical problems. For larger sys-
tems composed of hundreds or thousands of atoms, the method offers an unrivaled
compromise between efficiency and accuracy. Its extension to the time-dependent
case is substantiated formally, but most applications are carried out in the linear-
response variant (LR-TDDFT), mostly being used to compute absorption spectra.
The real-time variant is a lesser-known approach that gained more and more popu-
larity over the past years, at it can be used to simulate real time-evolution both for
linear and non-linear response situations.

We here describe our implementation of the RT-TDDFT functionality into the ex-
isting DFT software package FHI-aims and present several applications. Of special
importance is here the basis set used to represent the Kohn-Sham wave functions.
Over the last years, several RT-TDDFT implementations emerged for different types
of basis sets. The specialty in our case is that we employ so-called numerical atom-
centered basis sets together with an all-electron description. As we will elucidate
over the course of this work, this approach provides an especially effective and ac-
curate framework for several relevant physical cases.
We start by introducing the theoretical basis of DFT, real-time- and linear-response
TDDFT, and RT-TDDFT-based Ehrenfest dynamics within Chapter 2. Thereafter, we
describe the technical and mathematical specifics of the implementation in Chap-
ter 3. In Chapter 4, we show several validations and applications of our RT-TDDFT
code: linear-response valence and core absorption spectroscopy simulations both for
molecules and solids, including a basis-set benchmark study, high-harmonic gener-
ation in extended systems, circular dichroism spectroscopy in molecules, Ehrenfest
dynamics both for finite and extended systems, and finally imaginary-time prop-
agation for finite and extended systems. While the former chapter provides a so-
phisticated study of real-time TDDFT capabilities, we take a different perspective
in Chapter 5 in order to construct a more general picture of DFT-based theoretical
spectroscopy. Here, we employ perturbative methods that are applicable for infrared
and Raman spectroscopy, but do not require explicit time-dependent treatment, and
present a detailed study for a specific case of molecular surface adsorption. Subse-
quently, we provide a technical analysis of the RT-TDDFT implementation in Chap-
ter 6. We here shed light onto some implications specific to our approach and offer
suggestions for optimal usage, based on our results. Additionally, we analyze the
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scaling of the method, having in mind possible large-scale simulations in the future.
A conclusion is presented in Chapter 7, summarizing our results and giving some
outlook for future research. The appendix contains further information relevant for
any user or developer: a manual (Chapter A), several examples for RT-TDDFT sim-
ulations (Chapter B), remarks about installation and code structure (Chapter C), and
finally short manuals for our postprocessing tools (Chapter D).

1.2 Goals

In the same way experimental physicists build complex measurement setups, theo-
retical physicists not only build mathematical models, but also numerical software
in order to generate insightful physical data. Therefore, it is an intrinsically impor-
tant task of applied theoretical physics to build accurate and efficient simulation
software.

Probably one of the most impactful interplays between theory and numerical sim-
ulation in physics and chemistry is given by the successes of modern density func-
tional theory. Not only the formal basis by works of Walter Kohn and others, but
also practical aspects of the theory’s computer code implementation by John Pople
and others were honored with the Nobel price in chemistry. Publications in this field
are cited 100000s of times in the literature and many very useful insights could be
obtained.

It was a defined goal within this work to deliver an implementation that is not only
as complete as possible and readily usable, but also being structured and encapsu-
lated enough such that it is no too difficult to understand for a possible contributor,
motivating additional future extensions. We therefore try to provide a transparent
systematic overview of the implementation, its capabilities and applications.

As a framework with numerous capabilities was developed in the course of this
thesis, we aim to provide an analysis of most of these features within this document.
This is not only of interest for physical applications, but it is also a necessity in our
opinion to prove the validity of our work.

In view of possibly future extensions or applications, the author makes clear that
he is willing to assist in such endeavors (under the constraints of what the future
brings).
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Foundation

2.1 Density Functional Theory

In this chapter, we will cover the most important aspects of ground state density
functional theory in order to provide the required formal basis needed to establish
the extension of the theory to the time-dependent case.

2.1.1 Motivation

The most successful theory for the description of microscopic systems consisting
of electrons and nuclei is quantum mechanics, essentially founded in the 1920s by
Erwin Schrödinger, Paul Dirac, Werner Heisenberg, Max Born and more [1, 2, 3,
4]. Its success can hardly be captured by any defined metric but it is clear that many
technological advances of our modern society would not have been possible without
our understanding of microscopic systems based on quantum mechanics.
A stationary system, i.e., a system whose observables are not following temporal
change, consisting of interacting N electrons and M nuclei can be described by the
time-independent Schrödinger equation [5]

HtotΦ = EtotΦ (2.1)

where Φ is called the (generally complex-valued) many-body wave function of the
system and Htot the Hamiltonian operator corresponding to the total energy Etot.
The abstract wave function Φ is an object collectively describing all of the system’s
components – electrons and nuclei – and thus depends on all these degrees of free-
dom, making it an extremely complex quantity.
At this point, we introduce the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [6] which as-
sumes spatially fixed nuclei, as viewed from the electronic perspective. This is justi-
fied since the nuclei are heavier than electrons by more than 3 orders of magnitude,
thus moving much slower. For any nuclear configuration, it is assumed that the elec-
tron system is instantly in its ground state. Mathematically, the many-body wave
function can be factorized, yielding two decoupled Schrödinger equations: one for
the nuclei and one for the electrons, the latter one in parametric dependence of the
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nuclear coordinates via the nuclear potential. The Born-Oppenheimer approxima-
tion thus reduces the complexity of the problem significantly, as one is most often
only interested in the electronic wave function, also assuming classical point-like nu-
clei. Later in this thesis, we will also introduce the more general Ehrenfest approach,
being able to describe non-adiabatic electron-nuclei coupling in an averaged way,
allowing for excited-state molecular dynamics.
We will conduct the following discussion only for the electronic degrees of freedom,
i.e., the electronic wave function Ψ, the electronic Hamiltonian H and the electronic
energy E, corresponding to the stationary electronic Schrödinger equation

HΨ = EΨ. (2.2)

If not stated otherwise, we do not take the electron’s spin quantum number explicitly
into account for upcoming discussions. The N-electron wave function is a quantity
incorporating all

{(ri)} ≡ (r1, ..., rN) (2.3)

degrees of freedom, where ri describes the position of an electron in a fixed coordi-
nate space. Ψ is a vector in a Hilbert space and H is a Hermitian operator in this
space, given by

H = T + V +W

=
N

∑
i=1

t̂i +
N

∑
i=1

v̂(ri) +
1
2

N

∑
i 6=j

ŵ(ri, rj) (2.4)

with the kinetic energy operator T , the potential energy operator V and the interaction
energy operator W . We will use atomic units, h̄ = me = e = 4πε0 = 1, for all
upcoming discussions and for the rest of this thesis. The one-electron operator

t̂i = −
1
2
∇2

i (2.5)

corresponds to the kinetic energy of an electron with index i and thus, the expecta-
tion value of T yields the kinetic energy of the whole electron system:

T = 〈Ψ|T |Ψ〉

=
∫

...
∫

d3r1 ... d3rN Ψ∗(r1, ..., rN) T Ψ(r1, ..., rN). (2.6)

We here introduced the inner product of the Hilbert space by the bra-ket notation
〈·|·〉. Further, the one-electron operator v̂(ri) describes the potential energy of a sin-
gle electron in an external potential, e.g., the nuclear Coulomb potential introduced
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by the nuclei’s protons

v̂(ri) = −
M

∑
I=1

ZI

|ri −RI |
, (2.7)

(for M nuclei in the system, each with a given atomic number ZI) or any other static
interaction potential. The Coulomb repulsion between a pair of electrons is given by
the two-electron interaction operator

ŵ(ri, rj) =
1

|ri − rj|
. (2.8)

The temporal evolution is described by the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

i
∂

∂t
Ψ = HΨ (2.9)

with essentially the same Hamiltonian operator as defined above, only incorporat-
ing the possible dependence of the external potential on time, i.e., v̂(r) → v̂(r, t),
which could for example correspond to an oscillating electric field.
For the description of a stationary electron system, one has to solve Equation 2.1
for the ground state wave function Ψ, and for the description of a time-dependent
electron system, one has to solve Equation 2.9 for the time-dependent wave func-
tion Ψ(t), taking into account that the wave functions depend on the coordinates
{(ri)} of all electrons. Considering that even any single element with higher atomic
number than helium imposes a N > 2 body problem, that molecules can consist of
dozens to hundreds to thousands etc. of atoms and that a cm3 of a bulk material has
approximately 1028 particles, the analytical and numerical solutions of these equa-
tions for most systems are effectively impossible and will possibly be over the whole
human existence [7].
This intimidating hindrance motivated scientists to think about approximate solu-
tions making practical applications even possible. One of the earliest and most im-
portant approaches in this sense is the theory by Hartree and Fock [8, 9] which ap-
proximates the actual wave function by a single Slater determinant (a multi-electron
wave function composed of single-electron wave functions, satisfying the Pauli prin-
ciple, i.e., being antisymmetric by particle exchange) and describing electronic inter-
action in an averaged way. This theory builds the basis for methods that employ
some form of a multi-electron wave function as central object. A different approach
was taken by Thomas and Fermi [10, 11] who used the electron density as central
object – while this approach is very limited, it can be seen as predecessor of modern
density functional theory (DFT).

Given the electron density operator

ρ̂(r) =
N

∑
i=1

δ(r− ri), (2.10)
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the electron density at a given point in space r can be obtained by the expectation
value of ρ̂:

ρ(r) = 〈Ψ|ρ̂(r)|Ψ〉

= N
∫

...
∫

d3r2 ... d3rN |Ψ(r, ..., rN)|2. (2.11)

This object depends only on 3 variables (the coordinates x, y, z) instead of 3N for
the full electron wave function. The key idea of DFT is now to obtain physical ob-
servables, most prominently the total energy E, as functionals of the electron density
alone, i.e.,

E→ E[ρ], (2.12)

instead of explicitly using the electronic wave function.

2.1.2 Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem

While by mere assumption, there is no strict logic enabling the use of the electron
density as key variable, luckily a proof enabling this strategy was found by Hohen-
berg and Kohn [12]. The first part of the argumentation is commonly referred to as
the existence theorem and states that the electron density of a non-degenerate ground
state uniquely corresponds to an external potential (modulo an arbitrary constant)
acting on the electronic system. With this, the Hamiltonian and thus all electronic
properties of the ground state are determined. The proof of this statement can easily
be performed by reductio ad absurdum in the sense of disproving its complement.
For this, we consider two inherently different (meaning that they differ not only by a
constant) external potentials v1 and v2, corresponding to wave functions Ψ1 and Ψ2.
We further assume that both wave functions correspond to the same ground state
density ρ0(r). The energies corresponding to the two HamiltoniansH1 andH2 are –
analogously to Eq. 2.4 – given as

En = 〈Ψn|Hn|Ψn〉 = 〈Ψn|T + V +W|Ψn〉

= 〈Ψn|
∫

d3r ρ̂(r)vn(r) |Ψn〉+ 〈Ψn|T +W|Ψn〉

=
∫

d3r ρ0(r)vn(r) + 〈Ψn|T +W|Ψn〉. (2.13)

At this point, we consider the Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle [13]

E = 〈Ψ|H|Ψ〉 < 〈Ψ′|H|Ψ′〉 , Ψ 6= Ψ′, (2.14)
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where Ψ is a normalized eigenfunction ofH and Ψ′ is a normalized trial wave func-
tion. This lets one obtain the corresponding inequalities

E1 < 〈Ψ2|H1|Ψ2〉 =
∫

d3r ρ0(r)v1(r) + 〈Ψ2|T +W|Ψ2〉

=
∫

d3r ρ0(r)
(

v1(r)− v2(r)
)

+
∫

d3r ρ0(r)v2(r) + 〈Ψ|T +W|Ψ〉

=
∫

d3r ρ0(r)
(

v1(r)− v2(r)
)
+ E2. (2.15)

Evaluating above expression with switched indices and adding both results leads to
the contradiction

E1 + E2 < E1 + E2 (2.16)

which implies that the assumption of two different external potentials v1 and v2 cor-
responding to the same ground state density ρ0(r) cannot be true, ultimately stating
that there exists a one-to-one mapping v(r) ↔ ρ0(r) ↔ Ψ[ρ0]. This allows the def-
inition of the total energy of a many-electron system under the influence of a static
external potential as a unique functional of the ground state electron density:

E0 = E[ρ0] = 〈Ψ[ρ0]|H|Ψ[ρ0]〉 =
∫

d3r ρ0(r)v(r) +F [ρ0],

F [ρ0] = 〈Ψ[ρ0]|T +W|Ψ[ρ0]〉. (2.17)

A key insight from this equality is that the functional F [ρ0] is independent of the
external potential v(r) and can be regarded as universal functional of the density
ρ0(r), meaning that it applies to any system, provided its form is known.

The second part of the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem states that the energy functional
E[ρ0] becomes minimal for the exact ground state electron density ρ0(r) of a system
subject to a given external potential v(r), i.e., meaning that one can systematically
obtain the exact ground state energy E0 and density ρ0 by varying the electron den-
sity ρ and locating the minimum of the expression

E0 = min
ρ(r)

{∫
d3r ρ(r)v(r) +F [ρ]

}
. (2.18)

This can easily be seen by comparing to Eq. 2.15, i.e., by the variational princi-
ple: any trial density will always yield a lower energy when approaching the exact
ground state density. The minimum for the total energy by means of the electron
density corresponds to the Euler-Lagrange equation

0 =
δ

δρ(r)

{∫
d3r ρ(r)v(r)− µN

(
N−

∫
d3r ρ(r)

)
+F [ρ]

}
(2.19)
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where µN is a Lagrange multiplier imposing the constraint that the overall density
integral yields the total number of electrons N in the system. At this point, the math-
ematical framework on how to use the electron density instead of the total electronic
wave function to describe the ground state has been defined and an abstract pro-
cedure on how to approach the actual minimum could set the basis for numerical
simulations. It should be noted that several extensions of the Hohenberg-Kohn the-
orem exist, e.g., for degenerate ground states [14], open-shell systems [15] or mag-
netism [16]. However, the shape of the universal functional F [ρ] is at this point still
unknown, which leads to the next chapter.

2.1.3 Kohn-Sham Approach

The problem of the unknown universal functional F [ρ] renders the Hohenberg-
Kohn formalism mostly useless, but the solution proposed by Kohn and Sham [17]
ultimately gave rise to the powerful DFT framework as it is known today. The key
idea in their approach was to construct a fictitious system of non-interacting elec-
trons that has exactly the same ground state electron density as the real system with
interacting electrons, using the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem in the sense that both den-
sities correspond to the same physical ground state. It is thus the first step to define
the universal functional as

F [ρ] = T [ρ] +W [ρ]

≡ T [ρ] + EH[ρ] + Exc[ρ] (2.20)

where T [ρ] is the electronic kinetic energy functional, EH[ρ] is the classical mean-
field Hartree electron-electron interaction energy functional and Exc[ρ] is the so-
called exchange-correlation (XC) energy functional which formally describes all non-
classical electron-electron interactions. In principle, one now has a system of non-
interacting electrons and the total wave function Ψs can be expressed as a single
Slater determinant

Ψs =
1√
N!

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ψ1(r1) ... ψN(r1)

... ... ...
ψ1(rN) ... ψN(rN)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (2.21)

The single-particle electronic wave functions {ψn} are commonly referred to as Kohn-
Sham (KS) orbitals and the corresponding density matrix and electron density read

ρ̄nm(r) = ψ∗n(r)ψm(r), (2.22)

ρ(r) = tr
{

ρ̄
}
=

Nocc

∑
n=1

fnψ∗n(r)ψn(r), (2.23)

where Nocc is the number of occupied single-particle orbitals and fn ∈ [0, 2] is the
occupation number, providing the number of electrons in the respective orbitals. It
must be noted here that the kinetic energy operator is in practice actually not given
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as density functional, unlike defined for the general case in Eq. 2.20. The reason for
this is that this general form is unknown, and therefore, the single-particle kinetic
energy functional is a purely orbital-dependent function, intrinsically missing some
part of the many-particle kinetic contributions. The single-particle kinetic energy
and the Hartree energy in Eq. 2.20 are in terms of the KS orbitals given as

Ts =
Nocc

∑
n=1

fn〈ψn|t̂s|ψn〉 = −
1
2

Nocc

∑
n=1

fn〈ψn|∇2|ψn〉 (2.24)

EH[ρ] =
Nocc

∑
n=1

fn〈ψn|v̂H[ρ](r)|ψn〉 =
1
2

Nocc

∑
n=1

fn〈ψn|
∫

d3r′
ρ(r′)
|rn − r′| |ψn〉 (2.25)

where we introduced the single-particle kinetic energy operator t̂s and the Coulomb
operator v̂H[ρ](r). The remaining many-particle energy contributions are formally
incorporated in the exchange-correlation energy functional as

Exc[ρ] = F [ρ]− Ts − EH[ρ]. (2.26)

The functional derivative of this functional yields the exchange-correlation potential

vxc[ρ](r) =
δExc[ρ]

δρ(r)
, (2.27)

analogously the Hartree potential is explicitly given via

vH[ρ](r) =
δEH[ρ]

δρ(r)
=
∫

d3r′
ρ(r′)
|r− r′| . (2.28)

With this, we can define the single-particle electronic Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian

HKS = t̂s + v̂H[ρ](r) + vext(r) + vxc[ρ](r). (2.29)

for some external potential vext(r). The following eigenvalue equation is denoted as
the Kohn-Sham equation:

HKSψn(r) = εnψn(r). (2.30)

Its solutions, the single-particle electronic orbitals {ψn}, have to be determined self-
consistently due to the dependence of the Hamiltonian on the electronic density,
itself being determined by the KS orbitals. The eigenvalues {εn} have the dimen-
sion of energy but no direct physical meaning due to the underlying single-particle
approximation. However, it could be shown [18, 19] that the eigenvalue of the high-
est occupied orbital, εHO, is equal to the negative first ionization energy IP of an
interacting N-electron system:

εHO(N) = −IP(N) = −
(

E0(N− 1)− E0(N)
)

. (2.31)
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In addition, the highest occupied orbital eigenvalue of an N+1 electron system is
equal to the negative electron affinity EA of the interacting N-electron system,

εHO(N + 1) = −EA(N) = −
(

E0(N)− E0(N + 1)
)

, (2.32)

provided the exchange-correlation functional is exact (i.e., making above quantities
dependent onto the quality of the approximate XC description). However, many
situations are found where the single-particle eigenvalues give reasonable approxi-
mations to the true electron energy levels, which is for example often employed in
band structure calculations in periodic solids [18]. Concluding, the major approx-
imations of DFT are incorporated via the exchange-correlation functional and the
quality of simulated results depends heavily on the chosen approximation.
Finally, we note that the total energy can be expressed as

E[ρ] =
Nocc

∑
n=1

fnεn − EH[ρ]−
∫

d3r ρ(r)vxc(r) + Exc[ρ]. (2.33)

In this sense, the total energy is built from the sum of single-particle orbital energies
plus some many-particle corrections.

2.1.4 Exchange-Correlation Functionals

As already mentioned, the whole Kohn-Sham formalism shifts any electronic prop-
erties above the single-particle approximation into the exchange-correlation func-
tional, making it a quantity of fundamental importance. Unfortunately, the exact
form of the XC functional is not known and may never be. Thus, one has to employ
intelligent approximations, and huge effort was – and still is – made to find best pos-
sible models. These are often adapted to certain physical situations, being a result of
the insight that different established XC approximations may have specific regimes
where they perform better or worse.
One can define a hierarchical order for XC functionals, beginning from the so-called
local density approximation (LDA) [20] and going towards more complexity by con-
sidering density derivatives, exact exchange and so on (i.e., going from low to high
complexity). Figure 2.1 depicts this scheme which is also commonly referred to as
‘Jacob’s Ladder’ [21, 22]. Historically and conceptually, the first approximation for
the exchange-correlation energy was given by

Exc[ρ] =
∫

d3r εxc[ρ](r) ρ(r), (2.34)

where εxc is the exchange-correlation energy density functional, being a function of
the coordinate r, i.e., depending locally on the position. The simplification of neglec-
tion of this explicit dependence on r yields the class of local density approximation
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FIGURE 2.1: Hierarchical scheme of exchange-correlation functionals,
also known als ‘Jacob’s Ladder’ [21, 22].

(LDA) functionals of the general form

ELDA
xc [ρ] =

∫
d3r εhom

xc [ρ] ρ(r). (2.35)

Here, εhom
xc is the XC energy density of a homogeneous interacting electron gas with

density ρ(r). For this system, the analytical form of the exchange energy is known
exactly,

ELDA
x [ρ] = −3

4

(
3
π

) 1
3 ∫

d3r ρ
4
3 (r), (2.36)

indicating that the XC energy can be decomposed into the exchange and correla-
tion parts separately as ELDA

xc [ρ] = ELDA
x [ρ] + ELDA

c [ρ]. The correlation term for the
LDA is a more complicated object and is usually obtained by numerical techniques,
e.g., Monte Carlo. These different forms of the correlation term define specific LDA
functionals, often named after their authors, e.g., PZ-LDA (Perdew-Zunger) [20],
PW-LDA (Perdew-Wang) [23] and so on. LDA functionals often show good results
for situations where the electron density is more or less homogeneous, as in metals,
but less good in molecules. However, this depends on the situation and generally,
LDA functionals can also perform satisfactory in inhomogeneous systems [24].

The next level of theoretical sophistication is reached by inclusion of the density’s
gradient in the XC energy functional, defining the generalized gradient approxima-
tion (GGA) class of functionals of the form

EGGA
xc [ρ] =

∫
d3r εxc[ρ,∇ρ] ρ(r). (2.37)

The first obvious advantage of this approach is that spatial rates of change of the
possibly rapidly varying electron density are included explicitly in the XC energy
density – this fact is the reason why this class of functionals are sometimes called
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semi-local [25]. GGA functionals often yield better results for ground state ener-
gies and geometries than LDA functionals and are clearly superior in the descrip-
tion of covalent bonds or weakly-bonded systems. Generally, a density gradient
based factor is defined which affects the exchange and correlation energies. Based
on this, the different GGA functionals are named after their respective authors, e.g.,
PBE (Perdew-Burke-Ernzernhof) [26], PW91 (Perdew-Wang) [27] or LYP (Lee-Yang-
Parr) [28]. The class of so-called meta-GGA functionals like TPSS (Tao-Perdew-
Staroverov-Scuseria) [29] additionally employs the Laplacian of the density and/or
the kinetic density and were shown to improve GGA performance.

A major problem of (semi-) local functionals is the so-called self-interaction error [30]
which describes spurious interactions of electrons with themselves, as incorporated
in the Hartree potential. This can lead to problems in the description of charge-
transfer states and processes, as single electrons may be artificially repelled by their
own charge density [30, 31].
This leads us to another class of XC functionals, namely the hybrid functionals which
are constructed by using the exact exchange energy as occurring in the Hartree-Fock
method [22, 32]:

EHF
x = −1

2

N

∑
mn

fn fm

∫ ∫
d3r1d3r2 ψ∗m(r1)ψ

∗
n(r2)

1
|r1 − r2|

ψn(r1)ψm(r2) (2.38)

(where ψn are the KS orbitals). The expression for the non-local HF exchange can be
used to reduce the effects of the self-interaction problem. This is in practice handled
by the construction of functionals that mix exact HF exchange with other contribu-
tions for the electron exchange and correlation. Different functionals in this class are
constructed from linear combinations of LDA and/or GGA functionals in combina-
tion with HF exchange, introducing a specific set of weight parameters. The prob-
ably most widely used hybrid functional is the B3LYP [33] functional using three
parameters {a1, a2, a3} which are obtained by fitting to experimental data:

EB3LYP
xc = ELDA

x + a1(EHF
x − ELDA

x ) + a2(EGGA
x − ELDA

x ) + a3(EGGA
c − ELDA

c ). (2.39)

Another popular hybrid functional is the GGA-based PBE0 [34] functional which
has 25% HF exchange without empirical mixing parameters. The hybrid function-
als are known to perform better particularly for molecular systems, especially with
aromatic character [22].

2.1.5 Basis Sets

Many density functional theory or wave function-based approaches (like Hartree-
Fock as the most simple example) represent the electronic wave functions by a lin-
ear combination of basis functions, enabling the numerical treatment of algebraic
equations instead of partial differential equations. A different approach is, e.g., to
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employ real-space grids using finite-element, finite-difference or wavelet methods.
We do not further discuss these strategies here and refer to the literature, e.g., Refs.
[35, 36, 37]
We will restrict the further discussion to the DFT case and denote molecular orbitals
as solutions of the Kohn-Sham equation. Mathematically, a molecular orbital ψn(r)
is thus a linear combination of a given set of Nb smooth, continuous and sufficiently
differentiable basis functions φi(r):

ψn(r) =
Nb

∑
i=1

cin φi(r). (2.40)

An exact representation of ψn(r) would be achieved for a given basis set when Nb →
∞, commonly denoted as complete basis set limit. For any actual computer simulation,
a finite basis set is employed, with Nb ranging over several magnitudes of order,
depending on the basis ansatz. We will provide a short discussion about this rather
technical topic, as it plays an important role in several discussions over this thesis.
One can generally find three classes of basis function types: localized, extended and
mixed functions. In principle one can choose any of those for a given problem, but
it makes sense to choose a basis set according to the physical situation.

• Localized basis functions: one of the earliest approaches for radially expo-
nentially decaying analytic atomic basis functions goes back to Slater (Slater-
type orbitals / STOs) [38]. However, these sets are nowadays barely used due
to undesired properties for multi-center integrals (which cannot be expressed
analytically for certain orders, imposing high numerical overhead) [18].
The most used localized basis sets nowadays are probably the Gaussian-type
orbital (GTO) based sets of the form

φi(r) = N fk(x)gl(y)hm(z)e−αi(r−Ri)
2

(2.41)

with some scalar functions fl , gl , hm possibly defining angular momentum, αi

controlling the radial extent, N as normalization constant and Ri being the cor-
responding atomic center of the basis function. The most important advantage
of such basis sets is the fact that the corresponding real-space integrations can
be carried out via analytical expressions and that they are very flexible. There
exist numerous variants of GTO basis sets [39], with several being constructed
to optimally capture specific phenomena like electronic correlation (e.g., the
cc-pVXZ basis sets by Dunning et al. [40]). A disadvantage is that Gaussians
are not really physical in the sense that they do not correspond to solutions of
the (atomic) Schrödinger equation, imposing a higher number of basis func-
tions needed to accurately describe physical phenomena, in turn raising the
computational demand.
Numerical atomic orbitals (NAOs) [41] denote orbitals that are not analytically
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defined like STOs or GTOs, but are numerically tabulated solutions of a free-
atom or -ion Schrödinger-like equation (SE). As these functions have a direct
physical meaning, the sizes of these basis sets are rather small, as less basis
functions are needed (as, e.g., compared to GTOs). More advantages are given
by their intrinsic property of describing core wave functions nearly exact [42]
and that they can be systematically localized by applying constraining poten-
tials in their calculation, yielding the famous order-N scaling for large systems
[42, 43]. Also, more complete basis sets can be systematically generated by
calculating ionic or less constrained solutions of the SE. Drawbacks are the
more complicated real-space integration techniques, as no analytical expres-
sions are available and inhomogeneous integration grids may be needed in
the all-electron case (due to highly oscillatory core basis functions). However,
NAO methods belong to the most accurate and efficient methods especially for
molecular systems, rewarding the additional technical effort [42, 43, 44].
A drawback of all non-orthogonal basis functions like NAOs or GTOs is that
they introduce non-vanishing overlap matrix elements between each other.
This corresponds to the possibility of a so-called basis set superposition error
(BSSE) which may need additional corrective measures [45]. In general, NAO
basis sets are much less prone to BSSE than GTO sets [42].
Due to the atom-centered localization, additional force and stress terms have
to be considered, making the framework somewhat more complex [42, 46, 47].

• Extended basis functions: in this case, the electron orbitals are expanded
in analogy to a Fourier series, defining the basis functions as the plane-wave
Fourier basis

φkG(r) = ei(k+G)·r. (2.42)

The number of basis functions is controlled by the wave vector grid {G}which
can be systematically increased. Since periodicity is intrinsic in this case, a pe-
riodic unit cell is always required to host the physical system. For solids, this is
the natural choice, making plane-wave basis sets very suited for such systems.
Other advantages are the intrinsic orthonormality and the comparably simple
evaluation of forces and stresses. Disadvantages are that core states need pro-
hibitively many plane waves in order to describe the highly oscillatory shape,
imposing the need of so-called pseudopotentials which artificially describe core
states in order to reduce the plane-wave basis size [43, 48]. As many basis func-
tions (in the order of ten-thousands to millions) may be needed, high mem-
ory demand must be handled. When simulating unit cells with vacuum (i.e.,
molecules or slabs), the plane wave basis also fills the empty space, yielding
unnecessary computational demand (but on the other hand being flexible to
describe excited states). Also, the use of hybrid functionals imposes very high
numerical demand due to the form of the exchange operator [49].
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• Mixed basis sets: these basis sets are based on the so-called muffin-tin approx-
imation by Slater [50]. The core idea is here to construct two differently treated
types of volume in a crystal: spherical volumes around individual atoms and
the remaining space, called interstitial space. The latter is filled with plane
wave basis functions which only see a constant potential. Inside the spheres,
a radially symmetric potential is assumed and here, basis functions that are
products of spherical harmonics and radial solutions of a radial Schrödinger
equation are used. The total wave function is thus constructed by the two dif-
ferent basis sets, matching each other in value at the sphere boundaries. This is
known as the augmented plane wave (APW) method. However, this approach
has the disadvantage that the basis functions inside the spheres depend on the
solution of the electronic energy. Modern approaches like the linearized APW
(LAPW) approach [51] circumvent this problem by modified boundary condi-
tions.
Especially noteworthy is another extension of this approach (actually a gener-
alization), given by the projector-augmented wave (PAW) method: it combines
the idea of pseudopotential treatment originating in the plane-wave approach
with the APW approach in the sense that auxiliary interstitial wave functions
are constructed that are numerically favorable, i.e., spatially smooth, but in-
corporate the presence of core orbitals (which are usually given as frozen-core
states within the augmentation spheres) [52, 53]. Both LAPW, PAW basis sets
and modifications thereof have been proven as very accurate [54]. Similar to
standard plane wave approaches, the mixed basis set methods are more nat-
ural to periodic systems and are computationally less efficient in isolated sys-
tems.

2.1.6 Self-Consistent Field Solution

As mentioned before, the core task in ground state DFT is the solution of the Kohn-
Sham equation, yielding the single-particle KS orbitals {ψn}. However, since the KS
Hamiltonian is a functional of the density, which itself is constructed from the KS
orbitals, the solution of the KS equation depends on itself:

HKS[ρ]↔ ρ(r)↔ ψn(r). (2.43)

A solution to this problem is found in the so-called self-consistent field method. This
is an iterative procedure, beginning with some trial input, that seeks to find a con-
verged solution of the problem, as – but not only – measured by the change in the
total energy. An illustration is provided in Fig. 2.2. Converging the SCF iteration is
often a heavily optimized task in DFT frameworks, as this procedure can in principle
require much computation time. Usually, one employs mixing methods like, e.g., the
popular scheme by Pulay [55], which perform some kind of ’smart’ mixing between
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FIGURE 2.2: Illustration for the self-consistent field procedure for the
solution of the Kohn-Sham equation. We denote f as some function
serving as a convergence metric - this could for example be the differ-

ence in total energies computed from the last and current density.

densities of previous steps in order to obtain a good guess for the next SCF step. For-
mally, such methods belong to the class of fixed-point solving algorithms like, e.g.,
the Newton-Raphson method. Often, converging the SCF solution is not a problem,
with many systems being converged in O(10) iterations. Anyway, exceptions exist
which are possibly much more difficult to converge.

2.1.7 Forces, Geometry Relaxation and Molecular Dynamics

Given the total energy of the electronic and ionic system,

Etot = E[ρ] +
1
2

Nat

∑
I 6=J

ZIZJ

|RI −RJ |
, (2.44)
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with the first term being the Kohn-Sham electronic energy as defined in Eq. 2.33 and
the second term being the Coulomb repulsion of the Nat nuclei with atomic numbers
ZI , one can obtain nuclear forces via

FI = −∇RI Etot. (2.45)

Thus, the nuclei are subject to a potential based on the Kohn-Sham energy functional
plus the interatomic Coulomb repulsion. Note that this expression does therefore
also depend on the choice of the given exchange-correlation functional, imposing
the need to derive the corresponding force terms of these potentials.
The nuclear forces can be used to explore the ground state potential energy surface
which the nuclei are subject to, most importantly to find the structure which corre-
sponds to minimal total energy, i.e., the equilibrium structure. This is one of the core
tasks of typical density functional theory applications.
In practice, one starts at a given geometry {RI} (in the most optimal case being close
to the final structure), calculates a converged SCF solution, the associated forces, and
updates the structure, and so on until the optimization converges by some metric
(residual forces for example). For example, the popular BFGS algorithm [56] seeks
to converge the sequence

R(n+1)
I = R(n)

I + ∆(n)S(n)
I (2.46)

where ∆(n) is a step size and S(n)
I is the search direction, and both expressions are

evaluated via the forces and the Hessian of the total energy.
Another important application are so-called Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynam-
ics [57, 58]. Here, the forces are used to integrate the classical Newtonian equations
of motion

MIR̈I(t) = FI(t) (2.47)

in order to dynamically simulate molecular motion, given a thermodynamic ensem-
ble (e.g., NVT for constant temperature or NVE for constant energy). A typical algo-
rithm for this is the velocity Verlet algorithm [58] given by

RI(t + ∆t) = RI(t) + VI(t)∆t +
1
2

FI(t)∆t2, (2.48)

VI(t + ∆t) = VI(t) +
1
2

(
FI(t) + FI(t + ∆t)

)
∆t. (2.49)

As the corresponding potential is still always dictated by the respective electronic
ground state, no non-adiabatic excited-state trajectories can be obtained. This and
related methods have been very successfully employed especially in the study of
large and chemically rather complex systems [57].
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2.2 Real-Time Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory

Having established the basis of ground state DFT, we now consider the case of ex-
plicitly time-dependent potentials. We start with the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation and successively introduce the formalism of time-dependent density func-
tional theory.

2.2.1 Introduction

We consider the time-dependent electronic Schrödinger equation, given as

i
∂

∂t
Ψ(t) = H(t)Ψ(t) (2.50)

with an explicitly time-dependent Hamiltonian operator, defined by

H(t) = T + V(t) +W . (2.51)

Equation 2.50 represents an initial-value problem, i.e., the solution also depends on
the initial state Ψ(t0) which is not necessarily the ground state [59]. The kinetic
energy operator T and the interaction energy operator W are independent of time
and remain as given before. The time-dependence of the electrons is imposed by the
time-dependent potential energy operator

V(t) =
N

∑
i=1

v̂(ri, t), (2.52)

which could for example incorporate an electromagnetic field and/or a dynamical
ionic potential. Based on the success of ground state Kohn-Sham density functional
theory, its extension to the time-dependent case was a logical step. As for the case of
KS-DFT, the application of density-functionalization has to be rigorously proven to
work for the dynamical case, too.

2.2.2 The Runge-Gross Theorem

The analogue of the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem for the time-dependent case is the
proof found by Runge and Gross in 1984 [60]. This proof could not be built on
the variational principle as in static DFT and needs to consider the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation being an initial-value problem; it is thus less simple. Here,
the central result is that two time-dependent scalar potentials v1(r, t) and v2(r, t)
differing by not just a time-dependent function, acting on the same initial state
Ψ(t = t0) ≡ Ψ0, will always yield two different time-dependent densities ρ1(r, t)
and ρ2(r, t).
Key quantities for the proof’s discussion are the time-dependent electron density

ρ(r, t) = 〈Ψ(t)|ρ̂(r)|Ψ(t)〉, (2.53)
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and the time-dependent electronic current density

j(r, t) = 〈Ψ(t)|ĵ(r, t)|Ψ(t)〉, (2.54)

ĵ(r, t) = − i
2

N

∑
i=1

(
∇iδ(r− ri) + δ(r− ri)∇i

)
, (2.55)

where ρ̂(r) is the electron density operator as given before and Ψ(t) is the time-
dependent Kohn-Sham wave function. Both quantities are related to each other by
the continuity equation

i
∂

∂t
ρ(r, t) = −∇ · j(r, t). (2.56)

Since the whole proof is rather complicated, we here focus on the essential outline,
following the argumentation by Ullrich [59]:

1. An initial restriction is that only potentials v(r, t) that can be expanded in a
Taylor series around t0 are considered.

2. For such potentials, it is proven that different potentials will always result in
different current densities when evolving in time.

3. Due to the continuity equation, different current densities are intrinsically con-
nected to different charge densities, too.

4. Closing the argumentation circle, it is proven that a unique 1:1 correspondence
between current density and potential is established for an initial condition Ψ0

for the time-dependent case, i.e.,

v(r, t) ↔ ρ(r, t). (2.57)

Ultimately, this allows one to establish the potential as functional of the electron
density, as in ground state DFT:

v(r, t) = v[ρ, Ψ0](r, t), (2.58)

incorporating the dependence onto the initial state.

2.2.3 The Time-Dependent Kohn-Sham Equation

Having established the foundation of extending the DFT approach to the dynami-
cal case via the Runge-Gross theorem, the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equation is
defined as

i
∂

∂t
ψn(r, t) = HKS(t)ψn(r, t), (2.59)

HKS(t) = t̂s + vH[ρ](r, t) + vext(r, t) + vxc

[
ρ, Ψ(I)

0 , Ψ(KS)
0

]
(r, t), (2.60)
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where the single-particle kinetic energy operator is the same as before. The Hartree
potential is of same form, but evaluated for the time-dependent density ρ(r, t), i.e.,

vH[ρ](r, t) =
∫

d3r′
ρ(r′, t)
|r− r′| . (2.61)

The external potential vext(r, t) is explicitly time-dependent and needs to be speci-
fied. An intrinsic problem of this most general definition is the dependence of the
exchange-correlation potential on not only the density ρ(r, t), but also on the ini-
tial many-body wave function of the exact interacting system, Ψ(I)

0 , and on the ini-
tial non-interacting Kohn-Sham wave function Ψ(KS)

0 [59]. While this implication is
potentially problematic, it is usually not important in practice where simulations
evolve from a given ground state. In this case, due to the one-to-one correspondence
from the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, the initial wave functions are functionals of the
initial ground state density, meaning that the XC potential can be defined as a pure
density functional:

Ψ(I)
0 ↔ ρ(r, t = t0)↔ Ψ(KS)

0 : vxc

[
ρ, Ψ(I)

0 , Ψ(KS)
0

]
(r, t) ↔ vxc[ρ](r, t). (2.62)

Another intricacy stems from the XC potential with its complicated dependence on
the density, being non-local both in space and time:

vxc[ρ](r, t) ↔ ρ(r′, t′) ∀t′ ≤ t , ∀r′ 6= r ∈ V. (2.63)

This means that the density for all other points in space and all former times is for-
mally incorporated in the XC functional. The dependence on the density’s history is
commonly referred to as the memory dependency of the time-dependent XC func-
tional and in principle vastly complicates the theory. While there have been works
trying to consider the memory dependence [59, 61], the practical approach is to em-
ploy the so-called adiabatic approximation

vad
xc [ρ](r, t) ↔ ρ(r′, t) ∀r′ 6= r ∈ V, (2.64)

i.e., only the instantaneous density ρ(r, t) is evaluated in the XC functional, com-
pletely omitting its memory dependence. While the breakdown of the adiabatic
approximation is commonly expected for situations with highly varying temporal
behaviour, several studies could show that it often still works quite well [59]. The
vast majority of real-time TDDFT studies does in fact employ the adiabatic approx-
imation, nevertheless one should keep in mind that its use can be problematic for
certain systems.

For completeness, we note that there are some subtle, but intrinsic problems remain-
ing in the formal basis established by the Runge-Gross theorem. Ullrich et al. [59,
62] gave are more in-detail discussion and we will only shortly cover most of these
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aspects. The first aspect is about the v-representability problem: in ground state
DFT, the usual logic is to obtain the ground state density ρ0(r), given a potential
v(r). Considering the other way around, i.e., obtaining a potential v(r) from a given
ground state density ρ0(r), imposes the question whether this is generally possible,
i.e., if this potential always exists (the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem only states that
there exists a 1:1 correspondence if it exists). If not, one could have problems to de-
fine functional derivatives at all [59]. The question of v-representability transfers to
TDDFT and is in the most general sense unanswered. However, van Leeuwen [63]
found a partial proof showing that v-representability is given in the time-dependent
Kohn-Sham approach for functionals that can be Taylor-expanded around t0 (de-
noted as TE0).
The second aspect is linked to the first since the requirement TE0 also applies for the
time-dependent densities. Thus, the van Leeuwen theorem fails for densities that
are non-TE0 - such densities naturally appear near the nucleus due to the Coulomb
singularity.
These points are in practice often ignored but remain important to establish the for-
mal basis of TDDFT. More details about above-mentioned problems can be found
in Refs. [62, 64]. Another formally delicate point of TDDFT was not discussed here:
the presence of external electromagnetic fields. Since this situation is intrinsic within
our work, we provide some more details in the next chapter.

2.2.4 Coupling to External Optical Fields and Periodic Boundary Condi-
tions

As the Runge-Gross theorem is only valid for time-dependent scalar potentials, in-
troducing the interaction of a Kohn-Sham system with electromagnetic radiation is
non-trivial, but fortunately there exists a proof, commonly denoted as the Ghosh-
Dhara theorem [65], which allows one to do so. This theorem is in principle an ex-
tension of the Runge-Gross theorem for the case of electromagnetic coupling and the
resulting theory is commonly denoted as time-dependent current DFT (TDCDFT). It
is thus a more general form of TDDFT that not only incorporates the time-dependent
electron density ρ(r, t) as key quantity, but also the time-dependent electronic cur-
rent density j(r, t), as we will illustrate in the following. Ghosh and Dhara could
show that ρ(r, t) and j(r, t) uniquely determine the time-dependent scalar and vector
potentials v(r, t) and A(r, t), respectively, and that there exists a universal exchange-
correlation functional Exc[ρ, j] that does not depend on the external potentials. The
exact single-particle current and charge densities are determined by time-dependent
Kohn-Sham equations of the form

i
∂

∂t
ψn(r, t) =

(
1
2

(
− i∇+ A(r, t)

)2
+ v(r, t)

)
ψn(r, t). (2.65)
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In the Coulomb gauge ∇ ·A = 0, the potentials are given by

A(r, t) = Aext(r, t) +
∫

d3r′
j(r′, t)
|r− r′| +

δExc[ρ, j](t)
δj(r, t)

, (2.66)

and
v(r, t) = vext(r, t) + vH[ρ](r, t) +

δExc[ρ, j](t)
δρ(r, t)

. (2.67)

This formalism poses the major difficulty of having to find a reasonable approxima-
tion to Exc[ρ, j](t), as the exact form is unknown [66]. The approach we employ in
this work, which is also common practice in the vast majority of real-time TDDFT
applications, is again denoted as the adiabatic approximation. In this case, the func-
tional dependence on the current density is completely neglected and the XC func-
tional used is the ground state functional, evaluated for the instantaneous electron
density:

Exc[ρ, j](t)→ Exc[ρ]
∣∣∣
ρ=ρ(r,t)

:= Ead
xc [ρ](t). (2.68)

By doing so, the effective potentials reduce to

A(r, t) = Aext(r, t), (2.69)

v(r, t) = vext(r, t) + vH[ρ](r, t) +
δEad

xc [ρ](t)
δρ(r, t)

. (2.70)

The time-dependent Kohn-Sham equation with electromagnetic coupling within the
adiabatic approximation is thus given by

i
∂

∂t
ψn(r, t) =

(
1
2

(
− i∇+ Aext(r, t)

)2
+ vext(r, t)

+ vH[ρ](r, t) + vad
xc [ρ](r, t)

)
ψn(r, t) (2.71)

It should be noted that there are cases where the full TDCDFT description is neces-
sary, e.g., for time-varying magnetic fields or for more convenient inclusion of dy-
namical [59, 67] and long-range XC effects [68]. Another case is formally the class of
systems with periodic boundary conditions: in this case, the Runge-Gross theorem
does not apply, as it is formulated for densities of finite extent. This means that the
1:1 correspondence between external field and density cannot be established [69].
TDCDFT on the other hand solves this problem, as both density and current den-
sity establish the connection [70]. We note that most applications of RT-TDDFT in
periodics are conducted without current-functionalization, i.e., ignoring the above-
mentioned problem. This admittedly lacks strict formal justification but often yields
correct results [71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77].
We will now introduce the so-called dipole approximation, also known as long-wavelen-
gth approximation [78], which also reflects common practice in most RT-TDDFT ap-
plications [59]: here, the spatial dependence of the electric field (and thus also of the
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vector potential) is neglected, i.e.,

E(r, t)→ E(t), (2.72)

A(r, t)→ A(t). (2.73)

The justification for this originates in the fact that the spatial variation of the elec-
tromagnetic field is much smaller than the size of the quantum system for typical
wavelengths in laser-matter experiments (in the range of 100s of nanometers for the
visible spectrum). This treatment significantly simplifies the mathematical appara-
tus but one has to keep in mind that the dipole approximation breaks down at some
point both for the field wavelength and its amplitude [78].

2.2.5 Gauge Choice

From a formal point, the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations are gauge invariant
under transformations of the form

A′ext(r, t) = Aext(r, t) +∇χ(r, t), (2.74)

v′ext(r, t) = vext(r, t)− ∂

∂t
χ(r, t), (2.75)

with an arbitrary differentiable real function χ(r, t) [66]. One can thus switch be-
tween gauges by the unitary transformation

ψ′n(r, t) = e−iχ(r,t)ψn(r, t). (2.76)

We will from now on employ the dipole approximation, as introduced above; the
vector potential and electric field are thus spatially homogeneous. Regarding the
specific gauge choice for the description of the external field, the two most common
choices used are the length gauge (LG), defined as

Aext(t) ≡ 0, (2.77)

vext(r, t) ≡ −r · E(t), (2.78)

and the velocity gauge (VG)

Aext(t) ≡ −
∫ t

t0

dt′ E(t′), (2.79)

vext(r, t) ≡ 0, (2.80)

being related to each other by the function [66]

χ(r, t) = −r ·
∫ t

t0

dt′ E(t′). (2.81)
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By definition, both gauges yield the same observables – formally. In any actual
simulation, numerical approximations (most prominently the basis set used to ex-
pand the wave functions) break the gauge invariance to some extent [66, 78, 79, 80].
Problem-specific numerical differences for these gauges can be reason alone to make
a specific choice, but we mainly discuss the topic because for the following reason:
when attempting to describe coupling to an external field via the LG in case of pe-
riodic systems, i.e., with periodic boundary conditions (PBC), the position operator
is ill-defined [81, 82]. This problem can however be solved and the solution is in-
trinsically linked to the modern theory for the bulk polarization by King-Smith and
Vanderbilt [83] and its generalization to the case with external time-dependent fields
by Souza et al. [84]. The polarization P with the unit of charge dipole per volume
formally requires to evaluate an expression including the position operator and is
thus also ill-defined with periodic boundary conditions. King-Smith and Vanderbilt
showed that the polarization of an extended system can be calculated via the Berry
phase of the k-vector,

Pµ =
2i

(2π)3

∫
BZ

d3k
Nv

∑
n=1
〈unk|∂kµ

|unk〉, (2.82)

where Nv is the number of valence bands and {unk} are the periodic parts of the
Bloch functions . In this sense, the position operator and a spatial integral is replaced
by the expression i∂kµ

and an integral over the Brillouin zone. The same ansatz can
be employed to define the correct form of the LG coupling for PBC [81, 82]. How-
ever, from a computational point of view, this requires the evaluation of derivatives
with respect to k-vectors, which itself can be numerically challenging [80] and may
introduce considerable numerical overhead, depending on the implementation.
The velocity gauge on the other hand requires no additional considerations in case
of PBC and can be implemented without further treatment [74, 81, 85] . Our imple-
mentation thus only employs the velocity gauge for the simulation of light-matter
interaction in extended systems. For completeness, we note that the LG may be
advantageous when non-local pseudopotentials or dephasing operators are present
[86]; however, both of these cases are not considered in our work.

2.2.6 Observables

As by the Runge-Gross theorem, the time-dependent KS wave function Ψ(t) be-
comes a functional of the density ρ(r, t) and the initial wave function Ψ0 – i.e.,
Ψ[ρ, Ψ0](t) – due to the density-functionalization of the potential and consequently
the time-dependent Hamiltonian. Therefore all observables O(t) related to operators
Ô are functionals of the time-dependent density, too:

O(t) = 〈Ψ[ρ, Ψ0](t)|Ô|Ψ[ρ, Ψ0](t)〉. (2.83)
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Formally, the initial-state dependency vanishes when the time-propagation evolves
from the ground state wave function since by the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, the
ground state wave function is a functional of the density alone [59].

The time-dependent total energy of the Kohn-Sham system within the adiabatic ap-
proximation is given by

Etot(t) =
Nocc

∑
n=1

fn〈ψn(t)|HKS(t)|ψn(t)〉 −
∫

d3r ρ(r, t)vad
xc (r)

+ Ead
xc [ρ](t)−

1
2

∫
d3r ρ(r, t)vH(r, t) + Enuc(t). (2.84)

This is basically the conventional definition of the total energy in DFT with the differ-
ence that the time-dependent electron density is evaluated and that the eigenvalues
from the solution of the time-independent KS eigenvalue equation are replaced by
the time-dependent expectation values of the time-dependent KS Hamiltonian (i.e.,
the single-particle energies of the time-dependent KS states). With the existence of
external electromagnetic fields, another energy term depending on the chosen gauge
would have to be added in order to include this contribution to the total energy;
however, as this contribution is not really of interest since we usually only care for
energy differences within the time-evolution, we omit it here.

2.2.7 Solving the Time-Dependent Kohn-Sham Equation

Formally, the solution of the TDKS equation can in principle equivalently be formu-
lated analogous to the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. Equivalently, analo-
gous practical considerations arise due to the self-dependence of the TDKS equa-
tion’s solutions, the time-dependent single-particle KS orbitals, on the electronic
density. We will come back to these considerations in Section 3.4 and now consider
the formal solution of Eq. 2.59 via the operator U (t, t0):

ψn(r, t) = U (t, t0)ψn(r, t0). (2.85)

Above relation connects the solution of the TDKS equation for some arbitrary time t
to an initial solution at some time t0 via the so-called time-evolution operator U (t, t0)

(usually called propagator), advancing the initial solution to the current time [87].
This result arises from an equivalent way to write down the TDKS equation via the
propagator:

i
d
dt
U (t, t0) = HKS(t)U (t, t0). (2.86)

Above equation can also be formulated as an integral equation for the propagator
U (t, t0):

U (t, t0) = 1̂− i
∫ t

t0

dt′HKS(t′)U (t′, t0). (2.87)
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Obviously, the solution depends on all points in time between t0 and t. A formal
solution can be given by a Dyson series as

U (t, t0) = 1̂ +
∞

∑
m=1

(−i)m
∫ t

t0

dt1

∫ t1

t0

dt2 ...
∫ tm−1

t0

dtmHKS(t1)...HKS(tm). (2.88)

This form is rather complicated due to the integration limits being integration vari-
ables, too. One can find a more simple version by using the time-ordering operator To

defined by

To

{
HKS(t1)HKS(t2)

}
=

HKS(t1)HKS(t2) , t1 > t2

HKS(t2)HKS(t1) , t1 < t2

(2.89)

which takes into account that time-dependent Hamiltonians do generally not com-
mute, as follows:

U (t, t0) = 1̂ +
∞

∑
m=1

(−i)m

m!

∫ t

t0

dt1

∫ t

t0

dt2 ...
∫ t

t0

dtm To

{
HKS(t1)...HKS(tm)

}
. (2.90)

The factorial stems from the implicit reduction of the inflated integration hyper-
volume by the time-ordering operator. The given form is reminiscent of the series
definition of the exponential and allows to write down an even simpler form as

U (t, t0) = To exp
(
−i
∫ t

t0

dt′HKS(t′)
)

. (2.91)

However, one should note that this is not a true exponential function, but rather a
conventional way to write down the complicated Dyson series. Aside from a for-
mal motivation, the (exact) propagator U (t, t0) has important and insightful prop-
erties, each being critical for actual numerical implementations of a RT-TDDFT (or
Schrödinger dynamics) scheme [87].

• Unitarity: the property
U †(t, t0) = U−1(t, t0) (2.92)

is directly connected to the wave function’s probability conservation, i.e.,∫
d3r |ψn(r, t)|2 =

∫
d3r ψ∗n(r, t)ψn(r, t)

=
∫

d3r ψ∗n(r, t0)U †(t, t0)U (t, t0)ψn(r, t0)

=
∫

d3r ψ∗n(r, t0)ψn(r, t0) =
∫

d3r |ψn(r, t0)|2, (2.93)

for a Hermitian Hamiltonian which is always the case here.

• Time-reversal symmetry: this can be expressed as

U (t, t0) = U−1(t0, t) (2.94)
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and simply implies the effect of time-reversion to be symmetric (in the absence
of magnetic fields):

ψn(t0) = U (t0, t)ψn(t) = U (t0, t)U (t, t0)ψn(t0). (2.95)

• Composition: any propagation interval can be split into smaller intervals due
to the property

U (t, t0) =
Mt

∏
m=0
U (tm + ∆tm, tm) (2.96)

(with t0 = 0, tm+1 = tm + ∆tm, tMt = t) which is obviously of major practical
importance when discretizing time evolution for a computer algorithm with
finite accuracy.

Any numerical representation of a propagator should retain unitarity as good as
possible, and equally for the time-reversal invariance.

2.3 Coupled Nuclear-Electronic Dynamics

In this section, we will extend the presented formalisms for the description of time-
dependent electron degrees of freedom by taking into account the time-dependence
of classically treated nuclei. This leads to coupled nuclear-electronic dynamics within
the frame of Ehrenfest dynamics.

2.3.1 Fundamentals

Extending the electron-only Schrödinger (or Kohn-Sham) dynamics to include nu-
clear degrees of freedom by explicitly taking into account atomic coordinates {RI}
yields the following Schrödinger equation:

i
∂

∂t
Ψ
(
{ri}, {RI}, t

)
= H′Ψ

(
{ri}, {RI}, t

)
. (2.97)

The total wave function is thus depending on all electron coordinates, all atomic
coordinates and on time. The Hamiltonian operator is now given by

H′ = Tnuc +H (2.98)

whereH is the electronic Hamiltonian as defined before in Eq. 2.51 and

Tnuc = −
1
2

Nat

∑
I=1

1
MI
∇2

I (2.99)

is the nuclear kinetic energy operator (with the atomic masses {MI}). We addition-
ally note here that the potential energy operator also includes internuclear Coulomb
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repulsion via

V =
Nel

∑
i=1

v̂(ri, t) +
Nat

∑
I<J

ZIZJ

|RI −RJ |
(2.100)

with the atomic numbers {ZI} and the usual single-electron potential energy op-
erator v̂(r, t) describing electron-nuclear Coulomb attraction and possible external
time-dependent fields.
The simplest strategy to obtain individual (but coupled) dynamical equations for
electrons and nuclei is applying a single product ansatz for the total wave function,
i.e.,

Ψ
(
{ri}, {RI}, t

)
≈ Φ

(
{ri}, t

)
Θ
(
{RI}, t

)
exp

(
i
∫ t

t0

dt′ ε(t′)
)

, (2.101)

with Φ being the purely electronic und Θ being the purely nuclear wave function,
each being normalized at any time. The phase factor

ε(t) =
∫

d3r d3R Φ∗
(
{ri}, t

)
Θ∗
(
{RI}, t

)
H′Φ

(
{ri}, t

)
Θ
(
{RI}, t

)
(2.102)

is introduced for convenience; the integrals run over all individual coordinates as
indicated by the expressions for the wave functions. This ansatz is referred to as a
single-configuration approach that will lead to a mean-field character of the dynam-
ics described here [57]. Employing this product ansatz for the coupled Schrödinger
equation yields the two differential equations [57]

i
∂

∂t
Φ
(
{ri}, t

)
=− 1

2

Nel

∑
i=1
∇2

i Φ
(
{ri}, t

)
+

{∫
d3R Θ∗

(
{RI}, t

)
V Θ

(
{RI}, t

)}
Φ
(
{ri}, t

)
, (2.103)

i
∂

∂t
Θ
(
{RI}, t

)
=− 1

2

Nat

∑
I=1

1
MI
∇2

I Θ
(
{RI}, t

)
+

{∫
d3r Φ∗

(
{ri}, t

)
H′Φ

(
{ri}, t

)}
Θ
(
{RI}, t

)
. (2.104)

One can directly see the mean-field character in the respective potential energy con-
tributions in both equations: the motion of the electronic wave function Φ includes
the nuclear wave function-averaged potential energy contribution and vice versa.

2.3.2 Ehrenfest Dynamics

Since it was the goal here to describe quantum-mechanical electron motion coupled
with semi-classical nuclear dynamics, the classical limit for the nuclei needs to be
taken – in this case for the formerly presented mean-field approach. The strategy
is in detail described in Refs. [57, 88] and we provide some more general remarks
about this method in Section 4.5. First, we formulate the nuclear wave function as a
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product

Θ
(
{RI}, t

)
≡ A

(
{RI}, t

)
exp

(
iS
(
{RI}, t

))
(2.105)

where A ∈ R+ and S ∈ R. Inserting this ansatz into above nuclear mean-field
equations yields the amplitude and phase equations

∂S
∂t

+
1
2

Nat

∑
I=1

1
MI

(∇IS)2 +
∫

d3r Φ∗HΦ =
1
2

Nat

∑
I=1

1
MI

1
A
∇2

I A, (2.106)

∂A
∂t

+
Nat

∑
I=1

1
MI

(∇I A)(∇IS) +
1
2

Nat

∑
I=1

1
MI

A(∇2
I S) = 0. (2.107)

The equation for A can be formulated as a continuity equation for the nuclear par-
ticle probability when identifying A2 = |Θ|2. The equation for S directly serves the
purpose of constructing semi-classical nuclear dynamics when taking the classical
limit h̄ → 0 which results in the RHS of Eq. 2.106 becoming zero (due to the use of
atomic units, h̄ is not occurring, but in fact is a prefactor of the sum). The transfor-
mation PI = ∇IS with the nuclear momentum operator PI leads to the following
form of Equation 2.106 when also performing the classical limit:

∂S
∂t

+
Nat

∑
I=1

1
2MI
P2

I +
∫

d3r Φ∗HΦ = 0 (2.108)

⇔ ∂S
∂t

+ H̄
(
{RI}, {PI}

)
= 0 (2.109)

The last equation with the Hamiltonian H̄ has an isomorphic equation of motion
in the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism, enabling to define the Newtonian equation of
motion

ṖI = MIR̈I = −∇I〈Φ|H′|Φ〉 (2.110)

where we can see by defining VE ≡ 〈Φ|H|Φ〉 that the nuclear motion is given by the
effective potential VE, actually being the expectation value of the electronic Hamilto-
nian, i.e., incorporating an averaging character, for a fixed configuration of nuclear
positions {RI}.
The last step is to define the nuclei as classical particles which is done by setting the
nuclear charge density to a product of delta distributions and evaluating the poten-
tial part of Eq. 2.103 on this basis:

∫
d3R Θ

(
{RI}, t

)
V Θ

(
{RI}, t

)
=
∫

d3R
∣∣∣Θ({RI}, t

)∣∣∣2 V
≡∏

I

∫
d3R δ(R−RI(t))V

≡ Vne

(
{ri}, {RI(t)}

)
. (2.111)
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This finally yields the dynamical equation for the electrons where the Hamiltonian
and the wave functions parametrically depend on a fixed configuration {RI} of nu-
clear positions:

i
∂

∂t
Φ
(
{ri}, {RI}, t

)
=−∑

i

1
2
∇2

i Φ
(
{ri}, {RI}, t

)
+ Vne

(
{ri}, {RI(t)}

)
Φ
(
{ri}, {RI}, t

)
. (2.112)

In the TDDFT framework, this equation is the single-particle Kohn-Sham equation
for the KS orbitals {ψn}. The simultaneous solution of Equations 2.110 and 2.112
constitutes the Ehrenfest dynamics approach. We will discuss applications and prac-
tical considerations further in Chapter 4.5.

2.4 Linear-Response Time-Dependent Density Functional The-
ory

Having established before the framework given by the general time-dependent Kohn-
Sham equation, we will now consider the special case of weak perturbations. This
leads to the linear-response formulation of TDDFT, which is of significant practical
relevance.

2.4.1 Introduction

The most popular formulation of the time-dependent variant of DFT (TDDFT) is
found in its linear-response formulation (LR-TDDFT) which enables a quite eco-
nomic way to calculate excitation energies of an electronic system in the perturbative
regime [64]. This approach does not involve actual time propagation and one effec-
tively only needs to efficiently solve a (possibly large) eigenvalue problem. The key
idea is to write the time-dependent external potential as

v(r, t) ≡ v0(r) + δv(r, t), (2.113)

i.e., by a time-independent potential and a weak time-dependent potential, acting
as a perturbation on the system. From the Taylor expansion of the response of the
electronic density,

ρ(r, t) = ρ0(r) + δρ(r, t) + h.o.t., (2.114)

where ρ0 is the ground state density, one can write the first order density response
as

δρ(r, t) =
∫

dt′
∫

d3r′ χ(r, t, r′, t′) δv(r′, t′). (2.115)
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The quantity χ(r, t, r′, t′) is the susceptibility, also often named the density-density
response function. The single-particle density-density response function can be de-
fined as

χKS(r, t, r′, t′) =
δρ(r, t)

δvKS(r′, t′)

∣∣∣∣∣
vKS[ρ0]

. (2.116)

Its poles are the single-particle Kohn-Sham orbital excitations and not those of the
true fully interacting system (same for the oscillator strengths which are related to
optical absorption intensities). We proceed by defining the so-called linear response
kernel as the functional derivative of the exchange-correlation potential,

fxc[ρ0](r, t, r′, t′) =
δvxc[ρ](r, t)

δρ(r′, t′)

∣∣∣∣∣
ρ=ρ0

. (2.117)

For example, a very popular exchange-correlation kernel is based on the LDA XC
functional, yielding the often used notation ’TDLDA’ for LR-TDDFT based calcula-
tions using the so-called adiabatic LDA (ALDA) XC kernel [59, 64]. Formally, Equa-
tion 2.115 can equivalently be written via a non-interacting Kohn-Sham system as

δρ(r, t) =
∫

dt′
∫

d3r′ χKS(r, t, r′, t′) δvKS(r′, t′), (2.118)

assuming that the Kohn-Sham potential vKS includes the true exchange-correlation
description. The first-order change in the KS potential is given as

δvKS(r, t) = δv(r, t) +
∫

d3r′
δρ(r′, t)
|r− r′|

+
∫

dt′
∫

d3r′ fxc[ρ0](r, t, r′, t′) δρ(r′, t′). (2.119)

Equating the expressions 2.115 and 2.118 yields a Dyson equation of the form

χ[ρ0](r, t, r′, t′) = χKS[ρ0](r, t, r′, t′) (2.120)

+
∫

dt′′
∫

d3r′′
∫

dt′′′
∫

d3r′′′ χKS[ρ0](r, t, r′′, t′′)

×
(

δ(t′′ − t′′′)
|r′′ − r′′′| + fxc[ρ0](r′′, t′′, r′′′, t′′′)

)
χ[ρ0](r′′′, t′′′, r′, t′).

The next step is to express above equation in frequency space via canonical Fourier
transformation. It is important here to note that the exchange-correlation kernel only
depends on time differences due to time translation invariance of the unperturbed
ground state system, resulting in only one frequency variable: F [ fxc(r, r′, t− t′)] =
fxc[ρ0](r, r′, ω). We omit the explicit Fourier transform of Eq. 2.120 but rather give
the formal solution as the key result:

χ−1(r, r′, ω) = χ−1
KS(r, r′, ω)− fH,xc[ρ0](r, r′, ω) (2.121)
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(note that the inverse function is given, providing a rather simple expression). Here,
we introduced the Hartree-exchange-correlation kernel

fH,xc[ρ0](r, r′, ω) =
1

|r− r′| + fxc[ρ0](r, r′, ω). (2.122)

The solution χ(r, r′, ω) contains the sought information, namely the true excitation
energies of the system, as its poles. In analogy to a system of weakly perturbed
coupled oscillators in classical mechanics with specific eigenmodes (and -vectors),
the excitation energies are the eigenmodes of the interacting electronic system [59].

2.4.2 Formulation as Matrix Equation

For practical calculations, i.e., to solve the equation for the fully interacting density-
density response function, the corresponding quantities are expressed in the basis
of the Kohn-Sham orbitals {ψn}, each of which are associated with a certain spin,
energy eigenvalue and occupation {(σn, εnσ, fn)}. These representations are

χ(r, r′, ω) = ∑
nmσ

∑
klσ′

(
ψn(rσ)ψ∗m(rσ)ψk(r′σ′)ψ∗l (r

′σ′)
)

Xnmσ,klσ′(ω), (2.123)

δv(r, ω) = ∑
nmσ

ψn(rσ)ψ∗m(rσ)Vnm(ω), (2.124)

fH,xc(r, r′, ω) = ∑
nmσ

∑
klσ′

(
ψn(rσ)ψ∗m(rσ)ψk(r′σ′)ψ∗l (r

′σ′)
)

Fnmσ,klσ′(ω). (2.125)

We will see later that only the Hartree-exchange-correlation kernel matrix elements

Fnmσ,klσ′(ω) = 〈ψkσ′ |〈ψnσ| fH,xc[ρ0](ω)|ψmσ〉|ψlσ′〉 (2.126)

have to be calculated explicitly. Further, the single-particle susceptibility is simply
given via the Kohn-Sham orbital occupations and eigenvalues, as the latter build its
poles by definition:

χKS
nmσ,klσ′(ω) = δσσ′δnkδml

fkσ − fnσ

ω− (εnσ − εkσ)
. (2.127)

In this basis, the Fourier transform of Eq. 2.115 now reads

δρnmσ(ω) = ∑
nmσ

δvnmσ(ω) χnmσ,klσ′(ω) (2.128)

and by inserting Eq. 2.121 into above equation and rearranging, we obtain the fol-
lowing linear-response equation:

∑
klσ′

((
χKS

nmσ,klσ′(ω)
)−1 − Fnmσ,klσ′(ω)

)
δρnmσ(ω) = δVnmσ(ω), (2.129)
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where the inverse single-particle susceptibility
(

χKS
nmσ,klσ′(ω)

)−1
is obtained by sim-

ply inverting Eq. 2.127. Note that the matrix elements have to be evaluated for all
possible combinations of occupied and unoccupied Kohn-Sham orbitals. Since this
is an infinite set, the number of states is in practice truncated. Expressing above
equation in matrix form yields the equation

χ−1

[
X
Y

]
=

(
ω

[
1 0
0 −1

]
−
[

A B
B∗ A∗

]) [
X
Y

]
=

[
δV
δV∗

]
(2.130)

where Xnmσ = δρnmσ and Ynmσ = δρmnσ. The matrices A and B are given by

Anmσ,klσ′ = δσσ′δnkδml(εnσ − εmσ) + Fnmσ,klσ′ , (2.131)

Bnmσ,klσ′ = Fnmσ,lkσ′ . (2.132)

We used the notation χ−1 on the left hand side of Equation 2.130 to illustrate that
this matrix corresponds to the inverse fully interacting response function. Its poles
are by definition the exact excitation energies {ωi} and thus, those can be obtained
by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem[

A B
B∗ A∗

] [
Xi

Yi

]
= ωi

[
1 0
0 −1

] [
Xi

Yi

]
. (2.133)

The eigenvalues correspond to occupied-unoccupied transitions ωi > 0 ↔ (n → k)
(excitations) and unoccupied-occupied transitions ωi < 0 ↔ (n ← k) (de - excita-
tions). The neglect of de-excitations is mediated by setting B = 0 which is called the
Tamm-Dancoff approximation [89]. Equation 2.133 can under certain requirements
be reformulated as the ordinary eigenvalue problem usually denoted as Casida’s
equation [90]

ΩFi = ω2
i Fi (2.134)

with Fi = (A− B)−1(Xi − Yi) and the so-called Casida matrix Ω = (A− B)1/2(A +

B)(A− B)−1/2. The latter quantity can be directly given by

Ωnmσ,klσ′ = δσσ′δnkδml(εnσ′ − εmσ)
2 +

√
∆ fnmσ′∆εnmσ∆ fklσ′∆εlkσ′Fnmσ,klσ′ (2.135)

with ∆εnmσ = εmσ − εnσ and ∆ fnmσ′ = fnσ′ − fmσ′ . Practically, the solution is thus
obtained by solving the Casida eigenvalue problem.
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Chapter 3

Details on the Real-Time TDDFT
Implementation

3.1 Overview

We will in this section provide an overview about the mostly technical implications
of our computer code implementation of real-time TDDFT. For this, we will shortly
introduce the FHI-aims DFT software, which is the basis of our framework. After
that, we provide several key concepts and paradigms which we employed in the
software development. The formalism of RT-TDDFT for atom-centered basis func-
tions will be introduced in succession. After that, we will cover important math-
ematical aspects of the numerical integration of the time-dependent Kohn-Sham
equation, also introducing various time-propagation schemes.

3.2 The FHI-aims Code Package

The FHI-aims software package is one of the younger density functional theory com-
puter codes. The first official publication from Blum et al. [42] describing the imple-
mentation is from the year 2009. Since then, the paper has been cited well over 1500
times1, indicating the success of the all-electron numerical atom-centered basis func-
tion approach. Noteworthy is here also that the software has been benchmarked as
one of the most accurate in the field [54]. It was shown that FHI-aims is an order-
N code, meaning that is offers a favorable O(N) scaling of the computational cost
for large systems [42, 91]. Besides the robust basic DFT functionality, many addi-
tional techniques were introduced by now: van der Waals description based on
the Tkatchenko-Scheffler [92] oder many-body-dispersion approaches [93, 94, 95,
96], many-body perturbation methods like MP2, RPA, G0W0 [97] or self-consistent
GW [98], an implementation of the Bethe-Salpeter equation approach [99], density
functional perturbation theory [100], or quasi-four-component relativistic descrip-
tion [101].
The combination of the all-electron description in a highly efficient and accurate
framework that can treat both finite and extended systems forms a very interesting

1https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010465509002033, 18.06.2021

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010465509002033
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basis for RT-TDDFT applications. In order to illustrate the specifics of the underlying
implementation, we will here provide a discussion of the most important aspects.

The Kohn-Sham single-particle orbitals

ψn(r) =
Nb

∑
j=1

cjnφj(r) (3.1)

(with Nb being the number of basis functions) are represented in the FHI-aims code
package via numeric atom-centered orbital (NAO) basis functions, i.e.,

φj(r) =
uj(r)

r
Yljmj(θ, φ), (3.2)

where uj(r) is a purely radial function, Yljmj(θ, φ) a spherical harmonic and it should
be noted that the angular indices are implicit functions of the basis function index j,
thus (lj, mj) [42]. We note here that the functions Yljmj(θ, φ) are either the real or the
imaginary parts of generally complex spherical harmonics, effectively making the
basis functions φj(r) purely real-valued. The radial functions uj(r) are numerically
tabulated and originate from free-atom or -ion calculations, i.e., from the solution of
the following Schrödinger-like radial equation(

−1
2

d2

dr2 +
l(l + 1)

r2 + vj(r) + vcut(r)
)

uj(r) = εjuj(r), (3.3)

where vj(r) is the atom-specific potential (defining the specific shape of the solution
function by a major impact) and vcut(r) is the confining potential which effectively
limits the radial function’s spatial extent and yields smooth decay. This makes the
basis functions very flexible due to the tunability of the integration grid and the
choice of specific boundary conditions to localize them. A minimal basis is obtained
by using the self-consistent free-atom radial potential for vj(r) and solving above
equation corresponding to the occupied states of the free atom; this serves as a basis
to construct more complete basis sets (which always include all smaller basis sets
used to construct them). A specific advantage of the all-electron description here is
that (the highly localized) core states are already described very well in the minimal
basis. A systematic scheme is presented in Ref. [42] and the code package includes
optimized, tiered basis sets for nearly all elements which begin at the ‘light’ basis set,
followed by ‘tight’ and ‘very tight’ basis sets (among other more customized basis
sets, e.g., with augmented Gaussians), converging to the basis set limit. Figure 3.1
illustrates the radial functions uj(r) for the ‘tight+aug2’ basis set of carbon. This ba-
sis set additionally includes two diffuse Gaussian functions that enlarge the relevant
radial extent significantly. Real-space integrations are performed via a partitioning
scheme introduced by Becke, Delley and others [102, 103, 104]: here, the overall vol-
ume spanned by the overlapping atom-centered grids is partitioned into localized
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FIGURE 3.1: Carbon radial basis functions from the ‘tight+aug2’ ba-
sis set. The atomic minimal basis, i.e., the basis functions used to
construct the 1s, 2s and 2pi orbitals is colored in red. Additional hy-
drogenic basis functions are indicated by the dashed grey lines, while

the two diffuse Gaussian functions are colored in blue.

atom-centered subvolumes (which are then distributed to computational tasks), i.e.,

∫
V

d3r h(r) =
Nat

∑
I=1

∫
V

d3r pI(r) h(r). (3.4)

The integrand h(r) can be any real-valued function on the grid, most often it is a
matrix element of an operator Ô, h(r) := φi(r)Ôφj(r). The atom-centered partition
functions have the form

pI(r) =
gI(r)

∑Nat
J=1 gJ(r)

, (3.5)

where gI(r) is a strongly peaked function on atom I, and one can directly see that
this corresponds to a partition of unity, as the sum of the partition functions equals
one everywhere. The functions pI(r) are centered on their corresponding atom I and
their choice has important implications on accuracy and efficiency. In FHI-aims, an
efficient scheme by Stratmann et al. [103] is employed.
Each of the single-atom integration grids is spanned by a spherical grid that is com-
prised of Nr radial shells r(s) (s = 1, .., Nr) that each contain a specific number of
angular integration points and weights, the latter obtained by a scheme of Delley
[105]. The radial shells are defined via

r(s) = router
log(1− (s/(Nr + 1)2)

log(1− (Nr/(Nr + 1)2))
(3.6)
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with router being the radius of the outmost shell, as suggested by Baker et al. [106].
The spatial extent (and of course the employed grid density) of the radial basis func-
tions is thus critical for performance but also for the correct description of valence
electrons, especially when dealing with excitations.
Due to the all-electron description, relativistic treatment is required and here im-
plemented on an approximate scalar-relativistic level, avoiding the four-component
Dirac equation. The scaled zeroth order regular approximation (ZORA) by van
Lenthe [107] is used in this context and of most practical significance is the so called
atomic ZORA treatment [42]. In this approach, the scalar-relativistic free-atom kinetic
operator is defined as

t̂at.ZORA(i) = p̂ · c2

2c2 − vfree
I(i)

p̂ (3.7)

(c is the speed of light). Here, p̂ = −i∇ is the momentum operator and vfree
I(i) is the

free-atom potential of the atom I which the basis function i is attached to, and which
is subject to the action of the kinetic operator.
In the case of periodic systems, i.e., slabs or bulk solids, the periodic boundary con-
ditions are implemented by the definition of generalized basis functions of the form

χik(r) = ∑
M

eik·TM φi

(
r−RI(i) − TM

)
≡∑

M
eik·TM φiM. (3.8)

Here, φi is an atomic basis function centered on atom I, including its location in a
unit cell indicated by the translation vector TM. The latter specifically refers to a unit
cell location TM = M1a1 + M2a2 + M3a3 with {ai} being the lattice vectors of the
unit cell. These generalized basis functions lead to KS orbitals satisfying the Bloch
condition, as

ψnk(r + TN) =
Nocc

∑
i=1

cinkχik (r + TN)

=
Nocc

∑
i=1

cink ∑
M

eik·TM φi

(
r−RI(i) − TM + TN

)
= eik·TN

Nocc

∑
i=1

cink ∑
M

eik·(TM−TN)φi

(
r−RI(i) − (TM − TN)

)
= eik·TN

Nocc

∑
i=1

cink ∑
M′

eik·TM′φi

(
r−RI(i) − TM′

)
= eik·TN ψnk(r). (3.9)

Real-space, k-dependent matrix elements of an operator Ô (e.g., the Hamiltonian
operator) now have the form

Oijk ≡ 〈χik|Ô|χjk〉 = ∑
M,N

′ eik·(TN−TM)〈φiN|Ô|φjM〉uc. (3.10)

The primed sum symbol indicates the fact that only basis functions that actually
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have spatial overlap in the central unit cell add contributions. The corresponding
real-space integrations are only carried out in the central unit cell by mapping back
any outer contributions of periodic basis function images:

〈φiN|Ô|φjM〉uc =
∫

Vuc

d3r φiN Ô φjM. (3.11)

This simply means that non-zero spatial integration contributions outside the cen-
tral unit cell are actually integrated in the central unit cell by exploiting the lattice
symmetry. Any expectation value of an operator Ô is in the periodic case also carried
out over k-space, as the Kohn-Sham orbitals depend on the k-vector:

O ≡ 〈Ô〉 = 1
VBZ

∫
VBZ

d3k
Nocc

∑
n=1

fn〈ψnk|Ô|ψnk〉. (3.12)

Here, VBZ is the volume of the Brillouin zone which is effectively sampled with a
discrete k-point mesh. This mesh (i.e., the density of the k-points or their alignment
with respect to high-symmetry points) has to be chosen carefully, as e.g., metallic
systems need a higher k-space resolution in order to handle the Fermi discontinuity
[108].

Two different methods to compute the electron density ρ(r) from input Kohn-Sham
eigenvectors ψn(r) are implemented in FHI-aims. The standard method is the simple
evaluation of the expression

ρ(r) =
Nocc

∑
n=1

fnψ∗n(r)ψn(r) (3.13)

(with the occupation numbers fn), where a summand ψ∗n(r)ψn(r) must be built by a
matrix product over Nb×Nb entries at each grid point r (see Eq. 3.1), making this an
expensive operation in general, scaling as O(N2

at) with a large prefactor. When the
system size increases, a point will be reached where the number of occupied states
Nocc becomes larger than the number of non-zero basis functions at this integration
coordinate (due to the local character of the basis functions). At this point, it is
numerically more favorable to update the electron density with the density matrix

ρij =
Nocc

∑
n=1

fnc∗incjn, (3.14)

ρ(r) =
Nnz

b

∑
ij

φi(r) ρij φj(r), (3.15)

where Nnz
b is the number of non-zero basis functions at this coordinate. This shrinks

the scaling of the density update to O(Nat), greatly reducing the computational
overhead. It is thus a very important property of the FHI-aims code to scale linearly
with system size in this sense, allowing the efficient computation of large systems.
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3.3 RT-TDDFT Functionality Integration

Within this section, we first present the code design and the paradigms which we
followed in our implementation. We then outline the actual code structure and the
workflow of a RT-TDDFT simulation. Thereafter, we discuss the important topic
of parallelization and the different modes of operation. In this frame, we further
discuss our strategies for optimization.

3.3.1 Approach

Before going into technical details of our implementation, we want to illustrate our
general approach and the key concepts we followed throughout this work. The fol-
lowing points can be regarded as our implementation paradigms.

• Modularization: the RT-TDDFT functionality is provided as isolated module
and itself is strictly modularized, allowing for future extensions. This incorpo-
rates two key ideas: first, the code itself is well-separated and organized inside
the parent package in order to ease understanding by another programmer,
possibly simplifying further code additions in the future or for maintenance.
Currently, the RT-TDDFT module consists of 18 modules encapsulated in a
corresponding subdirectory. Second, the existing codebase is only modified
if absolutely necessary. This reduces the risk of incompatibilities and bugs.
Most necessary modifications are related to real-space operations like density
update and matrix integrations, e.g., to consider complex-valued eigenvectors.

• Efficiency: we used as much highly optimized numerical infrastructure as
possible to make our own implementation maximally efficient for related op-
erations. This also denotes the use of subroutines from optimized electronic
structure libraries like the ELSI library [109] (e.g., for diagonalization or ma-
trix inversion).

• Parallel infrastructure: as FHI-aims is a fully MPI-parallelized code package
that has been tested for 1000s of atoms [42], our implementation was also built
for full parallel support. This has several implications which we will demon-
strate later. Overall, we parallelized all relevant operations according to the
parent infrastructure. This mostly affects numerical linear algebra operations
based on (Sca-)LAPACK [110, 111] or custom libraries.

• Usability and readability: the over 35000 lines of our commented Fortran90
code are kept very clean and conform to a strict coding format in order to ease
future modifications. We integrated regression tests into the standardized test-
suite which also serve educational purpose. Application control is interfaced
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to the existing codebase in a separated and structured way. The existing man-
ual was extended to describe the functionalities introduced by us and we tried
to make the keywording transparent.

3.3.2 Code Structure and Workflow

In this chapter, we will provide a condensed picture of the general code structure
and the workflow for real-time propagation simulations. The FHI-aims main() sub-
routine encapsulates any operation that is done with the software and incorporates,
e.g., preprocessing, self-consistent field (SCF) calculation and post-processing. The
RT-TDDFT functionality is called after any SCF operation and is thus integrated in
the workflow in this manner.
The subroutine rt_tddft() is called from main() and will then call the subroutines

• rt_tddft_initialization(),

• rt_tddft_run_propagation(),

• rt_tddft_finalize(),

in this order. The corresponding RT-TDDFT workflow is depicted in Fig. 3.2 in a
simplified general picture, including remarks about the specific operations.
With module-global, we denote arrays that RT-TDDFT modules/subroutines have ac-
cess to via their defined scope of the parent module. Such arrays are not only needed
for the storage of physical entities like the Hamiltonian, overlap matrix, eigenvec-
tors, etc., but also for (Sca-)LAPACK work arrays. There is always a minimum num-
ber of such (real or complex type) arrays that are needed for numerical tasks and
we pre-allocate these in order to reduce dynamical memory allocation within the
sub-infrastructure. We further note that any (relevant) memory allocation is tracked
by the recently introduced aims_memory_tracking infrastructure which allows real-
time tracking and evaluation of memory consumption. It should be noted that we
aimed to encapsulate most work arrays or other variables within the correspond-
ing subroutine in order to avoid global access/tight coupling (which is prone to
introducing bugs in the code), but on the other hand allowed global access to some
numerical operation work arrays, logical flags or other variables that are related to
the parent infrastructure.
The core modules (cf. Figure 3.2) rt_tddft_initialization, rt_tddft_main and
rt_tddft_finalization contour the backbone of a RT-TDDFT simulation and each
possibly utilizes some other core modules, e.g., rt_tddft_observables_and_output
or rt_tddft_time_propagation. Since especially the latter is connected to several
numerical and parallelization implications, we will present and discuss these char-
acteristics in upcoming section and at later points. Regarding in- and output, we
refer to the manual in Section A in the appendix. For a more detailed description
and list of all incorporated modules, we refer to Section C in the appendix.
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FIGURE 3.2: General workflow conducted when a real-time propaga-
tion is requested, as executed by the rt_tddft() subroutine within

the FHI-aims main() subroutine.

3.3.3 Modes of Operation, Parallel Infrastructure and Optimization

Aside serial operation mode, i.e., code execution on a single process without MPI-
parallelism, FHI-aims incorporates essentially two structurally different modes of
operation, also depending on the type of calculation, e.g., whether one employs pe-
riodic boundary conditions or not. Also, in connection to the type of the calculation,
the number of parallel tasks may impact the mode of operation employed (as ex-
plained further below). As our code is able to adapt to these different modes, we
here elucidate these, as several numerical or memory-related implications arise.
The numerically most expensive parts can roughly be divided into two categories
with specific parallel operability characteristics, namely

• Real-space grid operations: this denotes functionalities where operations are
conducted over a large number of points in real space. Important examples
here include the computation of the electronic density ρ(r) or integration of
real-space matrix elements like 〈φi|HKS|φj〉 or 〈φi|φj〉 (and others). Typically,
atom-centered integration grids are of order O(104) [42] with respect to the
integration points. The parallel treatment is here to divide and distribute the
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complete real-space grid in batches of O(100) grid points that are distributed
onto processes (such that one process only has neighboring subvolumes) whi-
ch then handle the required computation on relatively small data structures
individually, also known as domain decomposition.

• Matrix algebra: despite the fact that most numerical operations in this con-
text are conducted via some form of matrix operations, we here specifically
refer only to operations that are performed with matrices of size Nb ×Nb or
Nb × Nocc (Nb is the number of basis functions and Nocc the number of oc-
cupied orbitals). The most prominent example in the ground-state case is the
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix H ∈ KNb×Nb . In this case, the par-
allel treatment of numerical linear algebra operations depends on the system
setup (periodic boundary conditions and number of k-points), which we will
elucidate further.

Since we adapt the basic machinery for real-space grid operations in our implemen-
tation (with several modifications to serve our purpose), the parallelization and per-
formance characteristics of FHI-aims in this sense directly transfer to the RT-TDDFT
case. In contrast to this, the RT-TDDFT functionality incorporates a large amount
of matrix algebra operations as defined above. FHI-aims includes numerical linear
algebra support via the libraries (Sca)LAPACK [110, 111] or ELSI [109], also building
the foundation of our implementation.
Before going into detail with the different modes, we will provide a short overview
about the parallel data and numerical linear algebra infrastructure. For large dense
matrices, the so-called block-cyclic distribution approach may be applied, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3.3. Typically, the global matrices being subject to the distribution have
the dimension Nb ×Nb or Nb ×Nocc. Large values for Nb in a still realistic context
are of O(1000), i.e., the corresponding storage is in the range of several hundreds of
MB for complex 16 Byte datatypes per process (without any additional multiplica-
tors like spin, k-points, etc.).
Given a block-cyclic distribution of matrices, numerical linear algebra operations on
the distributed process-local matrices can be performed without any inter-process
communication and usually without any additional memory demand except pre-
allocated required workspace. For the computation of global quantities, in this
context, e.g., expectation values of operators, MPI-communication is required (like
MPI_reduce or MPI_allreduce, see, e.g., Ref. [112] for details). Such operations cost
additional simulation time and should only be applied when necessary.
We set up the given infrastructure for our purpose in order to profit from the highly
efficient numerical linear algebra functionality. In case that parallel treatment or
block-cyclic distribution based functionality cannot be used, our code operates in
the standard serial LAPACK mode (as denoted by now). Else, we strictly employ
use of local block-cyclically distributed matrices, also in order to reduce unneces-
sary memory demand; any real-space grid-related results are directly distributed.
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FIGURE 3.3: Illustration of 2D block-cyclic distribution of an N×N
matrix into 16 local representations on a 2x2 process grid. For sim-
plicity N is an even number here. Submatrices MK

i with sub-index i
and process index K. The process grid and block sizes are chosen for

an optimal workload distribution.

Reduce operations are only conducted on few, unavoidable situations: update of
electron density and potentials, geometry update and force calculations, calculation
of observables. The pre-allocated workspace, i.e., work arrays, for numerical opera-
tions is minimized and depends on the mode of operation. Nevertheless, additional
memory workspace may be allocated in the time evolution process, but can always
be tracked (which applies to any allocation) and is predictable.
Concluding this topic, the following modes of operation are implemented (Nproc is
the number of parallel processes and Nk is the number of k-points):

• Non-periodic calculation with MPI: ScaLAPACK mode with block-cyclic dis-
tribution and operation over all processes

• Non-periodic calculation without MPI: LAPACK (serial) mode with full stor-
age and operations

• Periodic calculation with MPI and Nproc > Nk: ScaLAPACK mode with block-
cyclic distribution and operation over k-points

• Periodic calculation with MPI and Nproc ≤ Nk: LAPACK mode with full stor-
age and operations with each process incorporating multiple k-points

• Periodic calculation without MPI: LAPACK mode with full storage and oper-
ation

Thus, for any type of calculation and any parallelization mode that is incorporated in
the FHI-aims package, we offer the corresponding functionality for real-time TDDFT.

Regarding specific optimizations, the corresponding numerical operations are con-
ducted appropriate to possible symmetries of the given objects (e.g., for Hermitian/
symmetric/triangular/orthogonal/etc. matrices) and strictly within possible sub-
spaces (e.g., only for occupied orbitals, and local dimensions of distributed matri-
ces). If possible, only real (8 Byte) datatype arrays are used for basis matrices like,
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e.g., the overlap matrix, the dipole matrix, and so on. Products between complex (16
Byte) and real matrices are strictly carried out as

ARBC = ARRe
{

BC
}
+ ARIm

{
BC
}

(3.16)

BCAR = Re
{

BC
}

AR + Im
{

BC
}

AR, (3.17)

with AR being a real and BC being a complex matrix, i.e., avoiding unnecessary
multiplications of zero-value imaginary parts. This strategy also improved the com-
putation time for the density update significantly, as only the eigenvectors enter as
complex quantities here (which is always the case in RT-TDDFT).
Further, we included several options that let the user control symmetry-specific and
IO-specific optimizations. The selectable options are the following:

• The computation of observables (and required matrix elements) that have more
than one dimension in the sense of Cartesian components, spin, etc., can be set
such that only the desired dimension is computed and sent to output. For ex-
ample, if only the z-component of the electronic dipole moment is of interest,
only the corresponding components will be computed to save computational
resources.

• Observables can be set to be only computed for their own time stepping, e.g.,
the total energy is only computed every N real-time simulation steps.

• Numerical stability indicators like the unitarity of the time-evolution operator
are only computed on request.

• Different output levels can be set, meaning that a variable amount of console
output is produced.

• Geometry constraints can be applied for all or individual directions, resulting
in forces being only computed for active coordinates (in the case of Ehrenfest
dynamics). This can yield large gains in efficiency, as force computations are
comparably expensive.

For a complete description of the user-specified options and modes of operation, we
refer to the manual in Section A of the appendix.

3.4 Numerical Time Propagation

This section introduces the formulation of the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equation
in the given basis set, such that it can be solved by numerical linear algebra meth-
ods. We discuss some numerical implications arising from this approach and how
external fields and non-local exchange operators are treated within the algorithms.
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3.4.1 The Time-Dependent Kohn-Sham Equation in a Localized Basis

We reconcile here first the form of the initial value problem to solve, i.e., the time-
dependent Kohn-Sham equation

i
∂

∂t
ψn(r, t) = HKS[ρ(t), t]ψn(r, t) ∀n ∈ Nocc, (3.18)

ψn(r, t = 0) = ψSCF
n (r), (3.19)

which – as indicated – has to be solved for all occupied states Nocc resulting from a
former SCF ground-state calculation or another suitable initial preparation for the
Kohn-Sham wave functions ψn(r, t = 0). We changed the notation of the time-
dependent Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian from HKS(t) to H[ρ(t), t] in order to clarify
the implicit time-dependence via the electron density and the explicit time - depen-
dence via an external potential. The KS orbitals are expanded in a finite basis of
non-orthogonal localized, atom-centered basis functions {φj(r−RI(j)) ≡ φj(r)},

ψn(r, t) =
Nb

∑
j=1

cin(t)φj(r). (3.20)

Given this expansion, Equation 3.18 has the form

i
Nb

∑
j=1

(
∂

∂t
cjn(t)

)
φj(r) =

Nb

∑
j=1

cjn(t)H[ρ(t), t]φj(r). (3.21)

Via multiplying both sides by φi(r) (which are real here) and integration over the
whole relevant volume V, above equation is written as

i
Nb

∑
j=1

(
∂

∂t
cjn(t)

) ∫
V

d3r φi(r)φj(r) =
Nb

∑
j=1

cjn(t)
∫

V
d3r φi(r)H[ρ(t), t]φj(r). (3.22)

For simplicity, we will from now on employ matrix notation,

Sij =
∫

V
d3r φi(r)φj(r), (3.23)

Hij[ρ(t), t] =
∫

V
d3r φi(r)HKS[ρ(t), t]φj(r), (3.24)

Cin(t) = cin(t), (3.25)

resulting in the following system of (non-linear) differential equations for the time-
dependent KS expansion coefficients,

iS
∂

∂t
C(t) = H[ρ(t), t]C(t), (3.26)

with the overlap matrix S ∈ KNb×Nb , the Hamiltonian matrix H ∈ KNb×Nb and the
eigencoefficient matrix C ∈ CNb×Nocc . This representation is in this case actually
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used when solving the TDKS equation numerically, i.e., by numerical linear algebra
methodology.

3.4.2 Numerical Considerations

The properties of S and H have substantial implications for the numerical imple-
mentation and treatment. The solution of Eq. 3.26 can be very sensitive to certain
properties, as we will explain now. When writing Eq. 3.26 as

∂

∂t
C(t) = −iS−1H[ρ(t), t]C(t), (3.27)

one can easily see that the inverse overlap matrix S−1 may be a problematic object.
Considering the eigendecomposition of S,

S = ΣSΛSΣT
S (3.28)

where ΛS,ij = σiδij is the diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of S and ΣS =

(σ1, ..., σNb) holds the orthogonal eigenvectors, i.e., Σ−1 = ΣT. Given this, S−1 can
be written as

S−1 = ΣSΛ−1
S ΣT

S . (3.29)

When the basis set size crosses the over-completeness limit by adding too many or
very diffuse basis functions, the overlap matrix S contains linearly dependent axes
and very small eigenvalues σi occur, leading to numerical problems, i.e., S is singular
or, equivalently, ill-conditioned [109, 113]. We introduce the condition number of a
(symmetric) matrix M for later use,

κ(M) = ||M|| ||M−1||, (3.30)

which is a large number in the case of ill-conditioning (note that κ depends on
the chosen norm). Ill-conditioning of S is often defined by the lowest eigenvalue
σi,min ≤ 10−5 [113] and we will discuss ways to handle this problem at a later point.

Other important considerations become clear when writing the general solution of
Eq. 3.27 similar to Eq. 2.91 in the theory part as

C(t) = T̂ exp
(
−iS−1

∫ t

0
H[ρ(t′), t′]dt′

)
C(0). (3.31)

First of all, one can see that the exponential of a matrix has to be computed (which we
will also cover in more detail later). Second, since the solution is essentially given by
a complex exponential function, it becomes clear that this is in general an oscillatory
problem which is characterized by the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian matrix. In
this framework we even have to consider the all-electron character, which increases
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the eigenvalue spectrum of H to very negative values. For numerical considerations,
it plays an important role whether deep eigenvalues are "active" in a sense of corre-
sponding to external excitation: the deepest time-dependent eigenvalue will in this
case set a limit to the numerical time step that yields correct results for the active
modes – we will consider this further in Chapter 6 (numerical details).

As noted in Section 2.2.4, the Hamiltonian can be coupled to the external field via the
length or the velocity gauge. In our implementation, this is handled in the following
ways:

• Length gauge: the potential term Vext(r, t) = −r · E(t) is directly added to the
remaining potential terms within the real-space integration loop. This is not
associated with any significant computational or memory cost.

• Velocity gauge: since the real-space integration of the Hamiltonian matrix el-
ements is conducted on real-valued datatype arrays only (before possible k-
dependence is obtained in a periodic calculation), the strategy to include the
complex-valued velocity gauge matrix elements is different. We store the ma-
trix elements Gµ,ij = 〈φi|∂µ|φj〉 (which are often needed for other operations,
too) in order to add the VG matrix to the whole Nb ×Nb Hamiltonian matrix,
i.e.,

Hij[ρ(t), t] = Hij[ρ(t)]− iA(t) ·Gij +
1
2

A2(t)Sij (3.32)

where S is the overlap matrix that is always available. In case of periodic
boundary conditions, the respective matrices are naturally k-dependent.

We also included support for hybrid exchange-correlation functionals and thus need
to discuss some implications of this circumstance. As elaborated in Section 2.1.4, this
means that exact Hartree-Fock exchange is incorporated in the XC functional. This
translates into the Hamiltonian incorporating a corresponding non-local exchange
potential operator. Its time-dependent matrix elements in the given basis set are
given by

Σx
ij(t) =

Nb

∑
kl

ρkl(t)(ik|l j) (3.33)

which is also called the exchange matrix [97]. Here, the time-dependent density
matrix

ρkl(t) =
Nocc

∑
n=1

fnc∗kn(t)cln(t) (3.34)

is incorporated and the four-center two-electron integral is given by

(ik|l j) =
∫ ∫

d3r d3r′ φi(r)φk(r)
1

|r− r′|φl(r′)φj(r′). (3.35)
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In FHI-aims, the matrix elements (ik|l j) are computed by the so-called Resolution-of-
Identity (RI) approach [97] where one exploits that large amounts of pairs φi(r)φj(r)
are linearly dependent. This makes the computation of these matrix elements, which
is in principle a memory- and computation-expensive operation, more efficient. Some
versions of this approach are incorporated in FHI-aims and we refer the reader to the
manual [114] and the relevant literature [97].
An important point when considering explicit time-propagation is that the imagi-
nary part of the density matrix in Eq. 3.33 cannot be neglected, in contrast to the
time-independent case (using purely real basis functions) [115]. This makes the ex-
change matrix an intrinsically complex (Hermitian) matrix and the time-dependent
Hamiltonian matrix with exact exchange reads

Hij[ρ(t), t] = Hbase
ij [ρ(t), t] + αΣx

ij(t), (3.36)

where the part denoted by ’base’ includes the kinetic, Hartree, external potential
and remaining exchange-correlation matrix elements, and α is a mixing parameter
(cf. Section 2.1.3). The mixing parameter and the remaining XC matrix elements
depend on the type of hybrid functional. Thus, in this case, we always have a full
complex Hamiltonian matrix, which the algorithm adapts to. Note that major com-
putational effort here is the computation of (ik|l j) – however, for fixed nuclei, this is
only performed once. Thus, only the exchange matrix needs to be evaluated via the
density matrix and is then added to the Hamiltonian matrix at every time step.

3.5 Exponential-Based Propagators

In this chapter, we introduce exponential-based propagators used for the solution
of the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equation, discuss the formal basis given by the
Magnus expansion, and introduce some approximations used in practice. We further
discuss numerical techniques needed for the computation of matrix exponentials.

3.5.1 General Considerations

As demonstrated in the last chapter, the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equation can
be reduced to the initial value problem (IVP)

∂

∂t
C(t) = M(t)C(t) (3.37)

with M(t) = −iS−1H(t). A simple approach to solve this IVP numerically could,
e.g., be to formulate it via the explicit Euler scheme

C(t + ∆t) = C(t) + ∆tM (t)C (t) (3.38)
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or via an explicit Runge-Kutta method, see Ref. [56]. However, this will certainly
only work for extremely small time steps ∆t, as the matrix M has very high, purely
imaginary eigenvalues (by the structure of the Hamiltonian), making the solution ex-
tremely fast oscillating – in other words, this IVP corresponds to a stiff problem [116].
One could argue that implicit Euler, Runge-Kutta, or other such schemes would re-
solve the stiffness issue, as they possess much better stability. But also these methods
require an excessively small time step in order to handle the high accuracy require-
ment imposed by the strong oscillatory character of the solution [116, 117, 118].
This leads to the class of exponential-based propagators, founded on the idea to
define an integrator that is structurally equivalent and thus has the same stiffness
properties as the underlying equation’s solution. In a very general sense, this would
here correspond to a solution

C(t) = exp(M̄)C(t0) (3.39)

(with some unknown exact form of M̄) which contains the full oscillatory character
and preserves this information. For such integrators, it could be shown that the error
of the problem’s numerical solution is actually not necessarily bound by the highest
frequencies (i.e., eigenvalues of H) of the system [116]. Many of the vivid develop-
ments of numerical integration schemes for the Schrödinger or the KS equation were
achieved for this class of propagators [117, 119, 120, 121].
For these reasons, we focused on exponential propagation schemes in our imple-
mentation and set up a framework that can also easily be expanded for additional
schemes belonging to this class. In the following, we will give an overview about
this functionality. For completeness, we note some exponential integrators that we
do not cover here explicitly, but that are relevant in the community: split-operator
propagation, integrating factor method and exponential time-differencing – a good
review of these methods is given by Kidd et al. [120].

3.5.2 Magnus Expansion

The general approach is, when considering the linear differential equation

Ẋ(t) = M(t)X(t) , X(t = 0) = X0, (3.40)

where X ∈ KN×M and M ∈ KN×N, to write the general solution as

X(t) = exp
(
Ω(t)

)
X0, (3.41)

where Ω(t) ∈ KN×N is a matrix that has to be determined. Magnus [122] derived
an explicit differential equation for Ω(t) that involves an infinite series of nested
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commutators:

Ω̇(t) = M(t)− 1
2
[
Ω(t), M(t)

]
+

1
12

[
Ω(t),

[
Ω(t), M(t)

]]
+ ... . (3.42)

By Picard iteration, the solution can be written down as infinite sum of integrals
of commutators only involving the matrix M(t). This is commonly denoted as the
Magnus Expansion [123] and is given by

Ω(t) =
∫ t

0
dτ1 M(τ1)−

1
2

∫ t

0
dτ2

[∫ τ1

0
dτ2 M(τ2), M(τ1)

]
+

1
6

∫ t

0
dτ1

[∫ τ1

0
dτ2

[∫ τ2

0
dτ3 M(τ3), M(τ2)

]
M(τ1)

]
+ ...

=
∞

∑
l=1

Ωl(t). (3.43)

Each element Ωl(t) in this series contains an l-fold integral and l-1 nested commuta-
tors of M. Based on a truncated expansion of order N,

Ω(N)(t) =
N

∑
l=1

Ωl(t), (3.44)

numerical schemes to solve Eq. 3.40 can be obtained by first discretizing in time and
then evolving the solution from the discrete timestep tk to the next timestep tk + ∆t,
∆t denoting a constant stepsize. The most general discretized-time solution of Eq.
3.40 now reads

X(tk + ∆t) = exp
(

Ω(N)(tk + ∆t)
)

X(tk) ≡ U(N)
Mag(tk + ∆t, tk)X(tk) (3.45)

and it can be shown [118] that the truncated Magnus expansion based propagator
U(N)

Mag(tk +∆t, tk) coincides with the exact Magnus expansion propagator up to N+ 1
th order, i.e., the error is [118]

ε =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ exp (Ω(tk + ∆t))−U(N)

Mag(tk + ∆t, tk)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∈ O (∆tN+1

)
. (3.46)

The l-fold integrals in the summands Ωl(tk + ∆t) can be simplified by a Legendre
expansion of M(tk + ∆t) [124], yielding expansion coefficients

M̃m = (2m− 1)∆t
∫ 1

0
dσ M(σ∆t)Pm−1(σ) (3.47)

for each m = 1, ..., l and Pi(x) being Legendre polynomials, resulting in all multi-
dimensional integrals in every Ωl being replaced by one-dimensional integrals, pos-
sibly including commutators of M̃m.
This finally yields numerical methods to solve Eq. 3.40. In this frame, the actual
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differential equation will be solved for the expansion coefficients Cn(t) with

M(t) = −iS−1H(t), (3.48)

which means that for ΩKS(t), the time-dependent Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian matrix
has to be evaluated at possibly different points on the time axis. This notation some-
how hides the fact that H(t) is not a simple expression that can be straightfowardly
evaluated for a given time t, as the time-dependent Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian im-
plicitly depends on the solution of the TDKS equation via the electron density. This
makes it very difficult to construct higher-order Magnus expansions for numerical
integrators in an exact (self-consistent) way, as different points in time need to be
considered.
Different approaches have produced a variety of Magnus expansion-based exponen-
tial propagation schemes, from which several were incorporated in our implemen-
tation and of which some will be introduced below.

3.5.3 Exponential Midpoint Scheme

The exponential midpoint (EM) scheme is one of the most widely used exponential
propagators for solving time-dependent Schrödinger-like equations, also in the real-
time TDDFT community [87, 120, 121, 125].
The EM propagator is obtained from the Magnus expansion in two steps. The first
step is to neglect any commutators in the time-discretized expansion, yielding only

ΩKS(t) = −iS−1
∫ tk+∆t

tk

dτ H(τ). (3.49)

In the second step, the integral over the Hamiltonian matrix is evaluated via the
standard midpoint quadrature rule [125]

∫ b

a
dx f (x) ≈ (b− a) f

(
b− a

2

)
, (3.50)

eventually defining the EM propagator for the time-dependent Kohn-Sham expan-
sion coefficients via

UEM(tk + ∆t, tk) ≡ exp
(
ΩEM

KS (tk + ∆t)
)
= exp

(
−i∆tS−1H

(
tk +

∆t
2

))
(3.51)

which results in an implicit numerical integration scheme. This propagator in prin-
ciple conserves time-reversal symmetry and is unitary (if obtained self-consistently
with a sufficiently good method for the matrix exponential) [87]. The error of this
method is given by

ε =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ exp (Ω(tk + ∆t))−UEM(tk + ∆t, tk)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∈ O (∆t2) . (3.52)
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Several studies showed that the EM scheme is quite robust with respect to cost vs.
accuracy, making it a solid choice [119, 121].

3.5.4 Commutator-Free Magnus Expansion 4 Scheme

The evaluation of (nested) commutators in any Magnus expansion method of higher
order than 1 can be considered as comparatively costly operation, especially for
large input matrices. While this is not necessarily a problem in every implemen-
tation, it has still led to a class of commutator-free Magnus Expansion-based propa-
gators which possess desirable numerical properties beside reduced computational
cost [121, 123, 124, 126] .
The general idea to avoid commutator evaluations is to find an approximation of the
form

X(tk + ∆t) ≈ exp
(

Ω
(1)
k

)
exp

(
Ω

(2)
k

)
... exp

(
Ω

(NM)
k

)
X(tk) (3.53)

that does not include any commutators of the matrix M as in Eq. 3.43 but only sums,
including evaluations of it at different points in time, tm ∈ [tk, tk + ∆t],

Ω
(l)
k = ∆t

M

∑
m=1

αlmM̃m, (3.54)

for all l = 1, ..., NM where NM denotes the product order of the involved exponen-
tials, M denotes the sum order and M̃m = M(tk + cm∆t) with some coefficient cm. In
fact, NM, M and the weight coefficients αlm, cm are to be determined such that the
overall error of this expansion is of a given order O + 1, where O denotes the order
of the commutator-free Magnus expansion, relative to the former general solution
as in Eq. 3.45. Specifically, given the order O commutator-free Magnus expansion
propagator,

UCFM(O)(tk + ∆t, tk) ≡ exp
(

Ω
(1)
k

)
exp

(
Ω

(2)
k

)
... exp

(
Ω

(NM)
k

)
, (3.55)

the relative error introduced will be

ε =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ exp (Ω(tk + ∆t))−UCFM(O)(tk + ∆t, tk)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∈ O (∆tO+1
)

(3.56)
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which allows the systematic construction of a commutator-free Magnus expansion
for a desired order. The 4-th order CFM scheme is given as

UCFM(4)(tk + ∆t, tk) = exp
(

Ω
(1)
k

)
exp

(
Ω

(2)
k

)
(3.57)

α11 = α12 =
1
4
−
√

3
6

(3.58)

α12 = α21 =
1
4
+

√
3

6
(3.59)

c1/2 =
1
2
∓
√

6
6

. (3.60)

3.5.5 Matrix Exponentials

All exponential-based propagators require the computation of the exponential func-
tion of a matrix, i.e., formally

exp (M) =
∞

∑
l=0

1
l!

Ml (3.61)

with M ∈ KN×N always incorporating the Hamiltonian matrix in some form, de-
pending on the actual propagation scheme, i.e., M = −if (HKS). The computation
of a matrix exponential can be done in many different ways [127] and the efficiency
and accuracy of this highly depend on the underlying dynamics and on the shape
and properties of the matrix M.
Probably the first quantity to consider in the frame of electronic structure theory is
the dimension N, here given as the number of basis functions Nb used to expand
the Kohn-Sham wave functions. In plane-wave approaches, Nb can be a very large
number, e.g., around 105 [87], even prohibiting the memory storage of the full Hamil-
tonian matrix on a single computation node and imposing sparse matrix usage, also
restricting the methods for the computation of the matrix exponential. In this case,
Krylov subspace projection in combination with the Lanczos procedure is very ef-
ficient [87, 127]. When using localized basis functions like Gaussians or numerical
basis sets, like in the FHI-aims code, i.e., in this implementation, Nb is typically much
smaller compared to the plane-wave approach. For many RT-TDDFT applications,
Nb is of O(10) per atom, enabling the use of quite straightforward methods based
on eigendecomposition or series expansions, as described later. Actually, for a wide
range of molecular and extended systems, the real-space operations are at least one
order higher in computational cost relative to most matrix operations like multipli-
cation, inversion or diagonalization.
Other properties of a general matrix M further affecting the range of applicable
methods and their numerical implementations are, e.g., whether it is Hermitian, in-
vertible, positive definite, etc.
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Before we elucidate further on methods of the matrix exponential calculation, we
first need to go back to the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equation for the expansion
coefficients of the chosen atomic basis,

SĊ = −iHC ⇔ Ċ = −iS−1HC (3.62)

with the eigencoefficients C ∈ CNb×Nocc , the Hamiltonian matrix H ∈ KNb×Nb and
the overlap matrix S ∈ KNb×Nb . The right hand side equivalence may actually be an
undesired representation of this equation because S−1H is not Hermitian anymore –
which is in practice a very useful property of H.
We will introduce two different representations for Eq. 3.62, both making use of
different matrix decompositions of the overlap matrix. Both methods are part of
our implementation, with the first one being default and the second one automati-
cally switching on when the overlap matrix is ill-conditioned (i.e., having very small
eigenvalues) due to an overcomplete basis set.

Preparation 1: Power Decomposition We rewrite Equation 3.62 as

S
1
2 S

1
2 Ċ = −iHC (3.63)

⇔ S
1
2 Ċ = −iS−

1
2 HS−

1
2 S

1
2 C, (3.64)

and by redefining C′ ≡ S
1
2 C, H′ ≡ S−

1
2 HS−

1
2 we arrive at

Ċ′ = −iH′C′ (3.65)

where (H′)† = H′ can be exploited [128]. The matrices S±
1
2 are obtained from the

eigendecomposition of S (which is always symmetric or Hermitian and thus diago-
nalizable),

S±
1
2 = ΣSΛ

± 1
2

S Σ†
S

= ΣS diag
(
σ
± 1

2
1 , ..., σ

± 1
2

Nb

)
Σ†

S, (3.66)

with ΣS ∈ KNb×Nb being the eigenvector matrix of S and Λ ∈ RNb×Nb with Λij = σiδij

containing the eigenvalues of S on the diagonal.
Solving Eq. 3.65 by a Magnus expansion scheme results in

C′(tk + ∆t) = exp
(

Ω(H′)
)

C′(tk) ≡ U′(tk + ∆t, tk)C′(tk), (3.67)

i.e., the exponential is calculated for some expression of Ω(H′) incorporating the
transformed Hamiltonian matrix H′. The actual solution requires backtransforma-
tion of C′(t) to C(t) and the final result will read

C(tk + ∆t) = S−
1
2 U′(tk + ∆t, tk)S

1
2 C(tk). (3.68)
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Preparation 2: Eigendecomposition This approach is directly based on the eigen-
decomposition of the overlap matrix and can be used to actively mitigate effects of
an ill-conditioned overlap matrix [109]. Let us consider

S = ΣS ΛS Σ†
S ≡ Σ̃S Σ̃†

S, (3.69)

with S, ΣS ∈ KNb×Nb , and where we used the scaled eigenvectors Σ̃ij =
√

σiΣij ∀i, j ∈
Nb on the right hand side, where {σi} are the eigenvalues. At this point, one can
check for problematic eigenvalues σi ≤ σthresh where σthresh is a defined threshold,
in this case 10−5 as per default in the FHI-aims software. One can now exclude the
corresponding problematic eigenvectors, i.e., define

Σ̄ij =
√

σiΣij ∀i ∈ Nb , ∀j ∈ Nns (3.70)

where Nns < Nb is the number of non-singular eigenvectors. We now have Σ̄S ∈
KNb×Nns and thus for the TDKS equation

S̄Ċ = −iHC (3.71)

⇔ Σ̄S Σ̄†
SĊ = −iHC (3.72)

⇔ Σ̄†
SĊ = −iΣ̄−1

S HΣ̄−†
S Σ̄†

SC. (3.73)

Based on this, we define C̄ ≡ Σ̄†
S and H̄KS ≡ Σ̄−1

S HΣ̄−†
S and the transformed TDKS

equation reads

˙̄C = −iH̄C̄ (3.74)

with C̄ ∈ CNns×Nocc and most notably H̄ ∈ KNns×Nns , i.e., the Hamiltonian matrix is
now of reduced dimension because Nns < Nb. Nevertheless, the TDKS equation is
still valid [109].
Similar to above discussion of the power decomposition, the solution to Eq. 3.74 via
the Magnus expansion approach reads

C̄(tk + ∆t) = exp
(

Ω(H̄)
)

C̄(tk) ≡ Ū(tk + ∆t, tk)C̄(tk) (3.75)

with the transformed Hamiltonian matrix. The time-propagated eigenvectors are
here given by back-transformation via

C(tk + ∆t) = Σ−†
S Ū(tk + ∆t, tk)Σ†

SC(tk). (3.76)

With above preparation for the formulation of the propagator, we now come back to
the discussion of the actual computation of matrix exponentials. Depending on the
specific propagation scheme, one (EM) or multiple (CFM4) exponentials have to be
calculated in order to construct the propagator U(tk + ∆t, tk) (see, e.g., Ref. [123] for
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some other common Magnus propagators). In principle, this can be a costly compu-
tation and should be implemented as efficient – but also as accurate – as possible.
The three approaches implemented into our code are presented now formally, while
a discussion of their performance is included in Chapter 4.2.5.

Method 1: Eigendecomposition This method is based on the relation

MΣM = ΛMΣM , ΛM = diag(m1, ..., mN) (3.77)

exp(λM) = ΣM diag
(

eλm1 , ..., eλmN
)

Σ−1
M , (3.78)

with ΣM containing the eigenvectors of a matrix M ∈ KN×N on its columns and {mi}
being the eigenvalues. It should be noted that this appealing method is not guaran-
teed to work well when M is defective, i.e., does not have a complete set of linearly
independent eigenvectors which makes Σ−1

M problematic [127]. Anyway, in our case,
we usually do not have this problem because the (transformed) Hamiltonian matrix
H – which is in some way always the subject of exponentiation – is Hermitian and
its eigenvectors ΣH are always orthogonal, i.e.,

H = H† ⇒ Σ−1
H = Σ†

H, (3.79)

exp(λH) = ΣH diag
(

eλε1 , ..., eλεNb

)
Σ†

H, (3.80)

where λ = −iα with α = 1, e.g., for the EM propagator or some scaling factor,
e.g., for the CFM4 propagator. Of course, this also applies for a sum of Hamilto-
nian matrices (as in the commutator-free Magnus propagators). This method is also
very favorable in our case due to the high optimization level of the corresponding
diagonalization subroutines in FHI-aims [42, 109].

Method 2: Scaling and Squaring The second method is considered as one of the
most robust and general methods for matrix exponential computations [127], both
for reliability and efficiency. It can also be used for general, non-Hermitian matrices
which here occur for an effective Hamiltonian matrix in Ehrenfest dynamics with
atom-centered orbitals (explained in detail in Section 3.8).
It belongs to the class of series expansion methods. The general idea is based on the
exponential property

eλM =
(

e
λM
m

)m
, m = 2n , n ∈N, (3.81)
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where in the first step, n is chosen such that ||λM||/m ≤ 1 so that exp (λM/m) can
be computed accurately and efficiently by (q, q)-Padé approximants Rqq in this case:

Rqq(λM) = Q−1
qq (λM)Pqq(λM), (3.82)

Qqq(λM) =
q

∑
k

(2q− k)!
(2q)!(q− k)!

(λM)k, (3.83)

Pqq(λM) =
q

∑
k

(2q− k)!q!
(2q)!k!(q− k)!

(−λM)k. (3.84)

The overall exponential is then computed by sequential squaring, i.e.,

eλM+Γ =
n

∏
i=1

Rqq

(
λM
2n

)2

, (3.85)

where Γ is the introduced error which depends on the choice of n and q. Based
on a desired error bound ε and on the value of ||λM||, optimal pairs (n, q) can be
derived. We implemented a modified version of the scaling and squaring method
after Higham [129] which is further optimized with respect to the choice of (n, q) and
incorporates adaptivity to find an optimal solution. This method is rather lengthy
and we omit it here.

Method 3: Taylor Expansion This is probably the most direct approach for the
computation of a matrix exponential. The truncated series expansion of the expo-
nential function is used here:

exp (λM) ≈
NT

∑
l=0

1
l!
(λM)l . (3.86)

While this approach may be regarded as least sophisticated method, it has the ad-
vantage that it can be used for any matrix and that qualitatively better results are ob-
tained systematically by increasing NT. In practice, depending on the problem given
(i.e., the properties of the matrix M and the factor λ), only a rather small number for
NT may be sufficient, possibly making this approach a very economic choice, as only
matrix products have to be computed. Castro and Marques [87] note that NT = 4
can be a particularly good choice, while O’Rourke and Bowler found a value of 6 to
work very well [130]. Of course, in this context, other factors have to be considered,
i.e., that this method always requires the inverse overlap matrix, as M = S−1H, and
that H may have very negative eigenvalues, affecting stability and accuracy of this
method significantly. In addition, a truncation of this series may break the unitarity
of the method rather quickly, which must be taken into account. Nevertheless we
found some value in this approach and will present some characteristics later.
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3.6 Crank-Nicolson Scheme

The most general form of the Crank-Nicolson (CN) propagator in this context is
given by

U(tk + ∆t, tk) =
∑NCN

m=1
1

m!

(
− i∆tS−1H(tk + ∆t/2)

)m

∑NCN
m=1

1
m!

(
i∆tS−1H(tk + ∆t/2)

)m ≡M−1
+ M− (3.87)

which is simply an approximation to the exact matrix exponential of (−i∆tS−1H)

via the Padé approximation [131]. In contrast to the former schemes, one does usu-
ally not compute the propagator explicitly, but rather formulates the propagation
equation as

M+C(tk + ∆t) = M−C(tk), (3.88)

which is a scheme equivalent to the method by Crank and Nicolson, originally for-
mulated for heat conduction equations [132]. In dependence of the truncation order
NCN, we may denote the corresponding scheme as CN(NCN) for the rest of this the-
sis. Often, the CN scheme is employed in its 1st order form (NCN=1), also making
the computation of S−1 unnecessary, which is achieved by multiplication of both
sides of the equation with S:(

S + i∆tH(tk + ∆t/2)
)

C(tk + ∆t) =
(

S− i∆tH(tk + ∆t/2)
)

C(tk). (3.89)

In the form as given by Eq. 3.88, the propagation equation has the general shape

M+C(tk + ∆t) = B(tk) (3.90)

with B(tk) = M−C(tk), which is solved via a linear equation solving algorithm.
For very large systems, i.e., systems consisting of many basis functions, optimized
iterative solvers like GMRES [133] exist. The numerical error in the computation of
the exponential is given as

ε =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ exp (Ω(tk + ∆t))−UCN(O)(tk + ∆t, tk)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∈ O(∆tO+1). (3.91)

An intrinsic advantage of the CN scheme is its numerical simplicity and that it can
also be applied out-of-the-box for non-Hermitian Hamiltonians. Also, higher order
forms increase the accuracy with little additional effort (one additional matrix mul-
tiplication per order). It is also unitary and preserves time-reversal symmetry [87].
A disadvantage is that there is no simple way to handle ill-conditioned overlap ma-
trices. The CN scheme belongs to the class of implicit methods, as the Hamiltonian
is evaluated one half step ahead.
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3.7 Predictor-Corrector Scheme

When considering any propagator based on the Magnus expansion or the Crank-
Nicolson scheme, we find that the time-evolution operator depends on the Hamilto-
nian of some future time, e.g., for the EM propagator as

UEM(tk + ∆t, tk) = exp
(
−i∆tS−1H

(
tk +

∆t
2

))
. (3.92)

Since this translates into the time-dependence onto the electron density and the ex-
ternal time-dependent potential via

H
(

tk +
∆t
2

)
= H

[
ρ

(
tk +

∆t
2

)]
+ Vext

(
tk +

∆t
2

)
(3.93)

(where we used the matrix representation of the external potential for simplicity),
one finds that the resulting time-evolution equation for the eigenstates has implicit
character due to ρ(tk + ∆t/2) = ρ(C(tk + ∆t/2)). One now has several options
on how to solve the corresponding implicit scheme. The situation is even more in-
volved when considering Magnus propagators above the first order, as these incor-
porate dependencies on more than one future solution. The simplest approach is
to neglect any dependence on future times and to insert the instantaneous density
ρ(tk) = ρ(C(tk)) into the scheme, which translates into employing the initial Hamil-
tonian H(tk) to construct the propagator. The resulting schemes are unsurprisingly
relatively unstable, i.e., require a small time step, and lack time-inversion symme-
try. Improvements are achieved by extrapolation techniques which aim to find an
approximation of H(tk + ∆t/2) based on former Hamiltonians. As, e.g., discussed
by Pueyo et al. [121], this can be done via Lagrange extrapolation

Hex(tk + α∆t) =
Nex

∑
l=1

H(tk − l∆t)Pl(t + α∆t) (3.94)

with Lagrange polynomials Pl . Of course, one has to be cautious not to introduce
errors when choosing a too large time step or extrapolation order.
Ideally, the implicit scheme is solved self-consistently in order to get an accurate
and stable numerical solution to the problem. A popular method in this context
is given by the semi-implicit predictor-corrector method [62, 134]. Here, one per-
forms an initial guess to obtain a full-step solution, which is then used to construct
a half-step Hamiltonian by interpolation. A subsequent propagation is denoted as
corrector step, which itself can be repeated for a fixed number of steps (often 1) or
by a convergence criterion. We also employ the (semi-implicit) predictor-corrector
method, but in combination with Lagrange extrapolation in order to get a better
initial guess for the predictor step (another approach is the so-called railway curve
interpolation that explicitly preserves time-reversal symmetry, but requires the com-
putation of time derivatives of the potential, possibly increasing the numerical cost
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FIGURE 3.4: Illustration for the predictor-corrector scheme. In the
predictor step, the Hamiltonian may be extrapolated based on for-
merly saved instances. The then propagated states build the predictor
density, which is used to build the corresponding Hamiltonian. The
corrector cycle will be repeated (e.g., until convergence or for a fixed
number), the corrector density is used to interpolate to the half-step.

[135]). This does not come at additional computational effort (but requires some ad-
ditional memory consumption, as former Hamiltonian matrices need to be stored).
The scheme is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.

3.8 Ehrenfest Dynamics

In this section, we present the formulation of the Ehrenfest dynamics scheme in the
given localized-basis framework. The equations of motion for electrons and nuclei
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are introduced and we discuss the numerical integration of the non-adiabatically
coupled set of equations.

3.8.1 Equations of Motion

We transfer the fundamentals of Ehrenfest Dynamics (ED) to our specific implemen-
tation by first remembering that an atom-centered localized basis is used, i.e.,

ψn(r, t) =
Nb

∑
j=1

cjn(t) φj

(
r−RI(j)(t)

)
, (3.95)

but now explicitly including time dependence of the atomic positions {RI(j)(t)},
each possibly representing the center for multiple basis functions φj. Since the nuclei
are now able to move, above relation has to be considered and implies numerous
additional modifications. First, the time derivative in the time-dependent Kohn-
Sham equation is now also applied to basis functions and the chain rule yields

∂

∂t
ψn(r, t) =

Nb

∑
j=1

{
ċjn(t) φj

(
r−RI(j)(t)

)
+ cjn(t)

Nat

∑
I=1

∂RI(j)(t)
∂t

∇RI(j)φj

(
r−RI(j)(t)

)}
. (3.96)

We will use the relation

∇RI(j)φj

(
r−RI(j)(t)

)
= −∇rφj

(
r−RI(j)(t)

)
≡ −∇φj

(
r−RI(j)(t)

)
(3.97)

from now on, leading us to the modified KS equation for time-dependent basis cen-
ters:

i
Nb

∑
j=1

ċjn(t) φj

(
r−RI(j)(t)

)
=

Nb

∑
j=1

{
cjn(t)HKSφj

(
r−RI(j)(t)

)
+ icjn(t)

Nat

∑
I=1

ṘI(j)(t)∇φj

(
r−RI(j)(t)

)}
. (3.98)

Proceeding as usual in this case by multiplying φi from the left side and integrating
over the whole volume, above equation is written in matrix form as

iSĊ = HC + i
Nat

∑
I=1

KIC (3.99)

⇔ Ċ = −iS−1

(
H + i

Nat

∑
I=1

KI

)
C (3.100)

≡ −iS−1H̃C (3.101)
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where we introduced the coupling matrix KI using the nuclear velocities ṘI and the
basis gradient matrix GI as

KI,ij = ṘI(j) ·GI,ij, (3.102)

GI,ij ({RI}) =
∫

V
φi

(
r−RI(i)

)
∇φj

(
r−RI(j)

)
δI,I(j), (3.103)

and an effective Hamiltonian matrix H̃ ≡ H + i ∑Nat
I=1 KI . We note here that KI,ij only

incorporates the nuclear velocity of the atom for which the column index j, i.e., a
basis function, is associated to. One can show that the additional spatial gauge term
i ∑Nat

I=1 KI preserves the norm of the KS wave functions for mobile basis centers [136].
However, since H̃∗ji = H∗ji − i ∑I K∗I,ji = Hij − i ∑I KI,ji, KI,ij 6= −KI,ji the effective
Hamiltonian matrix is not Hermitian, affecting the numerical options to solve the
modified KS-ED equation (e.g., for the numerical diagonalization possibly used in
exponential schemes).
The atomic forces are obtained from the quantum-mechanical action as described in
Section 2.3.2:

AQM =
∫ t1

t0

dtLQM(t) =
∫ t1

t0

dt

{
Nocc

∑
n=1

fn〈ψn|i
∂

∂t
|ψn〉 − Eel

}
, (3.104)

and we now have to express the functional LQM(t) in the given basis, using our
former result in Eq. 3.98, resulting in

LQM =
Nocc

∑
n=1

fnc∗n
(

S−1H + i
Nat

∑
I=1

KI

)
cn − Eel. (3.105)

From the Euler-Lagrange equation for AQM [137], the forces are then obtained by

MIR̈I = ∇RILQM −
d
dt
∇ṘI
LQM. (3.106)

Lengthy calculations [136, 137] yield the following expressions:

MIR̈I = −∇RI Eel +
Nocc

∑
n=1

fnc∗n
{

X(1)
I + X(2)

I + X(3)
I + X(4)

I

}
cn, (3.107)

X(1)
I = −∇ṘI

H, (3.108)

X(2)
I = GIS−1H + HS−1G†

I , (3.109)

X(3)
I = i

(
GIS−1KI + K†

I S−1G†
I

)
, (3.110)

X(4)
I = i

(
DI −D†

I

)
. (3.111)

We here introduced another quantity, namely the double basis gradient matrix

DI,ij =
Nat

∑
I=1

ṘI

∫
V

(
∇φi

(
r−RI(i)

))
·
(
∇φj

(
(r−RI(j)

))
δI,I(i). (3.112)
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Equation 3.107 is the correct full expression for the forces acting on the nuclei. One
can show that this complicated relation can be written as the sum of two force com-
ponents, i.e.,

MIR̈I = FEC
I +

Nocc

∑
n=1

fnc∗n
{

X(3)
I + X(4)

I

}
cn (3.113)

with FEC
I conserving the total energy in the system and the remaining part being

responsible for the total (nuclear and electronic) momentum to be conserved [136,
137]. Others have already discussed that the momentum-conserving term can be
neglected in many situations, as nuclear velocities may be relatively small [136].
However, for a complete picture, one must evaluate the whole expression. We im-
plemented this as an optional feature.
For completeness we note that the term −∇RI Eel in Equation 3.107 not only con-
tains purely electrostatic contributions of the electron-nuclei and nuclei-nuclei inter-
actions, but additional contributions that stem from the numerical approach and the
exchange-correlation functional [42]:

• Multipole force corrections arise since the electrostatic potential is calculated
via a truncated multipole expansion of the electron density [102]. Atom-center-
ed multipole correction contributions yield a corresponding force term. For
periodic systems, an additional force correction term needs to be taken into
account, compensating for yet another multipole error.

• For GGA-based exchange-correlation functionals, the density gradient deriva-
tive is responsible for an additional force term that includes several density
gradient contributions [42].

• When Hartree-Fock exchange is included in hybrid-functional calculations, re-
spective force terms resulting from the gradient of the hybrid functional are in-
troduced. Currently, these contributions can not be included in our implemen-
tation, as the existing framework is not general enough for the time-dependent
case. However, it is possible that this functionality is added in the near future.

• In case of relativistic atomic ZORA treatment, the dependence of the modified
kinetic operator onto atom-centered free-atom potentials yields an additional
force term.

• The standard Pulay forces [47] on the other hand are not included here. In the
static case, they arise from atom-centered basis functions and also include the
single-particle eigenvalues. Their time-dependent analogue is incorporated in
the X(1)

I and X(2)
I terms in Equation 3.107.

Multipole-, XC functional- and relativity-related forces are thus evaluated using the
instantaneous single-particle wave functions, yielding their time-dependent repre-
sentations.
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The practical procedure now involves the solution of the time-dependent KS equa-
tion and the solution of Equation 3.107 at once, which we will discuss in the next
section.

3.8.2 Numerical Integration

In the case of Ehrenfest dynamics, two coupled differential equations must be in-
tegrated, while the dynamics of the corresponding two subsystems have different
effective timescales, i.e., the electronic motion is much faster than ionic motion due
to the fact that the masses of nuclei and electrons differ by three orders of magni-
tude. An economic algorithm should thus make use of this and it is often sensible to
propagate both equations with different time steppings [138].
Additional considerations come into play here with respect to numerical cost, as
force computations and geometry updates are expensive operations. Specifically, a
geometry update in this context not only refers to ionic locations but also includes
updating the atom-centered basis functions and radial grids, i.e., φi

(
r−RI(i)(t)

)
. As

integrations are only carried out on overlapping radial spheres, technically, a ge-
ometry update also involves re-computation of many grid-related quantities. The
Hamiltonian matrix, overlap matrix and all other basis-dependent matrices thus
parametrically depend on the ionic positions and have to be re-integrated, as the
geometry changes. For the modified time-dependent Kohn-Sham equation in the

FIGURE 3.5: Illustration of ion dynamics (blue dots) implying move-
ment of atomic basis functions and radial grids.

case of mobile centers, one has a dependency onto the time-dependent velocities
{ṘI(t)} of the ions, which has to be taken into account when discretizing. Several
different schemes to integrate the EOM in Ehrenfest dynamics have been proposed
before [136, 138, 139, 140, 141], but we defined (to our knowledge) a new scheme
that has proven to work well and is quite economic. The integrator for the TDKS
equations can be chosen as any appropriate propagator (i.e., it must be able to han-
dle the non-Hermitian effective Hamiltonian matrix), while a modified form of the
well-known velocity Verlet scheme [142] is used for the nuclei.
Our scheme requires that the nuclear time step ∆T = 2n∆t with the electronic time
step ∆t and n ≥ 1, ideally n ≥ 2 (we usually used n = 2− 10 in our calculations,
but this depends on the dynamics in general) as it is designed such that the nuclear
velocity coupling of the Ehrenfest-KS equation, as given by Equations 3.99-3.103,
is defined by the intermediate interpolated velocities before and after the full step
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update for the nuclear coordinates. See Figure 3.6 for a detailed illustration of the
algorithm. We found that this scheme helps to stabilize the propagation, as the ve-
locity coupling of the Ehrenfest-KS equation is crucial to keep the electronic states
orthonormal with the moving basis functions.
In addition, it requires only the minimum number of density updates (4), grid in-
tegrations (4), geometry reinitializations (1) and force computations (1) per one full
step for the nuclei, ∆T. This effective scheme can thus help to reduce the often high
computational demand of RT-TDDFT based Ehrenfest dynamics simulations.

FIGURE 3.6: Ehrenfest propagation scheme for coupled electron-
nuclei equations of motion. In this example, the nuclear time step
is ∆T = 4∆t with ∆t as the electronic time step. The key idea is to use
interpolated coupling velocities {V><

I } before and after the geome-
try half-step in order to stabilize the velocity-coupled electronic EOM.
The coupling is mediated by the coupling matrix K({V><

I }) which is
added to the effective propagation Hamiltonian inside the predictor-
corrector scheme. The matrix K symbolizes the second term on the

RHS of Eq. 3.99.
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Chapter 4

Real-Time TDDFT Validation and
Applications

4.1 Overview

This chapter serves three purposes: first, we want to demonstrate the correctness
of our implementation. For this aim, we provide internal consistency checks and
exemplary comparisons with previously published experimental or theoretical data
for most included functionalities of our software.
Second, we provide some new results for selected examples. Some details are meant
to also illustrate some specifics of our framework, for example the use of NAO basis
sets and the all-electron description. Some of these results were obtained by collab-
orative work and are published, and we specify these parts explicitly in the publica-
tions part after the appendix.
Third, we want to provide insight into the techniques that are incorporated in the
code and what can be done with these features to motivate future applications. For
this purpose, we also try to give a clear presentation and follow an instructive elab-
oration style, also providing references to the most important publications for the
respective topics. We will make clear that our implementation adds value to the
field of electronic structure methods.

4.2 Absorption Spectra of Molecules

Within this chapter, we introduce the methodology for the computation of linear-
response absorption spectra via RT-TDDFT simulations and show results for several
systems. Within this frame, we first present calculations of core-level and valence
spectra of individual molecules. Thereafter, a detailed basis set benchmark study for
a molecular test set is presented.

4.2.1 Introduction

Weak optical excitations cause response in systems in linear dependence of the per-
turbation and the frequency-dependent light absorption is described via an absorp-
tion spectrum [143]. These spectra give an imprint of the electronic structure of the
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systems and are of fundamental importance in understanding the process of light
absorption. Different regimes are commonly defined in dependence of the relevant
region within the electromagnetic spectrum, i.e., X-ray, UV, mid-UV, and so on.
For the weak-excitation case, linear-response TDDFT (cf. Section 2.4) is one of the
most popular approaches, most often being used to compute optical absorption
spectra and oscillator strengths [59, 144, 145]. One of this method’s advantages is
the high computational efficiency for small- to medium-sized systems. Formally, the
computational effort for LR-TDDFT scales as O(N6

at) with Nat being the number of
atoms [146]. Thus, for larger systems, the cost rises dramatically (however, several
approximative methods exist that have more favorable scaling [147, 148, 149]). An-
other potential bottleneck is the number of excitations which need to be computed,
becoming prohibitive around values of 103 − 104 [150]. A further disadvantage of
LR-TDDFT is that the exchange-correlation kernel needs to be derived from a given
XC functional and that this quantity may introduce numerical problems, as it incor-
porates a second-order derivative (the functional derivative of the XC potential with
respect to the electron density).
In comparison, RT-TDDFT has a much better formal scaling, namely as O(N2

at)

to O(N3
at) – but with a much larger prefactor, as compared to LR-TDDFT [151].

This difference leads to a crossover where RT-TDDFT becomes much more efficient
than standard LR-TDDFT, when considering larger and larger system sizes. Linear-
response RT-TDDFT simulations are performed with a δ−like external field which
means that a broadband excitation excites the whole spectrum (only the time step
limits the spectral range, i.e., ωmax ∼ 1/∆t). In addition, most XC functionals can
be used for RT-TDDFT straightforwardly by employing the time-dependent electron
density (within the adiabatic approximation).
Considering these points, there are valid reasons to make use of RT-TDDFT for
linear-response calculations, as already done in recent studies, e.g., Refs. [73, 74,
115, 150, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156].

4.2.2 Theory

The microscopic electronic response to an external optical field E(t) (i.e., within the
dipole approximation) can be characterized via the electronic dipole moment µ(t).
The general response formula is given by the expansion

µi(t) =
3

∑
j=1

∫ ∞

−∞
dt′ α̃ij(t− t′) Ej(t′) + h.o.t. (4.1)

where the remaining terms include the higher-order response functions (often de-
noted as non-linear susceptibilities). As optical absorption measurements are car-
ried out with external fields that are small compared to the ionic fields inside matter,
we can truncate above expansion after the first term which yields the linear-response
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connection between electronic dipole moment and external electric field via the po-
larizability tensor α̃(t) ≡ F−1[α(ω)](t) (indicating the common use of this quantity
in the frequency domain). The polarizability characterizes the field-induced dipolar
distortion of the electronic charge distribution and is thus of fundamental impor-
tance, as it includes electron-electron interactions and electronic correlation [131].
By Fourier transforming and use of the convolution theorem, above truncated ex-
pression can be written as

F [µi](ω) =
3

∑
j=1

αij(ω)F [Ej](ω). (4.2)

The quantity of interest is the complex polarizability tensor αij(ω), characterizing
the linear response of the system. To resolve all of its components, the weak-field
excitation is performed along all three Cartesian axes, i.e., pairwise orthogonal field
amplitudes, meaning

αij(ω) =
F [µi(t)](ω)

F [Ej(t)](ω)
. (4.3)

Dipole-forbidden transitions can nevertheless not be resolved here and one would
have to consider higher-order moments for this task [157]. The electronic dipole
moment is calculated from the time-dependent Kohn-Sham single-particle states via

µ(t) =
Nocc

∑
n=1

fn〈ψn(t)|r̂|ψn(t)〉 =
Nocc

∑
n=1

fnc†
n(t)Dcn(t) (4.4)

with the dipole basis matrix Dij = 〈φi|r̂|φj〉, incorporating the position operator r̂.
The linear response of the system requires a sufficiently weak external field and usu-
ally, one wants to excite the whole spectrum, which is achieved by applying a δ-like
external field, i.e., E(t) ∼ E0δ(t − t0) (as the Fourier transform of a δ-function is a
constant). The polarizability tensor can in principle be attained by a single calcula-
tion, but this carries the risk that several modes are not excited, as the external field
has a defined direction which may be orthogonal to specific transition dipoles [158].
For a complete reconstruction, one thereby usually performs three individual calcu-
lations, each with a field polarized along one of the three Cartesian axes.
From the polarizability tensor, one can obtain the absorption cross section tensor

σ(ω) =
4πω

c
Im
{

α(ω)
}

(4.5)

(with the speed of light c) and from its trace, the so-called dipole strength function
(DSF) can be calculated:

S(ω) =
1
3

Tr
[
σ(ω)

]
. (4.6)
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An alternative representation of the DSF is given as

S(ω) =
2
3

∞

∑
l=1

3

∑
k=1
|〈Ψ0|r̂k|Ψl〉|2ωδ(ω−ωl) =

∞

∑
l=1

f̃l
ω

ωl
δ(ω−ωl), (4.7)

where the sum over all transition dipole moments µ0l = 〈Ψ0|r̂|Ψl〉 between the sys-
tem’s ground state Ψ0 and excited states Ψl , the excitation energies ωl and the corre-
sponding oscillator strengths f̃l build the whole excitation spectrum [158]. The peaks
in a DSF spectrum are thus proportional to the oscillator strengths and are centered
at excitation energies. As a result of the finite propagation time, the line shapes of
the DSFs always have a certain broadening. Thus, for real signals and finite external
field pulses, the DSF yields a continuous spectrum that can directly be compared to
experimental absorption spectra. It should be noted that due to the intrinsic prop-
erties of the Fourier transform, the accuracy, i.e., the spectral resolution of DSFs, is
directly proportional to the total simulation time, and that the maximum resolved
frequency is inversely proportional to the time step. These considerations play a ma-
jor role when performing real-time simulations in order to get spectral information.
We will cover this topic in more detail in Chapter 4.2.5.
Another important property of the DSF is provided by the f-sum rule [159] which
builds a connection between the number of electrons that are involved in the ab-
sorption process, the DSF, and the oscillator strengths:

Nabs
e =

∫ ∞

0
dω S(ω) =

∞

∑
l=1

f̃l . (4.8)

In practice, this quantity can be used to verify the consistency of a calculation.
It should further be noted that it is common practice [154] to apply a damping func-
tion to the dipole time series before Fourier transforming in order to attain well-
defined Lorentzian-like lineshapes [73]. A frequent choice is an exponential damp-
ing function

f (t) = e−γt (4.9)

with the parameter γ controlling the line width. Another possible choice is a poly-
nomial function of the form

f (t) = 1− 3
(

t
T

)2

+ 2
(

t
T

)3

(4.10)

with the total simulation time T. This function has the desired properties f (0) = 1
and f (T) = f ′(T) = 0 which ensure smooth decay and also preserve the f-sum rule
(while exponential damping does not). The resulting FWHM widths are in this case
given as approximately 6.2/T [73]. It should be noted that any spectrum generated
by RT-TDDFT will converge to a stick spectrum for infinite-time propagation, i.e.,
the finite line widths are artificial and damping is only an auxiliary way to modify
the line shapes. As pointed out by Lopata et al., one could obtain physical lineshapes
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via ab-initio coupled electron-nuclear dynamics [156].

To further decompose a linear-response DSF spectrum into contributions of specific
excitations, one can employ a projection technique that uses ground state molecular
orbitals to resolve the individual occupied-unoccupied contributions [155]. Given
a set of (occupied and unoccupied) ground state orbitals via the coefficient matrix
C0 ∈ CNb×Nstates (Nstates ≤ Nb is the total number of states considered in the algo-
rithm), the density matrix of the time-dependent occupied states, P(t) = C(t)C†(t) ∈
CNb×Nb and the dipole basis matrix D ∈ RNb×Nb as defined before, one can express
the latter two quantities in the basis of the ground state orbitals via

PGS(t) = C−1
0 P(t)C−†

0 , (4.11)

DGS
0 = C†

0DC0. (4.12)

We note that for large and/or augmented basis sets, one possibly has to consider a
reduced set of ground state molecular orbitals (since linear dependencies occur, as
also explained before in Chapter 3.5.5), which then requires the use of left and right
pseudoinverses of C0 to calculate the molecular orbital (MO) density matrix PGS(t).
We implemented this technique but not explain it further here (see Ref. [155] for
details).
The MO dipole and density matrices contain the information of all occupied and
unoccupied ground state orbitals which is used to express the transition dipole mo-
ment as

µkl(t) =
Nocc

∑
n=1
〈ψk(0)|r|ψl(0)〉〈ψl(0)|ψn(t)〉〈ψn(t)|ψk(0)〉+ (k↔ l)

= DGS
0,klP

GS
lk (t) + DGS

0,lkPGS
kl (t). (4.13)

These moments describe all possible transitions based on the ground state orbitals.
The total electronic dipole moment can be expressed via

µ(t) = µ(0) +
Nocc

∑
o=1

Nb

∑
u=Nocc+1

µou(t), (4.14)

which means that the time-dependent part stems from occupied-unoccupied tran-
sitions, giving direct physical interpretation (keeping in mind the Kohn-Sham ap-
proach). The spectra of individual occupied-unoccupied transition dipole moments
thus yield information about specific excitations [155]. We implemented this decon-
volution technique as it is a useful tool to characterize linear response spectra.

4.2.3 Simulation of Benzene Linear-Response Excitations

Given the provided methodology, we here provide results both for valence and core-
level excitation RT-TDDFT absorption spectra for a prototypical example molecule
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and compare our results with experimental data.

Valence Excitation Spectrum

We chose the prototypical conjugated hydrocarbon molecule benzene as a first ex-
ample here, as it is a well-studied system both experimentally [160, 161] and theo-
retically [119, 130, 162, 163, 164, 165]. Albeit the extensive theoretical literature, we
only want to present comparison with experimental data at this point in order to
prove that our method is able to provide accurate physical results.
We carry out our investigation with a moderate amount of theory, employing the
well-established PBE XC functional [26] in combination with a ‘tight’ basis set. The
geometry used for further investigations was equilibrated with the mentioned set-
tings, resulting in C-C neighbor bond distances of 1.39 Å (which are all equal due
to aromaticity). RT-TDDFT simulations were carried out with a time step of 0.4 a.u.
= 0.0096 fs for a total simulation time of 2500 a.u. = 60.5 fs which is in this case
enough to obtain well-converged spectra. The time-propagation method was given
by the semi-implicit exponential midpoint method in combination with a 2-point ex-
trapolation scheme as presented in Sec. 3.5.3. A weak initial external field kick was
realized by applying a constant field with an amplitude of 0.005 a.u. = 2.6 · 109 V/m
for the first simulation step - this was done for three individual calculations, each
with a field polarization along the x,y,z axes.

Figure 4.1 shows the dynamics of the excitation for the simulation where an ini-
tial kick was applied to the x-direction. The upper panel shows the electronic dipole
response along the x-axis, µx(t), and one can clearly identify the onset of significant
oscillations via the external field (the molecule does not have a permanent dipole
moment). We then observe a heterogeneous oscillation pattern including all of the
system’s modes. The lower panel shows the total energy deviation (relative to the
first value after the excitation was applied) on a meV scale and we note that usu-
ally a visible shift is seen in the electronic energy when an external resonant field is
switched on, corresponding to the absorption of field energy. In this case, the shift
is not visible as we intend to show the good energy conservation after the onset of
the excited dynamics. Regarding the comparatively large time step, this still shows
stable time propagation with total energy being conserved up to a few meV.
From the three individual simulations, we calculated the corresponding DSF spec-
trum. We first show the f-sum rule consistency check in Figure 4.2, i.e., the integral
over the DSF in dependence of the energy:

Nabs
e (ω) =

∫ ω

0
dω′ S(ω′). (4.15)

We also provide the partial sums of LR-TDDFT oscillator strengths as internal consis-
tency check, since the total value which the f-sum rule provides depends on numeri-
cal accuracy (these calculations were performed for the same basis set and functional
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FIGURE 4.1: Dynamics of benzene for an initial weak delta-kick
excitation parallel to the x-axis. Upper panel: dynamics of the x-
component of the electronic dipole moment. Lower panel: total en-

ergy deviation relative to the initial value at excitation.

with FHI-aims). In the figure, we additionally show the RT-TDDFT results obtained
from different time steps, namely for ∆t = 0.2 a.u. = 0.0048 fs and ∆t = 0.05 a.u.
= 0.0012 fs. One can clearly observe perfect match below 50 eV. After that, small
differences occur. However, for smaller time steps, the RT-TDDFT spectrum con-
verges towards the LR-TDDFT spectrum. This is most likely explained by the fact
that smaller time steps better resolve high-energy and core-valence excitations in
RT-TDDFT. At 350 eV, a number of 34.4 excited electrons is given by the LR-TDDFT
f-sum rule, which is reasonable, but ultimately affected by numerical and physical
approximations. Overall, the agreement is very good and shows the expected con-
vergence behavior with respect to time step.
The DSF together with the experimental absorption spectrum [160] is shown in Fig.
4.3. We included the DSFs for the transition dipole moments between occupied-
unoccupied pairs (20 → 22), (21 → 23), (20 → 23), (21 → 22) (group A) and
(20 → 26), (21 → 25) (group B). The two degenerate HOMOs are the states with
index 20 and 21. The inset plot shows only one curve for the first and second group
of transition dipole moments, as the spectra are equivalent: this stems from the fact
that the respective occupied/unoccupied states are degenerate.
Group A corresponds to the π → π∗ (1E1u ← 1A1g) HOMO-LUMO transition exper-
imentally located at 6.96 eV [166]. The sum of the 4 transition dipole moment peaks
of this group contribute largely to the major peak of the total DSF that is here located
at 6.91 eV which is very close to the experimental value. The peak at 6.84 eV of the
group B DSF likely corresponds to a Rydberg transition which has an experimental
value of 6.93 eV [161, 166].
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FIGURE 4.2: Illustration for the f-sum rule consistency check: the
solid lines denote the integral over the DSF in dependence of energy
(for LR-TDDFT and RT-TDDFT with different time steps), the dashed
blue line is the LR-TDDFT limit value at 350 eV, Nc = 34.43, and the

black line shows the scaled DSF (given without units here).

The overall overlap with the experimental spectrum is thus to be considered very
good, although higher excitations are rather difficult to compare due to the low
structure of the experimental spectrum and the fact that excitations from valence
orbitals into higher unoccupied orbitals occurring in this energy range may depend
significantly on the basis set. The possibility to extract individual dipole transition
moments based on the ground state Kohn-Sham eigenvectors can be regarded as
useful tool to further investigate individual transitions.

K-Edge Core-Level Excitation Spectrum

As a sufficiently narrow delta-kick pulse, like performed here, corresponds to a
broadband excitation, we are directly able to resolve core-level excitations, i.e., sim-
ulate X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), where core electrons are excited into va-
lence or above-valence states. Depending on the specific origin core-level state, the
excitations are conventionally labeled as K-edge for 1s, L1-edge for 2s, etc. TDDFT
is well-suited for near-edge XAS (XANES), denoting transitions from core electrons
into virtual states (but below ionization), as localized core holes are well-described
and electronic effects are included ab-initio, requiring no specific preparation (in
contrast to, e.g., the ∆SCF approach for core-level spectra [167]), enabling rather
straightforward computations [156, 168].
As the simulation time step limits the total range of the resolvable excitation ener-
gies, it has to be set accordingly small. We consider here the carbon K-edge transi-
tions which are experimentally found starting from 285 eV. The simulation settings
are the same as for the valence excitations, while the time step was set as 0.1 a.u. =
0.0024 fs. For comparison we took experimental data from Ref. [169]. It is known
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FIGURE 4.3: Comparison of the experimental absorption spectrum
[160] (black line) of benzene with the DSF (red line) from the total
electronic dipole moments from our RT-TDDFT simulations. Also
shown are the DSFs generated from the transition dipole moments
of the (20 → 22) and (20 → 26) occupied-unoccupied excitations.

The spectra are scaled such that the highest peaks match.

that core-level spectra from RT-TDDFT are very sensitive to the exchange-correlation
functional, however this results essentially only in constant shifts of excitations [156].
The most interesting information is on the other hand incorporated in the relative
alignment of transitions, i.e., peaks in the absorption spectra. Thus, one usually
shifts the core-level spectra in order to match experimental results.

Figure 4.4 shows the DSF within the range of 280-315 eV, where the onset of car-
bon K-edge transitions takes place (the spectra are scaled to match each other). In
this figure, the experimental spectrum has the correct alignment while the DSF was
shifted by +16.9 eV such that the lowest excitations match. We note that this value
is needed with PBE and is much likely reduced by a functional that captures these
transitions better. However, our calculations included atomic ZORA treatment and
one can expect larger required shifts without so.
Both spectra agree very well and one can clearly identify corresponding carbon K-
edge transitions at around 285, 289, 290, and 293 eV. Above 295 eV, the experimental
spectrum likely shows continuum transitions. The small experimental peak at 287.4
eV does not seem to be captured by theory directly, but one can suspect a correspon-
dence to the DSF transition at 286.9 eV. Judged by the rather ’simple’ simulation
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setup via the ’tight’ basis set and the PBE XC functional, a surprisingly good agree-
ment between experimental and theoretical spectra can be obtained for the benzene
molecule. We will provide some more details about core-level spectroscopy via RT-
TDDFT in the next section.

FIGURE 4.4: Comparison of the experimental carbon K-edge core ab-
sorption spectrum [169] (black line) of benzene with the DSF (red line)
from the electronic dipole moments from our RT-TDDFT simulations.
The DSF spectrum was shifted by +16.9 eV such that the lowest ex-
citations match. The spectra are scaled such that the highest peaks

match.

4.2.4 Oxygen K-Edge Core-Level Absorption Spectrum for Water

As a second example for XANES simulations, we selected the water molecule. We
chose to provide a comparison with not only experimental [170], but also with real-
time TDDFT results from another implementation to discuss energy shifts in the
spectra and to put our findings into context with an existing framework. The RT-
TDDFT XANES simulations by Lopata et al. [156] were done for (gas-phase) water,
carbon monoxide and some other systems, but we will only provide comparison for
water as a prototypical example. The reference simulations were performed with the
GTO-based NWChem software [171]. Here, the Sapporo-QZP basis set including ad-
ditional diffuse Gaussians [172] and the B3LYP exchange-correlation functional [33]
were employed. The Sapporo-type basis sets are constructed to efficiently incorpo-
rate core and valence correlations.
We not only aimed to exactly reproduce the reference data with the same basis set
and functional, but also evaluated the native numerical basis sets of FHI-aims for
this task. In contrast to the reference, we were also able to measure the impact of
the atomic ZORA relativistic treatment on the core-level absorption spectra. Equal
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to Lopata et al., we used a geometry that was relaxed with the B3LYP XC functional
and the aug-cc-PVTZ GTO basis set, which is included in the FHI-aims package
for benchmark purposes. The Sapporo-QZP basis set was obtained from Basis Set
Exchange [173] (’Sapporo-QZP-diffuse’) and we used very dense and extended real-
space integration grids in this case. The RT-TDDFT simulations were performed
with a time-step of 0.02 a.u. = 0.0004 fs for a total duration of 700 a.u. = 17 fs – in
total three calculations with {x, y, z}-polarized initial field kicks with amplitudes of
0.001 a.u. = 5.14 · 108 V/m.

Figure 4.5 shows the absorption spectra from experiment, the theory reference and
both our RT-TDDFT simulations for the ’tight+aug2’ and the ’Sapporo-QZP-diffuse’
basis sets in the relevant region where oxygen K-edge excitations can be observed. It
additionally shows results for different basis sets (’tight’, ’tight+aug2’ and a custom
’very tight+aug2’) in the second row, and results for different XC functionals (B3YLP,
PBE0, PBE) in the third row. We will discuss these results one after another. Note
that all calculations were performed without relativistic atomic ZORA corrections if
not stated otherwise. As discussed in Ref. [156], the simulated spectra have to be
shifted by a constant value to match experimental data – a consequence of the sen-
sitive dependency onto the exchange-correlation functional. However, the relative
positions of peaks are expected to be in good agreement with experiment. The shift
needed to align the lowest oxygen K-edge excitation to experiment in the work of
Lopata et al. is +15.4 eV but we added another 0.15 eV in order to align the spectra
better to the experimental spectrum.

In the top row, we can see that our calculations with the ’Sapporo-QZP-diffuse’ basis
set reproduce the results of Lopata et al. nearly perfectly, as measured by the spec-
tral structure. The peaks around 540 eV are less prolonged in our results but show
the same features. The spectrum generated by the ’tight+aug2’ basis set shows the
same features, but with a smaller overall corrective shift of 15.4 eV, and the third and
fourth peak being redshifted relative to the reference theory spectra.

In the second row of the plot, one can observe a significant sensitivity of the spec-
trum with respect to the basis set. Clearly, the diffuse Gaussian augmentation func-
tions in the ’tight+aug2’ set yield significant convergence of the spectrum relative to
the standard ’tight’ set, hinting towards an important contribution of the augmen-
tation functions. Between the ’tight+aug2’ and the ’very tight+aug2’ set, one can
still identify clear differences. The custom ’very tight+aug2’ set was set equally to
the ’tight+aug2’ set but includes additional 2p (ionic), 4f, 4d and 2s (hydrogenic)
basis functions from the native ’Tier 3’ basis set specification. While the lowest ex-
citation is obviously converged here, higher excitations still alter their relative po-
sitions. Interestingly, the fourth peak is shifted less than the second and third one.
Comparing with the experimental spectrum, it is possible that the fourth theoretical
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peak corresponds to the third peak measured in the experiment. Since the augmen-
tation functions and the grid specifications are the same in the ’very tight+aug2’
and the ’tight+aug2’ set, we likely observe an improvement due to the additional
ionic/hydrogenic basis functions in this case.

Finally, the third row shows spectra for the ’tight+aug2’ basis set but for differ-
ent XC functionals – PBE, PBE0, B3LYP – and with relativistic ZORA treatment in
one case for B3LYP. The spectra are much less affected from the choice of functional
within this selection and only some small shifts are seen for the 2nd and 3rd peaks.
The PBE0 spectrum shows the most visible differences relative to the other spectra.
However, the shifts are quite different with +23.9 eV for PBE, 13.7 eV for PBE0 and
15.4 eV for B3LYP. In the latter case, relativistic treatment is responsible for a shift
of +0.8 eV, but does not otherwise affect the spectrum. In this sense, PBE0 seems to
capture the core-level excitation best, as it required the smallest correctional shift.
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FIGURE 4.5: Top row: comparison of the experimental oxygen K-
edge core-level absorption spectrum (black line) [170] of water with
B3LYP-RT-TDDFT spectra obtained with our code (’tight+aug2’ ba-
sis set: red line, ’Sapporo-QZP-diffuse’ basis set: dashed red line),
and B3LYP-RT-TDDFT spectra by Lopata et al. [156]. The real-time
TDDFT spectra are x-shifted for comparison with the experimental
data (see legend). The spectra are scaled to match each other, as
they were given in arbitrary units in the references. Middle row:
B3LYP-RT-TDDFT spectra from our code for the basis sets ’tight’,
’tight+aug2’ and ’very tight+aug2’. Bottom row: RT-TDDFT spectra
from our code with the ’tight+aug2’ basis set and B3YLP (with and

without atomic ZORA correction), PBE0 and PBE XC functionals.
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4.2.5 Benchmarking Real-Time TDDFT for Molecular Optical Absorp-
tion

Introduction

As noted and presented before, real-time TDDFT can also be used to describe linear-
response electron processes within the DFT picture. We decided to contribute to this
knowledge base by employing our RT-TDDFT implementation for an optical ab-
sorption molecular benchmark study. This also serves as a detailed linear-response
assessment of our implementation described here. It was our aim to assess pos-
sible technical differences between LR-TDDFT and RT-TDDFT for this task, given
the fact that both methods must in principle yield the same information. Since the
method of data extraction plays a role in RT-TDDFT simulations [155, 158], as spec-
tral quantities need to be generated from explicitly time-dependent observables, we
also discuss this topic in some more detail. Also, to our knowledge, this is the first
study systematically comparing not only singlet, but also triplet excitations between
LR- and RT-TDDFT.
We chose a popular electronic excitation ab-initio simulation test set by Schreiber
et al. [165], commonly known as ‘Thiel’s set‘. This set consists of 28 small- to
medium-sized organic molecules consisting of H, C, N and O elements. In the

FIGURE 4.6: Molecules in Thiel’s set. Picture from Ref. [174],
copyright granted by John Wiley and Sons (license number

5097571063931).
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mentioned study, several quantum-chemical methods, namely LR-TDDFT, coupled
cluster (CC2, CCSD, CC3), multistate complete-active-space second-order perturba-
tion theory (MS-CASPT2) and DFT+multireference configuration interaction (DFT +
MRCI), were used to calculate optical absorption spectra and oscillator strengths in
order to obtain ‘best estimate‘ values.
In contrast to this goal, we did not put the focus of our study onto the physical accu-
racy, i.e., absolute excitation energies, but rather on the characteristics with respect
to the used basis set, motivated by a study of Liu et al. [99], where implementations
of LR-TDDFT and a G0W0-based Bethe-Salpeter equation method (G0W0 + BSE) into
the FHI-aims code were assessed in this regard and for the Thiel set. An important
result was that the augmented ’tight+aug2’ basis set forms a very accurate and eco-
nomic choice to converge excitation energies for a fixed level of theory. We follow the
same route here for a comparison between LR- and RT-TDDFT, given the fact that
the results of the mentioned study are directly comparable, as the same codebase is
used.

Calculation of Triplet Excitations

The foundation of RT- and LR-TDDFT and the method of linear-response calcula-
tions with real-time TDDFT were already given before and we will refer the reader to
the corresponding chapters. Anyway, as stated already, this study incorporated the
calculation of both singlet and triplet excitation spectra. In the standard approach,
linear-response RT-TDDFT simulations only yield information about singlet excita-
tions, as the α and β electron densities have the same dynamics (introducing the α/β

notation for up/down spin). Isborn et al. [175] showed that triplet excitations can
be modeled in real-time TDDFT by introducing a spin-dependent external perturb-
ing field that breaks the spin symmetry of the time-evolved superposition state. The
Hamiltonian and the time-evolution operator thus become spin-dependent, impos-
ing different dynamics on the spin eigenstates which are nevertheless being coupled
by the density-functionalization:

HKS,σ[ρ(t), t] = HKS[ρα(t) + ρβ(t)] + Vext,σ(t), (4.16)

ψnσ(t) = Uσ(t, t0)ψnσ(t0). (4.17)

The external field is then only applied to one selected spin component, i.e., Vext,σ(t)
= Vext(t)δσσ′ . The superposition state now also contains triplet contributions which
we illustrate by a two-electron, two-orbital system, analogous to Ref. [175]: the sys-
tem has one bonding orbital φb(r) and one non-bonding orbital φn(r), and is initially
in the ground state S0. In RT-TDDFT, the time-dependent wave function is formally
a mixture of occupied and virtual molecular orbitals and thus, the spin-perturbed
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molecular orbitals are

φασ(r, t) =
(

φb(r) + cα(t)φn(r)
)

α(σ), (4.18)

φβσ(r, t) =
(

φb(r) + cβ(t)φn(r)
)

β(σ) (4.19)

(σ is the spin variable). The superposition state is given as

Ψ(t) =
1

N(t)
|φασ1(r1, t)φβσ2(r2, t)|

=
1

N(t)

(
ΨS0 +

(
cα(t) + cβ(t)√

2

)
ΨS1

+

(
cβ(t)− cα(t)√

2

)
ΨT0 + cα(t)cβ(t)ΨS2

)
(4.20)

with the normalization N(t) =
√
(1 + c2

α(t))(1 + c2
β(t)) and | · | denotes a Slater

determinant. One can see configurations for the ground state singlet ΨS0 , the ex-
cited state singlet ΨS1 , the excited state triplet ΨT0 and a doubly excited singlet
state ΨS2 . Since cα 6= cβ due to the spin-dependent field, one can observe the
triplet contributions in the superposition state. The corresponding excitation spec-
tra are generated from individual α/β spin components of the total dipole moment
µ(t) = µα(t) + µβ(t) – the total dipole moment does in contrast not show triplet
contributions.

Simulation Setup and Analysis

In contrast to linear-response TDDFT where excitation energies are computed as
discrete eigenvalues of a transition matrix, real-time TDDFT yields dynamical ob-
servables, in this case the electronic dipole moment, which need to be Fourier trans-
formed in order to identify excitations as peaks of the resulting spectra. Spectral
width and resolution are thus directly determined by the finite simulation time and
time step. One thus has to deal with finite-width excitation peaks for a limited res-
olution in frequency space. While the spectral resolution scales with the simulation
time, the latter quantity is always limited and is subject to economic constraints.
One thus wants to achieve a best possible spectral resolution for a given, short-as-
possible, propagation time.
We employed two recently suggested methods to optimize the accuracy of our simu-
lations, which were always performed with an economic choice of about 60 fs simu-
lation time. Each of these methods belongs to post-processing and aims to optimize
spectral information. Schelter et al. [158] derived an analytical expression for the
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DSF based on a model where the system is subject to a δ-pulse – this resulting ex-
pression corresponds to Equation 4.7 and reads

S(ω) =
∞

∑
l=1

f̄l
ω

ωl

sin
(
(ω−ωl)T

)
π(ω−ωl)

, (4.21)

where { f̄l} are oscillator strengths, {ωl} are the excitation frequencies of the system,
and T denotes the total simulation time. The proposed technique is based on fitting
above equation to a zero-padded Fourier transform of the electronic dipole moment
with respect to the oscillator strengths and the excitation frequencies – thus, these
values have to be provided by the user initially and ultimately are the extracted data
of the fit. Zero-padding denotes the addition of zero-value entries to the input sig-
nal of the FT in order to artificially increase the frequency resolution. This procedure
helps to convergence the fit and thus increases the achieved accuracy.
Another method proposed by Bruner et al. [155] is based on artificially increasing
the spectral resolution by calculating the necessary Fourier transforms not via Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) as usually done, but rather by doing so via Padé approxi-
mants [176]. The FT of the dipole moment is in this way calculated via a ratio of two
power series

F [µi(t)](ω) =
M

∑
k=1

µi(tk)
(

e−iω∆t
)k
≡

M

∑
k=1

ckzk

=

(
M/2

∑
k=1

akzk

)(
M/2

∑
k=1

bkzk

)−1

(4.22)

where we set ck := µi(tk) and zk := exp(−iω∆t)k. Here, a diagonal scheme is pre-
sented, therefore we have M/2 as sum limits in Expression 4.22 [155]. For the com-
putation, one needs to determine the coefficients appearing in the ratio expansion
first and can then calculate the FT for arbitrary frequencies ω. The coefficient vec-
tors a and b are successively obtained by first solving the equation

Cb = d (4.23)

for b with Ckm = cM−m+k and dk = −cM+k. The vector a is afterwards computed
using the relation

ak =
k

∑
m=0

bmck−m , k = 1, ..., M. (4.24)

This procedure thus allows to generate very highly resolved spectra with sharp
peaks. One can also think of this as frequency-space interpolation, which corre-
sponds to extrapolation on the time axis. In fact, Bruner et al. used this technique to-
gether with the decomposition of occupied-unoccupied transition dipole moments
µou(t) (as explained in Sec. 4.2.2): since the transition dipole moment spectra are
rather sparse, one can accelerate the total spectrum convergence (with respect to
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simulation time) by constructing it from the individual, Padé-FT sharpened transi-
tion dipole moment spectra. We did not employ this acceleration technique here, as
this would mean too much effort with little gain. Instead, as suggested by Schelter
et al. [158], we used the Padé-FT technique in combination with the fitting tech-
nique in order to generate highly resolved initial guesses for the fitting procedure
and to identify peaks in problematically dense regions where the fitting technique
fails. In this sense, we found that both methods complement each other: for very
weak and/or densely lying excitations, the fitting technique mostly fails in practice,
while the Padé method can usually handle them. However, the latter method can
introduce artificial peaks for very short simulation times [155], which one has to be
aware of (our simulations are although most likely not in this regime).
Figure 4.7 shows an illustration of this procedure for spectra of the s-tetrazine mole-
cule (which is part of the benchmark set): the upper panel shows the log-scaled
Padé-FT DSF spectrum and one can clearly identify excitations near 2 eV and be-
tween 5.4 eV and 6.3 eV. The corresponding excitation energies are used as input

FIGURE 4.7: Illustration of the Padé and fitting methods for the DSF
spectrum of the s-tetrazine molecule. The upper panel shows the
Padé-DSF (on a logarithmic y-axis) and one can clearly identify exci-
tations which are marked also as pink dashed lines. The lower panel
shows the zero-padded DSF (blue) and the corresponding fit (purple
dashed) that was initialized using the excitation energies of the Padé

method.

for the fitted DSF spectrum shown in the lower panel. The fit will only yield good
results for good initial guesses, including excitations with low oscillator strength.
For very problematic cases, i.e., when the fit could not be converged (which has to
be done by hand), we selected the excitation energies from the Padé DSF only. We
used self-written python scripts for this procedure, employing the Numpy [177] and
SciPy [178] libraries. These scripts are also contained in the software package and
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short manuals can be found in Appendix D.

We carried out our simulations for two basis sets, namely the ’tight’ and the dou-
bly augmented ’tight+aug2’ basis set, as contained in FHI-aims. While the ’tight’
basis set can be considered a solid choice [42], the ’tight+aug2’ basis set additionally
contains two diffuse Gaussians as augmentation functions, which is known to no-
ticeably improve excitation energies with moderate additional computational cost
[99]. See Table 4.1 for the specifications of the used basis sets. It should be noted
that, while only 2 additional Gaussians are added per atom, the computational de-
mand is mainly increased due to the significantly denser and more elongated radial
integration grids with higher angular momentum multipliers.

TABLE 4.1: Specifications for the ‘light’, ‘tight’ and ‘tight+aug2’ basis
sets used in our calculations. All basis functions are of hydrogenic
type if not specified otherwise. Radial and angular quantum numbers
indicate the shape, in parentheses are given the effective charges in
the defining Coulomb potential. Gaussian functions are defined by
gaussLN where L specifies angular momentum and N the number of
primitive Gaussians; the exponent (in a−2

0 ) is given in the following
parentheses. Each row adds another basis function to the last filled

row above in that column.

Basis functions

Basis set Hydrogen Carbon Nitrogen Oxygen

‘light’ minimal minimal minimal minimal
2s (2.10) 2p (1.70) 2p (1.80) 2p (1.80)
2p (3.50) 3d (6.00) 3d (6.80) 3d (7.60)

2s (4.90) 3s (5.80) 3s (6.40)
‘tight’ 1s (0.85) 4f (9.80) 4f (10.80) 4f (11.60)

2p (3.70) 3p (5.20) 3p (5.80) 3p (6.20)
2s (1.20) 3s (4.30) 1s (0.80) 3d (5.60)
3d (7.00) 5g (14.40) 5g (16.00) 5g (17.60)

3d (6.20) 3d (4.90) 1s (0.75)
‘tight+aug2’ gauss01 (0.02) gauss01 (0.04) gauss01 (0.05) gauss01 (0.06)

gauss11 (0.07) gauss11 (0.03) gauss11 (0.04) gauss11 (0.04)

The real-time TDDFT simulations were performed with total simulation times of
2500 a.u. = 60.48 fs together with the semi-implicit exponential midpoint propaga-
tor. Usually, we set the time step to 0.4 a.u. = 0.0096 fs, which can be considered
as relatively large. For some cases, numerical instabilities forced us to reduce the
time step to 0.3 a.u. = 0.0072 fs – this happened always when using the ‘tight+aug2’
basis set. We measure the numerical stability by the degree of energy conservation
for a given threshold: a short time after the kick pulse was applied, a reference value
Eref of the total electronic energy is kept fixed and at every subsequent step where
the total energy E(t) is evaluated, the deviation between the current and the refer-
ence value must not exceed a threshold value. We here set |E(t)− Eref| ≤ 0.001 eV,
where Eref is set at 25 a.u. = 0.60 fs, which is 15 a.u. = 0.24 fs after the center of the
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kick pulse with a Gaussian shape of FWHM = 2.8 a.u. = 0.07 fs. The amplitude of
the electric field was set to E0 = 0.01 a.u. = 5.1 · 109 V/m. It should be noted that
we employed a rather strict threshold for the deviation in total energy and that it
is likely possible that larger time steps could have been used in most cases. We ob-
served that slight linear drifts in the total energy (e.g., below 0.1 eV deviation over
the whole simulation time) do not really alter the resulting dynamics. For the given
time steps, one can clearly expect converged valence spectra, as we also show in Sec-
tion 6.2.2.
We used the PBE exchange-correlation functional [26] for the RT-TDDFT simula-
tions, while the LR-TDDFT calculations were performed with the PW-LDA XC ker-
nel [23] (provided by the LibXC library [179]), based on ground state PBE solutions
– we denote these settings as ’LR-TDDFT-LDA@PBE’, similar to Ref. [99]. For both
calculations, the same pre-relaxed geometries were used (for the same basis set and
level of theory).

Results

Comparison of Basis Set Dependence We first analyze the sensitivity of excita-
tion energies with respect to basis set type for both methods. In this context, this
can only be done in a restricted way, as it is not straightforwardly possible to com-
pare/identify specific excitations between simulations that were conducted with
different basis sets or XC functional (for the same physical system). One can nev-
ertheless compare the respective lowest energy excitations; we thus extracted the
respective lowest visible excitation energies in order to compare them. We denote
the difference of the lowest excitation with respect to basis set as ∆E1 = E1(tight)−
E1(tight + aug2), i.e., this value is signed and can usually be expected as positive
since a more complete basis set lowers energy, as, e.g., shown in Ref. [99].
The singlet excitation results for all 28 molecules are shown in Fig. 4.8, both for LR-
TDDFT and RT-TDDFT. This figure contains a second y-axis on the right side which
corresponds to the dashed grey line, showing LUMO energies from PBE calcula-
tions with the ‘tight+aug2’ basis set. The reason for this is that previous studies [99,
180] showed that diffuse augmentation basis functions can be important in order to
describe electron affinities (EA) correctly. The density functional theory version of
Koopman’s Theorem states that the Kohn-Sham EA = − LUMOKS [18], however,
one should not take the corresponding values shown here as accurate since these
are usually underestimated with standard functionals [181, 182]. Nevertheless, one
can clearly see correlations between ∆E1 and the LUMO energies, indicating that
lower electron affinities are connected to stronger convergence with respect to basis
set size, underlining the formerly mentioned observations. This is not surprising, as
low excitations that are already close to the ionization level are susceptible to basis
set errors, as the corresponding wave functions have extent into the vacuum.
Regarding the characteristics of ∆E1, a very high agreement between LR- and RT-
TDDFT can be seen, on average (for all molecules), ∆E1(RT)− ∆E1(LR) ≈ −0.001
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FIGURE 4.8: Singlet energy differences ∆E1 of the lowest excitations
between ‘tight’ and ‘tight+aug2’ basis sets for RT-TDDFT (RT) and
LR-TDDFT (LR) for all molecules in the benchmark set. The grey
dashed line and the corresponding y-axis on the right side show the
respective LUMO energies obtained from SCF calculations with the

PBE XC functional and the ’tight+aug2’ basis set.

eV, with minimum and maximum differences of −0.022 eV and 0.016 eV, respec-
tively. The individual differences are considerable and we group them arbitrar-
ily, based on the absolute scale: small deviations below 0.02 eV are observed for
10 molecules, average deviations between 0.02 eV and 0.15 eV are observed for 8
molecules and large deviations above 0.15 eV are seen for 10 molecules, with a max-
imum of 0.6 eV for pyrrole.
The lowest triplet excitation energy differences for both methods are shown in Fig-
ure 4.9. We did not include LUMO energies as no visible correlation is present in

FIGURE 4.9: Triplet energy differences ∆E1 of the lowest excitations
between ‘tight’ and ‘tight+aug2’ basis sets for RT-TDDFT (RT) and

LR-TDDFT (LR) for all molecules in the benchmark set.
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this case, which may originate in the generally lower triplet excitation energies due
to the reduced Coulomb repulsion, as by Hund’s rule [183]. In contrast to singlet
excitations, the relevant energy range is approximately halved (to ∼ 0.3 eV) and one
can directly see that most excitations display significantly lower convergence with
respect to basis set quality – the overall basis effect is thus smaller. However, this
does not necessarily apply to all excitations: in Figure 4.10 we exemplary present the
triplet DSF of ethene, showing a significant basis effect for higher-lying excitations.

FIGURE 4.10: Unrefined DSF triplet spectra of
ethene for both basis sets.

Some cases not only show larger val-
ues of ∆E1, but also comparably larger
differences between LR- and RT-TDDFT
results, namely formamide (0.03 eV)
and acetamide (0.07 eV). For all the
mentioned cases, the RT-TDDFT ex-
citation energies are less affected by
the basis set change, compared to LR-
TDDFT excitations. For the remain-
ing molecules, the differences are very
small, meaning below 0.03 eV. On av-
erage, LR-TDDFT excitation energies
are larger than RT-TDDFT excitation
energies by 0.004 eV. In summary,
both methods have high agreement and
show the same sensitivity to the basis
set.

Comparison between LR- and RT-TDDFT Excitations We will here provide an
analysis of LR- and RT-TDDFT excitations in direct comparison in order to identify
possible distinctions, as in the previous section, only differences of the lowest exci-
tations were compared. Since we aim to capture trends as well as corner cases, we
selected the first 8-18 lowest clearly identifiable and comparable excitations. We em-
ployed both the fitting and the Padé technique and found that both methods mostly
yield exactly the same results, i.e., differences were generally in the meV range, and
we thus do not provide further comparison. For very dense spectral regions or weak
excitations where the fitting method was problematic, we relied on the Padé method.
For all excitations that could be fitted correctly, we obtained the oscillator strengths
(OS) by this method. The OS values from LR- and RT-TDDFT are generally close to
each other, i.e., deviating by 2.2% for the ’tight’ basis set and 9.15% for the ’tight+aug2’
basis set. However, one must be cautious for degenerate excitations, e.g., in benzene,
as these can not really be resolved via RT-TDDFT. In this case, the peak heights do
not correspond so well to the correct oscillator strengths. For smaller peaks, the un-
certainty from the fitting has larger impact, which can be seen in Fig. 4.11 (left),
showing the signed ratio for LR- and RT-TDDFT in dependence of the absolute OS.
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FIGURE 4.11: Left: signed ratio of oscillator strengths betwen LR- and
RT-TDDFT, defined via ROS = ( f̄l(RT)/ f̄l(LR) − 1) · 100% as func-
tion of the absolute oscillator strength. The dashed lines denote the
respective averages and we only show values for OS > 0.01. Right:
pairs of (∆El , El) for all molecules and excitations, indicating possible
relationships between excitation energy method difference and abso-

lute excitation energy, for both basis sets.

The higher mean deviations in the ’tight+aug2’ case clearly stem from the deviations
in the small OS region. For these small values, numerical precision plays a more im-
portant role, yielding higher deviations. Most tracked excitations have lower OS in
the region between 0.005 and 0.2, where the spread is noticeable. For higher OS,
both methods are visibly more consistent.
We now turn to the discussion of the excitation energies. Before discussing these in
more detail, we shed light on the overall differences between LR- and RT-TDDFT in
dependence of the absolute excitation energies: Figure 4.11 (right) shows these pairs
for all molecules. It additionally shows the overall range of tracked excitations. It is
clear that most excitation energies are located between 4 and 10 eV, as we selected
the few lowest peaks. Regarding the differences, we observe that the distributions
spread upwards with higher excitation energies. This is more pronounced for the
’tight+aug2’ basis set, which also has a higher center of mass on the y-axis. While no
strong correlations are evident, the differences appear overall slightly higher with
the larger basis set.
Regarding the differences for the individual molecules, i.e., the values {El(RT) −
El(LR)} for excitations l for each molecule, we start by discussing the singlet char-
acteristics via Figure 4.12. It shows the individual distributions via the observed
min/max values as whiskers, the averages as red bars and the blue boxes contain
50% of the respective data. The differences are overall small, with the absolute av-
erages being bound by approximately 0.03 eV. Some larger min/max values are ob-
served especially in the ’tight’ dataset. Overall, the RT-TDDFT excitations are lower
by 0.007 eV as the LR-TDDFT excitations. Anyway, this trend is relatively consis-
tent for all molecules. The more complete basis set yields less spread in nearly all
cases and also reduces the overall shift slightly. However, the spreads for both basis
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FIGURE 4.12: Singlet excitations: distributions of energy differences
between RT-TDDFT and LR-TDDFT, i.e., Emol

l (RT) − Emol
l (LR), for

’tight’ (upper panel) and ’tight+aug2’ (lower panel) basis set. Red
bars denote the averages, blue boxes contain 50% of the respective

values, and whiskers denote min/max values.

FIGURE 4.13: Triplet excitations: distributions of energy differences
between RT-TDDFT and LR-TDDFT, i.e., Emol

l (RT) − Emol
l (LR), for

’tight’ (upper panel) and ’tight+aug2’ (lower panel) basis set. Red
bars denote the averages, blue boxes contain 50% of the respective

values, and whiskers denote min/max values.
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sets have quite similar characteristic which points to methodological differences that
are likely not related to the basis set. The analogous data for the triplet excitations
is depicted in Figure 4.13. We find that the deviations are on average larger than
in the singlet case. Especially ethene and formaldehyde present noticeably larger
differences which reduce with the more sophisticated basis set. On average, the RT-
TDDFT excitations are 0.022 eV (0.020 eV) lower for the ’tight’ (’tight+aug2’) basis
set, as compared to LR-TDDFT. The overall trend is thus inverse to the singlet case,
where RT-TDDFT excitation energy differences are on average lower. As in the sin-
glet case, the spread is more pronounced for the ’tight’ basis set. Also, the overall
characteristics between the basis sets are very similar, again indicating a method-
ological cause. Overall the agreement between both methods is very high, but we
observe some smaller differences that were also sensitive to the basis set.

4.2.6 Discussion

In this chapter, we have shown real-time TDDFT results for a variety of linear-
response calculations for molecules. For the first test case benzene, as presented in
Section 4.2.3, an excellent agreement with experimental data could be obtained both
for valence and core-level excitations. As this is a prototypical testcase in the com-
munity, we provided first evidence of the capabilities of our method in this regime.
Our NEXAFS simulations for the water molecule in Section 4.2.4 have reproduced
reference theoretical data perfectly with the same settings. We further showed that
the native FHI-aims basis sets are very well-suited for such calculations. It should be
noted that our calculations with the ’tight+aug2’ basis set were significantly faster, as
compared to the reference ’Sapporo-QZP-diffuse’ set (however, it must be said that
FHI-aims is not a native GTO-based code). In addition, we made clear in this context
that we correctly implemented inclusion of hybrid exchange-correlation functionals,
too.
Our benchmark study, presented in Section 4.2.5, has given some insight about the
general reconstruction of linear-response absorption spectra from RT-TDDFT, the
calculation of triplet excitations in this context, and the agreement between LR- and
RT-TDDFT in this framework. Here, we found that both singlet and triplet excitation
spectra agree as expected and that the doubly augmented ’tight+aug2’ basis set can
provide significant basis set convergence with comparably low additional computa-
tional effort also in the real-time TDDFT framework.
As the FHI-aims code scales formally with O(Nat) for larger systems, we provide
an attractive alternative to LR-TDDFT approaches for large systems and will show
later that our implementation is efficient.
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4.3 Response of Periodic Systems

In this chapter, we will present results for real-time TDDFT simulations with pe-
riodic boundary conditions. The first part is about the computation of the linear-
response dielectric function of silicon – we compare our results with theoretical ref-
erence data and assess numerical settings. The second part covers the simulation of
both valence and core-level absorption spectra of silicon carbide, and we compare
our results with reference data and discuss specifics of the basis set. In the third part,
we present and discuss simulation results for non-linear dynamics in silicon, namely
for high-harmonic generation.

4.3.1 Introduction

While the basic motivation to characterize the linear optical absorption is the same
for bulk matter, this state has its own implications for theoretical treatment. As in
any experiment, the sample is finite and intrinsically includes surface or environ-
ment effects, the first formal approach is to consider a bulk system with periodic
boundary conditions mimicking infinite extent. Many material properties can be
derived from this perspective, and one is even able to describe surface effects by
constructing systems that do effectively have a surface. Typical applications in this
regime are given by simulations for solid-state semiconductors like in the prototypi-
cal case silicon. The tuning of optical absorption of elemental or compound semicon-
ductors by various mechanisms is a huge and relevant research field with important
applications, most importantly in solar energy acquisition. TDDFT has made many
significant contributions to this topic [59] and in recent years, real-time TDDFT ap-
plications in solids became more frequent. This includes linear-response calculations
of the dielectric function of bulk lithium and diamond [85], photoabsorption spectra
of graphene nanoribbons [184], excitons [153] or core-level linear response [74], but
also simulations of non-perturbative phenomena like non-linear conductivity [76],
non-linear susceptibilities [77] and laser-induced demagnetization [185].
Another typical example for highly nonlinear electron dynamics is the process of
high-harmonic generation (HHG) where an atomic, molecular or solid-state system
is subject to strong laser pulses and which emits higher-order harmonics of the ex-
citing laser field. This is a rather recently applied technique which can be used to
generate ultrashort laserpulses in the attosecond regime, giving opportunity to an-
alyze electron dynamics with very high temporal resolution [186]. High-harmonic
generation is usually modeled by a 3-step-process [187] (in a single-electron picture):
in the first step, the target is ionized by the strong infrared pulse, followed by the
second step of the excited electron being accelerated in the field, while the third step
is the recombination of the electron with its parent ion, as consequence of the sign
change of the driving field. The recombination causes emission of coherent radiation
in the near- or soft X-ray range with high time resolution in the attosecond range.
Real-time TDDFT was recently used for the simulation of HHG in atoms [188, 189,
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190], molecules [191, 192, 193] and solids [194, 195, 196, 197]. However, in this highly
non-perturbative regime, the strong fields acting on the electrons require that con-
tinuum and Rydberg states need to be correctly described by both the functional
[192] (e.g., via long-range corrected functionals [198]) and the basis set [199]. The
latter quickly becomes limiting for molecular systems when localized basis sets are
used, as these naturally have limited spatial extent. While HHG simulations for
finite systems are rather unproblematic with extended basis sets (but possibly com-
putationally less efficient) or real-space grids, some effort has been put into methods
that allow strong-field dynamics with local basis sets. Such approaches are, e.g., to
place ’ghost’ atoms in space, essentially extending the spatial integration grid [189],
continuum-adapted sets [200], or complex absorbing potentials [168, 201, 202].

4.3.2 Theory

As described in Section 3.3.3, our implementation is also able to perform simulations
for systems with periodic boundary conditions. Like noted in Section 2.2.5, the most
straightforward way to include an external field in this case is provided by the ve-
locity gauge, i.e., the Hamiltonian being coupled to a vector potential via a modified
time-dependent kinetic term including the vector potential A(t). Analogously, the
electronic dipole moment (i.e., the macroscopic polarization) can not be used in a
trivial way to, e.g., compute absorption spectra, as the position operator is required
to do so, which is ill-defined. The key observable in this case is the time-dependent
macroscopic electronic current I(t) which is calculated from the electronic current
density that incorporates the generalized momentum operator π̂(t) = −i∇+ A(t)
in the velocity gauge,

j(r, t) =
1
2 ∑

nk
wk fnk

(
ψ∗nk(r, t)π̂(t)ψnk(r, t) + c.c.

)
=

1
2 ∑

nk
wk fnk

(
ψ∗nk(r, t)

(
− i∇+ A(t)

)
ψnk(r, t) + c.c.

)
= ρ(r, t)A(t) +

1
2 ∑

nk
wk fnk

(
ψ∗nk(r, t)

(
− i∇

)
ψnk(r, t) + c.c.

)
≡ jd(r, t) + jp(r, t) (4.25)

( fnk are occupation numbers and wk are k-point integration weights), where we in-
troduced the contributions jd(r, t) and jp(r, t), commonly denoted as diamagnetic
and paramagnetic current density, respectively [203]. The macroscopic current is
then computed via

I(t) = − 1
Vuc

∫
Vuc

d3r j(r, t)

= −Nel

Vuc
A(t) +

1
Vuc

∑
nk

wk fnkRe {ic∗nkGkcnk} (4.26)
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with Vuc being the volume of the unit cell, Nel as the number of electrons therein,
and the basis gradient matrix Gµ,ijk = 〈χik|∂µ|χjk〉, i.e., the matrix element of the
gradient operator in the generalized Bloch basis.

Linear Response

We will here consider the linear response characterized by Ohm’s law:

F [I(t)](ω) = σ(ω)F [E(t)](ω). (4.27)

Employing the gauge connection

E(t) = −∂tA(t), (4.28)

one obtains the linear electronic conductivity tensor via

σij(ω) =
F [Ii(t)](ω)

F [Ej(t)](ω)
(4.29)

by performing 3 individual calculations, each with a different field polarization. For
a broadband excitation, the electric field is a delta-kick E(t) = E0δ(t− t0), and anal-
ogously, the vector potential is A(t) = −E0Θ(t − t0) with the Heaviside function
Θ(t). Finally, the conductivity tensor can be used to calculate the complex dielectric
function

ε(ω) = 1 + i
4π

3ω
Tr
[
σ(ω)

]
. (4.30)

As known from classical electrodynamics [204], the imaginary part of ε(ω) is a mea-
sure of a material’s absorption of electromagnetic radiation. It should be added that
we do not consider the feedback of the electron system onto the external vector po-
tential here. However, Yabana et al. have demonstrated a RT-TDDFT velocity gauge
approach where the dynamical equation for the (microscopically uniform) macro-
scopic vector potential is solved on a macroscopic grid, allowing them to character-
ize the non-linear interplay between reflectivity and field strength in a silicon slab
model [72].

For internal reference checks, we computed the linear dielectric tensor εij(ω) from
Kohn-Sham orbitals based on Lindhard theory and employing the random phase ap-
proximation (RPA) [205, 206, 207]. The level of theory here essentially corresponds
to linear-response TDDFT with fxc = 0 [208]. This functionality is a built-in fea-
ture of FHI-aims and is conducted as post-processing after a normal SCF cycle. The
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corresponding formula reads

εij(ω) = δij −
4π

Vucω2 ∑
nn′k

(
−∂ f0

∂ε

)
εnk

pi,nn′k pj,nn′k

+
4π

Vuc
∑
µνk

pi,µνk pj,µνk

(εµk − ενk −ω)(εµk − ενk)2 (4.31)

where the second term describes intraband contributions and the third term de-
scribes interband contributions [208]. Here, εnk is the self-consistent Kohn-Sham
eigenvalue of the eigenstate n with wave vector k, f0 is the Fermi function and
pi,nn′k = 〈ψn′k|∇i|ψnk〉 are the momentum matrix elements. Gaussian broadening
is used for finite lifetimes. For more details, we refer to the FHI-aims manual [114].

Nonlinear Response

Given the established framework, one can compute HHG spectra in solids straight-
forwardly by Larmor’s formula [209]

HHG(ω) = ω2
∣∣∣F [I(t)](ω) · eF

∣∣∣2, (4.32)

where eF is the unit vector of the external field polarization direction. As inte-
ger multiple responses of the incident field frequency define the HHG process, the
Fourier spectrum of the macroscopic current is expected to show corresponding
peaks when the HHG regime is reached. The intensity of the field needs to be high
enough, often stronger than 1010 W/cm2.

4.3.3 Dielectric Response of Bulk Silicon

A prototypical example in the literature for evaluation of real-time TDDFT for peri-
odic systems is the calculation of the dielectric function of bulk silicon by its linear
response [72, 74] and we will thus also employ this example here. The study by
Pemmaraju et al. [74] used the SIESTA code [43] which is a real-space NAO pseu-
dopotential code.
In complete analogy to the above mentioned study, we used the 8-atom cubic unit
cell of silicon with a lattice constant of 5.402 Å. We also employed the PZ-LDA [20]
exchange-correlation functional and chose the ‘tight’ basis set for our calculations (a
double-ζ+p basis set used in the SIESTA study). We employed a time step of 0.08
a.u. = 0.002 fs together with the semi-implicit EM propagator. As in the reference,
the electric field strength was set to 0.001 a.u. = 5.14 · 108 V/m, being polarized along
the z-axis. The vector potential corresponding to a delta-like electric field, which we
use here to probe the linear response, is a step function. Thus, from t = 0 a constant
vector potential was switched on. For the Fourier transforms required for the com-
putation of the dielectric function, we used the polynomial damping function and
some artificial smoothing via zero-padding as last postprocessing step.
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It is known that real-time velocity-gauge simulations cause artificial peaks near ω =

0 [71, 72, 74, 159], which we solve by subtracting the dielectric function of the tmax

component of the electronic current from the total dielectric function,
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FIGURE 4.14: Method to remove the artificial
peaks near ω = 0. Left column (top-bottom
for z-component only): vector potential, in-
duced current, t → ∞ current. Right col-
umn (top-bottom for Im(ε)): normal evalua-

tion, only for I(t→ ∞), difference.

illustratively shown in Fig. 4.14.
In order to check the convergence with
respect to the number of k-points, we
performed simulations for a 16 × 16 ×
16, a 48 × 48 × 48 and a 16 × 16 × 16
grid that was shifted by an offset ∆b =

0.01b1 + 0.45b2 + 0.36b3, with the re-
ciprocal lattice vectors {bi} (the other
grids are Γ-centered). This is motivated
by the fact that a shifted k-point mesh
can help to reduce unwanted redun-
dant contributions in the dielectric func-
tion by breaking the symmetry [71, 108].
For comparison, the Lindhard dielectric
function was computed with a 48× 48×
48 k-point mesh, using the same basis
set and functional. It is known that the
RPA dielectric function of silicon is in
very close agreement to the LR-TDDFT result with the LDA-kernel [210]. The re-
sults of our calculations are shown in Figure 4.15. On the first view, the agreement
between the different methods is reasonable. However, for the unshifted 16× 16× 16
k-grid, we observe pronounced artificial peaks between 4 eV and 6 eV (for both the
imaginary and real parts). For the real part, another peak not visible in the Lindhard
dielectric function (LDF) is found at 2.9 eV. When comparing the results between the
LDF and the 48× 48× 48 dielectric function, an excellent agreement is found over-
all, but modulo the 2.9 eV peak. The RT-TDDFT calculation thus mostly converges
to the Lindhard model calculation for the same numerical setup and also shows the
desired qualitative increase by increasing the number of k-points. However, already
the use of a shifted k-mesh reduces artifacts, as can be observed in the dielectric
functions with shifted 16× 16× 16 grids. We did not systematically converge these
calculations in this manner but expect good results for shifted grids already below a
relatively dense 48× 48× 48 grid.

As a second example, we show our results together with those from the SIESTA
study [74], as mentioned above. These calculations were done with a 16× 16× 16
k-mesh but we present our 48 × 48 × 48 and shifted 16 × 16 × 16 results, as the
reference appears slightly better converged. The results are shown in Figure 4.16.
Overall, a very good agreement is found, as the most prominent spectral features
are matching very well. Some differences remain especially between 4 eV and 6 eV.
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FIGURE 4.15: Real and imaginary part of the dielectric function for
bulk silicon, obtained from RT-TDDFT simulations and the Lindhard
model within FHI-aims. Results are shown for some different k-
meshes, also including shifts away from the Γ-centered default. The

artificial ω = 0 peaks were explicitly removed from our dataset.

We further note that these calculations were not very sensitive to the basis set, as ba-
sically the same results were attained for the ’light’, ’intermediate’ and ’tight’ basis
sets. The ’intermediate’ set contains one additional f basis function as the ’light’ set,
but has a denser integration grid, while the ’tight’ set extends the ’intermediate’ set
by one additional d and g basis function. One can thus use a very small basis set for
such standard calculations as this one, but needs to pay some more attention to the
k-mesh. Since FHI-aims RT-TDDFT scales mostly with the basis- and grid-related
operations, as compared to the number of k-points, a quite economic approach is
found. Overall, these results confirm that our implementation works as desired for
this important testcase.

4.3.4 Core-Level and Valence Absorption of 2H-SiC

We provide a second example in which we also explicitly cover X-ray absorption
spectrum simulations (NEXAFS) for extended systems, namely silicon carbide in
the 2H polytype (2H-SiC). This polytype has a hexagonal unit cell with 4 atoms in
it. We employed the same crystal structure as in Ref. [74], which is given by ex-
periment: the lattice parameters of the hexagonal unit cell are given by a = 3.076
Å and c = 5.048 Å. The procedure is the same as before, i.e., a weak step function
z-polarized vector potential corresponding to an electric field with amplitude 0.001
a.u. = 5.14 · 108 V/m was applied at t = 0 and the dielectric function εzz(ω) was cal-
culated from the conductivity which in turn was obtained by the Fourier transform
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FIGURE 4.16: Real and imaginary part of the dielectric function for
bulk silicon, obtained from RT-TDDFT simulations with our code
(red/green) and the SIESTA reference [74]. The artificial ω = 0 peaks

were explicitly removed from our dataset.

of the dynamical macroscopic current. In order to resolve the core-level excitations,
a very small time step of 0.01 a.u. = 0.00024 fs was used to propagate the system
over a simulation time of 400 a.u. = 9.7 fs. We used a k-point grid of 20× 20× 12
for the sampling of the Brillouin zone. If not stated otherwise, the presented results
were obtained from the ’intermediate’ basis set for both atom types. This set extends
the ’light’ set by one f basis function both for carbon and silicon (in combination
with a denser integration grid).

In the study by Pemmaraju et al. [74], the results obtained from the SIESTA code
were compared with those from the all-electron LAPW-based ELK code [211], show-
ing good agreement. We restrict our evaluation on the results generated by the ELK
code, as it also offers intrinsic all-electron description.
Similar to before, we removed the artificial ω → 0 peak in the spectra and computed
the dielectric function via the Lindhard formula with FHI-aims. Figure 4.17 shows
the results for εzz(ω) for the valence (0-20 eV), silicon L-edge (87-107 eV) and car-
bon K-edge (258-278 eV) regions together with the results generated by the Lindhard
formula. For the valence region, the results are nearly identical, while some smaller
deviations are visible for the shown core-virtual transitions. However, the spectral
structure is reproduced very well.
Comparison with the same data from the ELK code is shown in Figure 4.18. The va-
lence region values overlap nearly perfectly, while some more differences are seen
especially for the case of the silicon L-edge range. The plateau onset is however con-
sistent between the methods and the bump-like feature below 90 eV in the FHI-aims
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FIGURE 4.17: Imaginary part of the zz-component of the dielectric
tensor for the valence region (left), the silicon L-edge region (center)
and the carbon K-edge region (right). Results from RT-TDDFT are

given in red and from the Lindhard formula in blue.

FIGURE 4.18: Imaginary part of the zz-component of the dielectric
tensor for the valence region (left), the silicon L-edge region (cen-
ter) and the carbon K-edge region (right). Results from FHI-aims RT-

TDDFT are given in red and from ELK RT-TDDFT in blue.

case is also present in the dielectric function obtained from the Lindhard formula,
indicating an origin from the basis set. Overall, the essential features are reproduced
and show a good agreement between the approaches.

We next discuss the convergence with respect to the basis set size and present re-
sults for the ’light’, ’intermediate’ and ’tight’ sets in Figure 4.19. A perfect overlap
is seen in the valence region, while more differences appear for the core-level ex-
citation ranges. Especially for the carbon K-edge region, we can observe quite sig-

FIGURE 4.19: Imaginary part of the zz-component of the dielectric
tensor for the valence region (left), the silicon L-edge region (center)
and the carbon K-edge region (right) from our code but for different

types of basis sets.
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nificant differences between the ’tight’ basis set and the smaller sets (which on the
other hand yield basically equal results). While spectral features from 272 eV on are
similar but higher, a different structure below this value is observed. Pemmaraju et
al. [74] explained a similar observation in their analysis by the increased capability
of the larger basis set to describe high-energy continuum excitations, resulting in
corresponding peaks in the spectrum here.
In order to better understand this characteristic, we calculated εzz from the Lind-
hard function, but only summing up contributions from carbon K-edge excitations.
Figure 4.20 shows a plot for the imaginary part of εzz from RT-TDDFT ’tight’, Lind-
hard ’tight’, Lindhard ’intermediate’ and Lindhard ’tight’ only for the C K-edge. We
can clearly see here that the ’tight’ Lindhard and RT-TDDFT values exhibit the same
structure in the discussed region, shown in the inset. However, when only consider-
ing the Lindhard C K-edge contributions, the ’intermediate’ results are reproduced.
This observation thus underlines the previous assumption, making it necessary to
have in mind that more and more complete basis sets may introduce unwanted ex-
citations into the continuum in the high-energy regions of absorption spectra. How-
ever, when carefully checking the basis set convergence, this issue can be resolved.
In our case, the smaller basis sets already offer a very good description here.

FIGURE 4.20: Imaginary part of the zz-component of the dielectric
tensor for the region from 0 eV to 300 eV, for RT-TDDFT ’tight’ (red),
Lindhard ’tight’ (blue), ’intermediate’ (green) and ’tight’ with carbon
K-edge contributions only (purple). The inset shows the C K-edge
region and one can clearly observe the continuum excitation contri-
butions from the ’tight’ sets adding to the core-level excitation contri-

butions.

4.3.5 High-Harmonic Spectrum of Bulk Silicon

As an illustrative example for the computation of HHG simulations in solids, we
again chose bulk silicon, according to the study by Pemmaraju et al. [74]. We took
the same laser pulse, described by the vector potential

Az(t) =
E0

ω0
sin2

(
π(t− t0)

T

)
cos

(
ω0(t− t0)

)
(4.33)
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where ω0 = 1.6 eV is the carrier frequency, T = 10 fs is the pulse length and t0 = 0.
This describes a pulse of Gaussian-like shape centered at 5 fs. The electric field
amplitude E0 generally corresponds to the pulse intensity via I0 = 3.50941 · 1016E2

0

W/cm2, where the amplitude is given in atomic units. As indicated, the pulse is par-
allel to the z-axis in the unit cell. We used the same numerical settings as before for
silicon, namely the ’tight’ basis set together with the PW-LDA exchange-correlation
functional [23], employing a 16× 16× 16 k-point grid. Time-propagation was car-
ried out with a time step of ∆t = 0.08 a.u. = 0.002 fs, using the semi-implicit Crank-
Nicolson propagator of 1st order. We restrict our discussion to the case of I0 = 1013

W/cm2 which showed high-harmonic generation most clearly in the reference.

Our first analysis concerns the energetics in the dynamics and we show the total
electronic energy per atom relative to t = 0 in Figure 4.21 (bottom panel). This fig-
ure also includes the shape of the vector potential pulse in the top panel. While the
increase in energy due to the non-linear absorption between around 1 and 8 fs shows
higher absolute oscillations in our case, as compared to the reference, the overall en-
ergy gain per atom, measured as Eat(0) − Eat(t → ∞) ≈ 5.6 eV, is matched very
well between the methods. In fact, a relative difference of only 1.8% is seen, with
our value being higher. As this is the core measure, we find excellent agreement
here.

FIGURE 4.21: Top panel: z-component of the time-dependent vector
potential that was applied to the system. Bottom panel: difference in
electronic energy relative to t = 0 as function of time, for our simula-

tion (red line) and from the references (blue line).
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We next discuss the HHG spectra, as obtained by the squared absolute of the macro-
scopic current’s Fourier transform for the z-axis, |F [Iz(t)](ω)|2; we applied poly-
nomial damping and zero-padding in order to smoothen the spectrum, as also most
likely done in the reference. Figure 4.22 shows the spectra from our code and the ref-
erence in comparison. A specificity of this case is that even harmonics are forbidden
due to the centrosymmetry of the Si unit cell [74, 212]. We therefore only observe

FIGURE 4.22: HHG response characterized by the squared abso-
lute of the z-component of the time-dependent macroscopic current’s
Fourier transform on an arbitrary scale. The spectra from our code
(red) and the reference (blue) were shifted along the y-axis to allow
better comparison. The top x-axis shows the integer multiples of the
pulse carrier frequency ω0 = 1.6 eV where uneven values are purple
and even values are green. Due to the shape of the Si unit cell, even

harmonic orders are symmetry-forbidden.

uneven harmonics; both spectra have dips at or around the locations where even
harmonics were to be expected. Overall, the structure of the spectra is quite similar,
most importantly showing peaks at uneven harmonic locations. While in the refer-
ence, the 1st peak shows a significant shift relative to the carrier frequency, this is
not observed in our case. However, we observe a blueshift in the second harmonic.
This peak has a clearer structure in our simulation, as compared to the reference,
and it is thus hard to judge whether the reference peak also shows some shifting. In
general, we observe relative shifts between similar features in the spectra, albeit the
general shape is very similar. At this point, we note that we did not try to converge
our results to the reference, although relatively similar basis sets were used.
The differences in the spectra may also originate in the fact that SIESTA does not
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employ an all-electron description, but rather a pseudopotential approach. It has
been found before that all-electron velocity-gauge RT-TDDFT HGG simulations have
a slower convergence with respect to the spatial integration grid, as the dipole ma-
trix elements 〈φi|∇|φj〉 occurring in the VG Hamiltonian and the current operator
introduce significant contributions near the nucleus [190].
Another reason could originate in the fact, that when a pseudopotential approach is
employed, additional non-local pseudopotential terms are introduced into the gen-
eralized momentum operator (cf. theory part of this section) [74]:

π̂ = −i∇+ A(t) + i
[
V̂pp, r̂

]
, (4.34)

where V̂pp is the non-local pseudopotential operator and r̂ is the position operator.
While this expression yields formally a gauge-invariant current density, numerical
approximations always effectively break the gauge invariance. We are not aware of
any systematic study evaluating this specific case, but mention it as another possible
explanation.
However, the general agreement is reasonable and most importantly, we have shown
that our implementation can also be used for the simulation of highly non-perturba-
tive dynamics, in this case for the HHG simulation in solids. A systematic study of
the grid convergence of all-electron HHG simulations can be interesting as future
work.

4.3.6 Discussion

We have here provided very solid proof that our implementation works equally well
for systems under periodic boundary conditions and discussed several aspects of
this. In the first part of this chapter, we evaluated a prototypical study, namely the
calculation of the dielectric function of bulk silicon. Here, we could show that our
code excellently reproduces both internal reference data from the Lindhard dielectric
function (which was in this case expected) and external theoretical data generated
by the SIESTA-based RT-TDDFT code. We found out here that already the smaller
FHI-aims basis sets offer a very good description, while some more care has to be
taken when converging the k-grid. Of course, this is heavily system-dependent.
Our NEXAFS simulations of 2H-SiC agree excellently with our internal reference
based on the Lindhard dielectric function (this is of course not expected in general)
and with the RT-TDDFT results from the all-electron ELK code. Further, we system-
atically provided interpretation of the basis set’s influence onto core-level excitations
and found that more complete FHI-aims basis sets may introduce significant contin-
uum contributions which one has to be aware of. Overall, this makes FHI-aims one
of the few all-electron DFT codes that can perform real-time simulations with peri-
odic boundary conditions.
In the third part of this chapter, we have shown results for explicitly non-linear dy-
namics by simulation of high-harmonic spectra. Our results agree reasonably well
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with the SIESTA reference, taking into account the different approaches. Overall,
our results show the expected characteristics of this regime. This gives the opportu-
nity to study also highly non-linear phenomena within our framework. A specific
advantage here is that the all-electron treatment enables a formally correct gauge-
invariant description of the velocity gauge, in contrast to pseudopotential methods.
The systematic in-depth discussion of gauge-related characteristics could yield im-
portant insights for this regume.
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4.4 Circular Dichroism

We cover the topic of circular dichroism spectroscopy in this chapter, starting with a
short overview of the fundamentals. Thereafter, we present validation simulations
for the prototypical molecule (R)-methyloxirane and provide comparison with both
theoretical and experimental data. The second part includes a model study where
we analyze chirality transfer in a non-covalently bonded chiral molecular complex
composed of chiral and achiral components.

4.4.1 Introduction

The word dichroism, based on the greek expression dikhroos which essentially means
two-colored, refers to the property of a given optically active material to absorb
light in dependence of the polarization, i.e., the orientation of the electric field am-
plitude [143]. One can generally distinguish between linear and circular dichroism
(CD), each referring to the polarization of the incident field. While linear dichroism
refers to splitting of the incident linearly polarized radiation into rays of different
wavelength, depending on the relative orientation of the amplitude to the mate-
rial’s distinguished optical axes, circular dichroism means the different absorption
of left- and right-handed circularly polarized light (each corresponding to two dif-
ferent photon spin angular momentum states).
While there are several regimes in this context, e.g., magnetic circular dichroism
(MCD), where the CD is induced by strong magnetic fields, or vibrational circu-
lar dichroism (VCD) referring to the infrared radiation range, we only cover here
the case of CD in the visible/UV range. Circular dichroism is exhibited by chiral
molecules, i.e., molecules that exist in two forms with the same chemical compo-
sition (enantiomers) that correspond to each other’s mirror image (the typical ana-
logue are hands) – the enantiomers absorb fixed circularly polarized radiation dif-
ferently (or equivalently, an enantiomer absorbs left- and right-handed circularly
polarized light differently).
Circular dichroism spectra belong to the class of linear-response quantities and cal-
culations were often carried out by wave function-based methods and LR-TDDFT
[213, 214]. Although LR-TDDFT is a comparably economic and often sufficiently ac-
curate method, its formal O(N6

at) scaling has recently motivated several RT-TDDFT
studies in the subject, as this approach offers a better scaling [215, 216, 217, 218].

4.4.2 Theory

Experimentally, a key observable to characterize electronic CD is given by the differ-
ence in the molar extinction coefficients (with respect to incident field polarization),
in SI units given by

∆ε(ω) =
32π2

3 log(10)
NAe2h̄
c meα

103ωR(ω), (4.35)
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with the incident field frequency ω and the so-called rotatory strength function (RSF)
R(ω). The latter is the quantity that is here accessible from the theoretical perspec-
tive, which we will show in the following. The magnetic dipole response m(t) due
to an external electric field excitation E(t) can be expanded as

mi(t) =
1
c

3

∑
j=1

∫ ∞

−∞
dt′ β̃ij(t− t′)

∂Ej(t′)
∂t′

+ h.o.t. (4.36)

(with the speed of light c, also in the following), where the response is mediated by
the so-called rotatory response tensor β̃(t) ≡ F−1[β(ω)](t) (indicating that the con-
vention is to use the frequency-space representation of this quantity) [213, 217, 218].
The first step is now to restrict the discussion onto the linear response regime, i.e.,
dropping all higher-order terms in the expansion of the magnetic dipole moment,
completely analogous to Section 4.2.2. The rotatory response tensor is reconstructed
by the same procedure as for the polarizability or conductivity tensors, i.e., by ap-
plying three orthogonal pulses. One then has

βij(ω) = i
c
ω

F [mi(t)](ω)

F [Ej(t)](ω)
. (4.37)

The relationship between the rotatory response tensor and the RSF, characterizing
the CD response, is given by

R(ω) =
ω

πc
Im
{

Tr
[
β(ω)

]}
. (4.38)

One can also define the transition-RSF as

R0l = Im
{
〈Ψ0|µ̂|Ψl〉〈Ψ0|m̂|Ψl〉

}
, (4.39)

where µ̂ = er̂ and m̂ = (−i/2c)(r̂×∇) are the electric and magnetic dipole opera-
tors, respectively, and Ψ0 is the ground state wave function, while Ψl is an excited
state wave function [213]. This form directly illustrates the electro-magnetic cou-
pling response and additionally that a determination of this quantity requires accu-
rate description of both the dipole and magnetic transition moments in a simulation.
The magnetic moment m(t), as the key observable in this context, is calculated from
the time-dependent Kohn-Sham states via

m(t) =
Nocc

∑
n=1

fn〈ψn(t)| −
i

2c
r̂×∇|ψn(t)〉 = −

i
2c

Nocc

∑
n=1

fnc†
n(t)Lcn(t) (4.40)

with Lij = 〈φi|r×∇|φj〉 being the angular momentum matrix. As before, weak δ-like
external fields are used in three individual calculations to resolve above quantities.
It must be noted that the theoretical description of circular dichroism suffers from
two gauge-related problems: dependency on the origin of the chosen coordinate
system and finite basis set expansion [219]. We do not cover these topics further but
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point out that methods exist to tackle these problems, see, e.g., Refs. [218, 219, 220,
221, 222]. As it was pointed out by Goings et al. [215], the mentioned problems are
reduced for large basis sets, which we used for our simulations.

4.4.3 Rotatory Strength of (R)-Methyloxirane

For the validation of the method, we chose to perform calculations for (R)-methyl-
oxirane, a small chiral organic molecule with the sum formula C3H6O, which is a
popular benchmark system for electronic circular dichroism studies [214, 215, 217,
219, 222]. For the comparison, we chose experimental data from Ref. [223] and the-
oretical data from Ref. [217]. Latter publication is a real-time TDDFT based study
performed with the GPAW code [224], a projector-augmented wave based DFT soft-
ware package. Here, Makkonnen et al. employed the PBE exchange-correlation
functional [26] with double-zeta polarized basis sets additionally extended with
diffuse Gaussian-type augmentation functions known to improve response calcula-
tions with atom-centered basis sets [99] (they actually also provide results for grid-
based calculations, but we will here not refer to these).
We chose to perform our calculations with comparable settings, meaning that we
also employed the PBE exchange-correlation functional [26]. As a comparable basis
set, we employed the ‘tight+aug2’ set which is also equipped with diffuse Gaussian-
type augmentation functions. Real-time propagation was performed for 1240 a.u. =
30.0 fs (equal to the theory reference) with a time-step of 0.4 a.u. = 0.0097 fs with the
semi-implicit exponential midpoint propagator. We chose an initial delta-like exter-
nal field kick of 0.01 a.u. = 5.14 · 109 V/m amplitude as perturbation.

Figure 4.23 (bottom) shows the computed spectrum and the reference spectra. Note
that we shifted both theoretical spectra such that the lowest peaks match the corre-
sponding experimental peak: +1.38 eV for the reference and +1.45 eV for our spec-
trum. The reason for these discrepancies are expected to originate in the exchange-
correlation functional which likely underestimates excitation energies in this case. A
constant shift is thus valid to align the spectra [217]. It should additionally be noted
that the reference used rather generous line broadening which we adapted here, too.
The figure also shows the RT-TDDFT DSF together with excitations obtained via
LR-TDDFT (for the same setup) in the top panel. This allows a clearer location of
the individual electronic transitions that are responsible for the CD peaks. As to
be expected, LR- and RT-TDDFT yield the same information in this regime. One
can further see that an additional peak at around 7.7 eV is effectively hidden in the
broadened CD spectrum and that the large feature at 7.6 eV is composed of two ex-
citations. This could explain the structure of the corresponding experimental peak.
In general, both theoretical RT-TDDFT-PBE spectra agree quite well; the locations of
the second-lowest peak differ by around 0.12 eV (ours being lower) and the overall
structure is quite similar, although deviations in the higher energy range exist.
The 3 lowest peaks have comparable relative positions between these two spectra.
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FIGURE 4.23: Comparison of rotatory strength function for (R)-
methyloxirane. Experimental spectrum in black [223], RT-TDDFT ref-
erence spectrum [217] in blue and spectrum from our work in red.
The theoretical spectra are x-shifted such that the lowest peak loca-

tions coincide with the corresponding experimental excitation.

Overall, the agreement between both RT-TDDFT results can be regarded as good
and the differences are in this case expected to originate in the different basis set
approaches, and since the calculation of CD response is very prone to numerical set-
tings, as stated before. For the comparison with the experimental spectrum (given
the constant shifts), the theory reference better seems to capture the second peak.
However, the overall structure is reasonable. The DSF indicates that several excita-
tions may be responsible for the the positive CD peak around 7.7 eV, where also the
experimental spectrum shows some structure.

4.4.4 Modeling Chiral Transfer in Molecules

Introduction

An interesting question is about whether and how chiral response can be imprinted
into a system. In this context, a system means a molecule that is intrinsically non-
chiral. An obvious way to do so is to induce geometrical changes that alter the
molecule’s geometry such that its symmetry allows chiral response. Differently from
this is the introduction of chirality by chemically modifying the system. For exam-
ple, Tohgha et al. [225] showed that native achiral cadmium selenide quantum dots
can attain chiral response by introducing chiral cysteine ligands. Yet another process
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is chiral transfer mediated by field effects of adjacent electron populations. Such phe-
nomena were observed in situations of chiral transfer via plasmon resonances. For
example, Ostovar pour et al. [226] could show that chirality was transferred from
a chiral analyte to an achiral dye molecule via a plasmon resonance of an achiral
metallic nanostructure to which both molecules were bonded. Further, in a recent
experiment by Vázquez-Nakagawa et al. [227], it could be shown that chirality of
graphene quantum dots can be transferred to the native non-chiral molecule pyrene.
Both molecules interact by π-π-stacking and the chiral response of pyrene could be
located clearly by comparison of the energy-resolved molar exctinction coefficient
with the absorption spectrum of pyrene, as no other compound absorbing in this
range was prevalent.
We here aim to simulate chiral transfer between chiral and achiral molecules in a
model system to show that this process can be simulated with RT-TDDFT. In this
setup, we consider a closed-shell structure composed of two chiral molecules em-
bedding an achiral center molecule. This complex is only formed by van der Waals
interactions, invoking the chiral transfer by charge fluctuations of neighboring elec-
tron subsystems as near-field effect.

Simulation Setup

The intrinsically chiral molecule in this study was α-methylbenzylamin (MBA). For
the non-chiral compound, we ultimately chose pyrene, a medium-sized polycyclic
hydrocarbon. Both molecules are shown in Fig. 4.24. Initially, we probed several
non-chiral molecules with respect to their absorption characteristics, as isolated exci-
tations needed to be found that can show non-zero rotatory response (i.e., the spectra
of MBA and the non-chiral compound must not have overlap in the range of lowest
excitations). We will present some illustrations for these considerations in the results
section. Another advantage of pyrene is its simple planar structure which thus also
includes the molecule’s inversion center. The conjugated π-system serves as suit-
able chirality acceptor for above and below aligned chirally active states of MBA.
We relaxed the individual molecules at the same level of theory, utilizing the PBE

FIGURE 4.24: a) (R)-α-methylbenzylamin (R-MBA). b) Pyrene.

exchange-correlation functional [26]. A more sophisticated choice could have been
a hybrid functional, e.g., B3LYP, but we note here that we only aimed to capture the
physical process rather than obtaining accurate results, as we set up a model sys-
tem. The MBA molecules were relaxed with the ‘tight’ basis set, while pyrene was
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relaxed using a ‘tight+aug2’ basis set. The rationale in doing so was to attain a trade-
off between computational efficiency and a good description of the chiral center in
the resulting molecular complex. We expect the additional diffuse basis functions
to better capture molecular orbital overlap between the MBAs and pyrene. Further,
explicit description of van der Waals interaction was employed in the structure relax-
ation via the Tkatchenko-Scheffler method [92]. Two structures were prepared such
that the pyrene molecule is in between the two MBA molecules: a chiral structure
with R-MBA on both sides, and an achiral structure with one of MBAs enantiomers
on each side (such that the structure has a mirror plane). All constituents were pre-
relaxed with above-mentioned settings, and the whole structures were constructed
thereafter such that the MBA molecules are symmetrically aligned along the z-axis,
with the origin at middle of the central C-C bond within pyrene. See Figure 4.25 for
a depiction of the relaxed structures. The relaxation was carried out with constraints

FIGURE 4.25: Composition structures of 2 MBA and pyrene in be-
tween. a) chiral setup, b) non-chiral setup. The MBA’s are parallel to
the z-axis with respect to their C(1)-C(4) axis and pyrene is coplanar

to the x-y plane.

for the x- and y-coordinates for the MBAs and full constraints for pyrene, such that
only the z-coordinates of the MBAs were optimized. In Figure 4.25, a dashed line is
shown that connects two opposing carbon atoms of the MBAs: this distance is 8.37
Å in both relaxed structures.
For the real-time simulations, we employed the same settings for the XC functional
and the basis set. The structure was composed of 66 atoms with 1870 basis functions
overall, making it already a medium-sized system. We propagated the system for
5200 a.u. ≈ 125 fs with a time step of 0.4 a.u. = 0.0096 fs, using the semi-implicit
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exponential midpoint propagator. The linear response of the system was excited by
an initial t = 0 kick of amplitude 0.01 a.u. = 5.14 · 109 V/m.

Results

In Figure 4.26 we show the absorption spectra (via the DSF) and the rotatory re-
sponse (via the RSF) for both isolated molecules. In the absorption spectra, one can
clearly observe that two significant excitations of pyrene are located at 3.35 eV and
4.15 eV. As desired, no excitations of R-MBA are visible in the direct vicinity. The
lowest peak of the MBA spectrum is located at 4.51 eV and it is thus well-separated.
The rotatory response of pyrene is everywhere zero, as expected. The excitations
seen in the R-MBA absorption spectrum all contribute to the RSF, as seen in the cor-
responding spectrum. So far, we provided the required consistency check for the
upcoming calculations.

FIGURE 4.26: Dipole strength function (DSF, upper panel) and rota-
tory strength function (RSF, lower panel) for pyrene and MBA, com-

puted via RT-TDDFT.

The results for the combined system are shown in Figure 4.27. The upper panel con-
tains the DSF of the system together with the DSFs of the isolated systems. One
can see here that the major absorption peaks of the isolated pyrene are visible in the
combined system. The strong excitation at 3.35 eV is basically unaffected while the
other major excitation at 4.15 eV is slightly shifted. Weaker excitations at 3.25 eV
and 3.64 eV can be attributed to pyrene, too. The lower panel shows the RSF of the
chiral and non-chiral complexes. As expected, the non-chiral version does not show
any CD signal, underlining the correct setup. The chiral version on the other hand
shows a significant CD response. In the given spectral range, actually only excita-
tions from pyrene are prevalent, let aside the R-MBA peak at 4.5 eV. This means that
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we observe actual chiral transfer here, as the native non-chiral pyrene contributes
to the observed response. This is particularly seen for the excitation at 3.35 eV, as
indicated in the figure by a dashed line, perfectly matching the corresponding peaks
in the DSF and RSF. The excitation around 4.2 eV is the most distinct here and also
belongs to pyrene. We have thus successfully simulated chiral transfer for our test
system.

FIGURE 4.27: Dipole strength function (DSF, upper panel) for pyrene,
MBA and the chiral combined system. Rotatory strength function

(RSF, lower panel) for the chiral and non-chiral combined system.

4.4.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we first provided simulations for the common circular dichroism
benchmark molecule (R)-methyloxirane. It was shown that our implementation
produces reasonable data, as measured by experimental and theoretical references.
Since the rotatory response is a quantity that is very sensitive for numerical approxi-
mations, it could be beneficial here that FHI-aims is a very accurate electronic struc-
ture code that is very flexible, too.
In the second part, we presented new data for a model study of chiral transfer. In
contrast to wider known manifestations of this phenomenon, we analyzed the case
of chiral transfer between adjacent chiral and achiral molecules that are not cova-
lently bonded, but are only interacting via van der Waals forces. Here, the achi-
ral molecule pyrene showed clear CD response when arranged between two equal
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enantiomers of α-methylbenzylamine. Our setup directly illustrated the chiral trans-
fer. It is an interesting question for further studies how this phenomenon’s manifes-
tation can be understood better or how it can be made of use.
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4.5 Ehrenfest Dynamics

Within this chapter, we present simulations of non-adiabatic Ehrenfest molecular dy-
namics. The first part covers bond breaking by internal rotation in a small molecule,
showing the strong non-adiabatic character of this process. In the second part, we
employ the capability of our code to perform Ehrenfest dynamics simulations in
systems with periodic boundary conditions in a setup where a graphene layer is
bombarded with a single atom with high kinetic energy.

4.5.1 Introduction

The Ehrenfest approach belongs to a broader class of methods that can be denoted
as molecular dynamics (MD) [57]. Most of these methods have in common that the
dynamics of nuclei are described via the separation of nuclear and electronic wave
functions, and that the nuclei are treated in the classical limit, i.e., as point parti-
cles. The dynamics of the atoms are described by some type of interaction potential
that essentially specifies the individual approach. The most simple (but also very
successful) approach is given by the so-called classical MD: here, the interaction po-
tentials, often called force fields in this branch, are defined as rather simple functions
that are parametrized by data from experiments or first-principles calculations [58].
While these approaches can be used for very large systems up to millions of atoms
[228], the most important drawback is that electronic interactions are not described
in a first-principles way, making the correct description of chemical reactions or elec-
tronic excitations difficult to impossible.
The ab-initio description of interaction potentials leads to the term of ab-initio molec-
ular dynamics (AIMD). These methods use first-principles electronic structure meth-
ods to generate the corresponding potentials on which the nuclear dynamics take
place. Note that this is already an approximation, incorporating the factorization
of nuclear and electron wave functions – the exact solution is the single full wave
function incorporating all electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom.
In practice, density functional theory is often the preferred method to provide the
electronic potential, given its good cost-to-accuracy ratio. The most widely used
AIMD methods describe the nuclear dynamics on ground state potential energy sur-
faces: so-called Born-Oppenheimer MD (BOMD) is defined by finding the electronic
ground state for each nuclear configuration (cf. Section 2.1.7) via self-consistent elec-
tronic energy minimization, while Car-Parrinello MD (CPMD) relies on actual dy-
namics of a fictitious electron wave function that mimics the ground state evolution
without the need of minimization [57, 229].
As BOMD and CPMD only describe temporal evolution on a single ground state
potential energy surface, the dynamics are adiabatic, i.e., electronic excited states
are completely neglected. Any process of interest where this becomes important,
e.g., light-induced dissociation or collision experiments, is thus not correctly feasi-
ble with aforementioned methods. Extending the methodology to the non-adiabatic
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regime thus requires the computation of electronic excited state potential energy
surfaces (ES-PES). A very successful approach is given by the so-called trajectory
surface hopping (TSH) technique [230, 231] where the evolution always takes place
on one (out of multiple) specific ES-PES, with the possibility of switching, based on
some defined algorithm. The ES-PESs may be obtained via multi- or single refer-
ence methods (like DFT), with the formers being more accurate but also much more
costly [231]. In contrast to TSH, Ehrenfest dynamics (ED) based molecular dynam-
ics always potentially formally involves a mixture of excited state contributions, as
the forces are constructed from the average electronic energy involving multiple ex-
cited states. After a region of non-adiabatic coupling is encountered, the remaining
dynamics are governed by one effective PES that corresponds to an average of the
involved excited states.
Figure 4.28 shows an illustration that points out the differences between BOMD and
ED for a model system that has a single reaction coordinate. However, when the
physical situation allows this approximation (meaning that the different potential
energy surfaces incorporated in the average potential do not correspond to very dif-
ferent trajectories), ED is a viable approach [88]. Such situations are given by, e.g.,
ion-matter collisions [232, 233, 234, 235] or light-induced charge transfer on rather
short timescales [236]. As solids are characterized by high density of electronic states
with similar character, the Ehrenfest method works particularly well for such sys-
tems.

FIGURE 4.28: Potential energy surfaces for ground (S0) and excited
states (S1, S2) in dependence of a fictitious reaction coordinate. The
dashed lines show the trajectories for BOMD (left) and ED (right). The
non-adiabaticity in ED means that ground- and excited-state potential
energy surfaces mix into the dynamics when the trajectory comes into
a region of close vicinity. The exact solution here corresponds to a

multiconfigurational wave function.
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4.5.2 Forced Rotation of H2C=N+H2

Our first example will cover the explicitly non-adiabatic dynamics via an established
test case. This example has previously been covered within the context of Hartree-
Fock based Ehrenfest dynamics [138], RT-TDDFT based Ehrenfest dynamics [136]
and also with the trajectory surface hopping method [237]: the forced torsion of the
H2C=N+H2 molecule around its C=N axis, as illustrated in Figure 4.29 (a similar
study with the ethene molecule was conducted by Wang et al. [140]). The initial ve-

FIGURE 4.29: Rotation of the H2C=N+H2 molecule around its C=N
bonding axis, initialized by according initial velocities placed on the
hydrogen atoms, corresponding to a kinetic energy of 10 eV. The car-

bon and nitrogen atoms reside in their initial locations.

locities on the hydrogen atoms are chosen as |v0,I | = 219.0 Å/ps which corresponds
to a total kinetic energy of 10 eV. This energy is enough to initialize a rotation that
will break the C=N double bond and one can expect significant non-adiabatic char-
acter from this point, as an excited state potential energy curve is approached at 90◦

[138].
We will also compare the results of the RT-TDDFT-Ehrenfest dynamics (RT-TDDFT-
ED) simulations with DFT-based Born-Oppenheimer MD dynamics – which is only
able to describe adiabatic dynamics. The PW-LDA functional [23] was chosen to-
gether with the ’tight’ basis set if not stated otherwise, while the time propagation
was carried out via the semi-implicit EM propagator in combination with the scal-
ing and squaring method for the matrix exponential. The total simulation time was
always 60 fs; we will discuss the time stepping later in our discussion.

As a first demonstration of the correctness of our method, we provide a compari-
son between BOMD and Ehrenfest dynamics for a low initial kinetic energy of 2.96
eV (using the same settings for both simulations). In this regime, the dynamics are
adiabatic and both approaches are expected to yield the same results. In Figure 4.29
we show the dynamics of the dihedral angle defined by φD(H1,C,N,H4), i.e., the an-
gle between the planes spanned by H1-C-N and C-N-H4 (upper panel), and the total
electronic energy difference relative to t0 = 0 (lower panel). One can clearly see that
the dihedral angle stays below 90◦ for the whole time and that the electronic energy
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FIGURE 4.30: Dynamics of the H1-C-N-H4 dihedral angle (upper
panel) and electronic energy change Eel(t)−Eel(t0 = 0) (lower panel)
for BOMD (blue) and RT-TDDFT-ED (red), with an initial kinetic en-

ergy of 2.96 eV.

difference is bound by the initial kinetic nuclear energy of 2.96 eV, i.e., both methods
yield the same trajectory. Overall, the agreement is excellent, underlining the correct
implementation of the technique.

We now turn our discussion to the case with initial nuclear kinetic energy of 10 eV.
In Figure 4.30 we illustrate the electronic excitation and the degree of energy conser-
vation in dependence of simulation time: the upper panel shows the z-component
(parallel to the C=N axis) of the electronic dipole moment’s change relative to t = 0
(as the molecule has a permanent dipole moment) for RT-TDDFT-Ehrenfest dynam-
ics and Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics, while the lower panel shows the
difference in total energy relative to the value at t0 = 0, for two different time step-
pings of the Ehrenfest dynamics. We can see here that the energy conservation is
acceptable but declining for the time steps ∆t = 0.1 a.u. = 0.024 fs, ∆T = 0.4 a.u.
= 0.096 fs, being within the 40 meV range, but gets considerably better for a tenth
of the respective time step, as it is to be expected, with a maximum range below 10
meV. As discussed before [140], this regime requires relatively small time steps to be
numerically stable. The significant onset of dipolar oscillations around 8 fs clearly
indicates the electronic excitation. When looking closer, one can locate the onset of
these oscillations at around 4.5 fs, as marked by the purple line. At this point, the
internal torsion reaches 90◦, causing the double bond to break and reorganize, cor-
responding to excited state contributions from then on.
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FIGURE 4.31: Dynamics of electronic dipole moment change µz(t)−
µz(t0) (upper panel) and change of total energy E(t)− E(t0) as mea-
sure for energy conservation, the latter for two different time steps
(lower panel). The time for which the internal rotation angle is at 90◦

is marked by the purple line.

Figure 4.32 shows the dihedral angle and the difference of the electronic energy
relative to the values at t0 = 0 in dependence of simulation time for RT-TDDFT-
Ehrenfest dynamics and Born-Oppenheimer dynamics, now for the case of initial
kinetic energy of 10 eV. We here conducted both the BOMD and the RT-TDDFT-ED
simulations not only for the ’tight’, but also for the ’tight+aug2’ basis set in order to
analyze the basis set influence in the non-adiabatic case where electronic excitations
come into play. While the results coincide perfectly for both observables and basis
sets until 4.5 fs, visible differences between BOMD and RT-TDDFT-ED occur from
this time on. An average increase of the electronic energy over the whole simula-
tion time is accompanied by a decrease of nuclear torsional frequency, as indicated
by the dihedral angle. This clearly illustrates the excited-state contributions alter-
ing the trajectory. Regarding the impact of the basis set, we observe that noticeable
differences occur in RT-TDDFT-ED, but not in BOMD (the total energy conservation
deviation was always below 0.01 eV). We interpret this as a consequence of elec-
tronic excitation present in the case of Ehrenfest dynamics, as the excited-state wave
functions are naturally more sensitive to the basis set. The ’tight+aug2’ set likely
provides a better description of the excited electronic states in general. Overall, our
observations for this case are in agreement with former results for RT-TDDFT-ED
[136, 138], allowing us to conclude on the correct implementation of the technique.
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FIGURE 4.32: Dynamics of the H1-C-N-H4 dihedral angle (upper
panel) and electronic energy change Eel(t)−Eel(t0 = 0) (lower panel)
for BOMD (blue) and RT-TDDFT-ED (red), with an initial nuclear ki-
netic energy of 10 eV. The time for which the internal rotation angle

is at 90◦ is marked by the purple line.

4.5.3 Collision of a Cl Atom with Graphene

As we stated in the introduction, simulations of ion collisions with surfaces or chan-
neling of ions in crystals are very common applications for Ehrenfest dynamics.
Therefore, our second example was motivated by a calculation that was done by
Jia et al. [163], where the collision of a Cl− ion with graphene was simulated. This
may describe the experimental implantation of foreign dopants into a substrate. In
fact, this study used a graphene nanoflake, i.e., a molecular system. Instead of doing
so, we provide results for a calculation that was performed with periodic boundary
conditions, as our implementation is capable of doing so and as this is more natural
to the given problem. Also, the FHI-aims code is currently not able to place ions in
a periodic supercell (but will probably be in the future), and we thus used a neutral
Cl atom.
We prepared a (5× 5) surface supercell consisting of 50 carbon atoms, lying in the
x-y-plane, as illustrated in Figure 4.33. Here, the supercell had an extent of 200 Å in
z-direction to avoid spurious interactions (note that this comes without significant
additional cost, as the basis set is localized). The Cl atom was placed 3 Å above
the surface along the z-axis, directly above the center of a carbon ring, and it was
given an initial velocity of vz(t = 0) = −1058.4 Å/ps which corresponds to a kinetic
energy of 2057.9 eV. We employed an electronic time step of 0.04 a.u. = 0.0009 fs and
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a nuclear time step of 0.16 a.u. = 0.0039 fs, using the CN(1) propagator. Analogous
to the reference, we employed the PW-LDA [23] exchange-correlation functional. A
5× 5× 1 k-point mesh was set for the Brillouin zone sampling. We conducted the
same simulation with the built-in BOMD functionality of FHI-aims, using a time
step of 0.1 fs.

FIGURE 4.33: Supercell used for the simulation of Cl impact on
graphene, containing 50 C atoms. The graphene layer initially resides
at z = 0. The initial location of the Cl atom, as projected into the x-y-
plane is marked by the red dot. The corresponding initial z-location

is at 3 Å.

Figure 4.34 illustrates the non-adiabatic dynamics on the time axis in the upper
panel. The lower panel shows the z-coordinate of the Cl atom; the graphene layer
resides at z = 0. Thus, the Cl atom enters the lower half-space at approximately 2.8
fs. At this time, the kinetic energy of the Cl atom shows a minimum. This is directly
accompanied by an increase of the overall electronic energy which is obviously dom-
inated by the graphene contribution. One can further observe a slow increase in the
kinetic energy of the graphene layer, as the traversing Cl atom pushes away carbon
atoms on the central ring, causing a breathing oscillation within the x-y-plane, as
observed in the trajectory. The key feature of the Ehrenfest description (in contrast
to BOMD) is now that the electronic subsystem remains in an excited state, as can be
seen in the fact that the potential energy remains on an elevated level long after the
Cl atom has traversed the graphene layer. In contrast, the BOMD potential energy
returns to its initial value. Finally, the Cl atom has lost 22.2 eV in kinetic energy and
the overall energy gain by the electron system is 20.9 eV which is considerable; the
final kinetic energy of the graphene layer is around 1.3 eV.
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FIGURE 4.34: Top panel: kinetic energy of the Cl atom (solid red line:
ED, solid green line: BOMD) and total electronic energy (dashed red
line: ED, dashed green line: BOMD, both shifted), while the y-axis
refers to the kinetic energy of Cl. The blue line denotes the total ki-
netic energy of the graphene layer and is associated to the right blue
y-scale (from ED, but the BOMD result is very similar). Bottom panel:

z-location of the Cl atom. The graphene layer resides at z = 0.

These observations are in good agreement with the reference, but we do not provide
a direct comparison, as the setup is not equal (due to the PBC and negative singly
charged Cl atom). However, we note that in the reference, 22.5 eV were transferred
into the electron system and 0.84 eV into the graphene layer. In order to provide
some more insight about the energy transfer on the surface, Figure 4.35 shows the
kinetic energy of the carbon atoms within the graphene layer at the final simulation
time of 5.5 fs. Here, the impact point is symbolized by a cross and the kinetic en-
ergy of the carbon atoms is visualized by a color mapping. As we noted before, the
atoms in the central ring are mostly displaced within the x-y-plane (on average by
0.08 Å and by 0.017 on the z-axis, relative to t = 0), and such that the ring opens
symmetrically. From the kinetic energy distribution, one can see that the ring atoms
gain the major part of the energy, while for the upper and lower atoms, some en-
ergy is transferred to the above and below neighbor, respectively. This can only be
explained as an effect of the symmetry and size of the supercell, as the distribution
can be expected as isotropic in the infinitely extended layer case.
Overall, the results are as expected and the obtained key values already have agree-
ment with the reference values.
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FIGURE 4.35: Kinetic energy on individual carbon atoms at t =
tmax = 5.5 fs, which are illustrated by circles. The color is associated
to the kinetic energy scale on the right side. The symbol × denotes

the point where the Cl atom traverses through the graphene layer.

4.5.4 Discussion

Clear evidence was provided for the correct implementation of the RT-TDDFT-based
Ehrenfest technique. For this, in the first part, we have shown results for a common
test system in this context. Here, the perfect agreement between ED and BOMD for
the low energy initial condition has shown that the approach is implemented cor-
rectly. In the non-adiabatic case, we clearly observed the expected behavior, i.e., the
transfer of nuclear kinetic energy into the electron system. The observations here are
as expected, showing that the RT-TDDFT-ED approach also works well with NAOs
in the FHI-aims framework. The effect of the basis set was noticeable and further
investigations will likely yield important insights.
In the second part, we have shown that our Ehrenfest dynamics approach also works
well for systems with periodic boundary conditions, making it an interesting tool to
simulate, e.g., collision or channeling experiments. The obtained data is in good
agreement with reference values, even though a slightly different setup was used.
In contrast to plane-wave approaches, the absence of significant additional com-
putational cost in slab unit cells with large vacuum regions makes our framework
especially useful for these systems. We think that this is a major advantage, making
this implementation attractive for such studies. Another advantage could be the all-
electron description: when describing high-energy ion impact, it is possible that not
only valence, but also core-level states contribute to the excited-state dynamics. This
makes our approach again more general.
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4.6 Imaginary Time Propagation

In this chapter, we present our implementation of the imaginary-time propagation
technique, providing an alternative way to obtain converged ground state solutions
of the Kohn-Sham equation. We first introduce the theory and thereafter present
several benchmarks both for finite and extended systems.

4.6.1 Introduction

Another interesting application based on the real-time TDDFT framework is the so-
called imaginary-time TDDFT (IT-TDDFT) [238]. This subject is rather distinct from
the typical application of RT-TDDFT, as it is not about simulation of actual electron
dynamics, but rather about providing an alternative approach to the ground state
self-consistent field procedure of standard DFT. We shortly introduced the standard
diagonalization-based SCF approach in Sec. 2.1.6 - however, this is not the only way
to solve the Kohn-Sham equations. For example, one can also try to directly de-
termine the minimum of the total Kohn-Sham energy [239, 240]. IT-TDDFT is yet
another approach to do so, being distinct from the others in several ways. Reasons
to consider IT-TDDFT for this purpose are cases in which the SCF approach takes
too long or fails entirely, i.e., when the iterative scheme does not find a fixed-point
solution, even with sophisticated mixing procedures like DIIS [55]. Such problem-
atic cases are often found in metallic systems, as the high density of states around
the Fermi level leads to occupation oscillations within the SCF procedure [241]. An-
other advantage is the better usability compared to traditional SCF procedures, as
only very minimal parameter input (essentially only the time step) has to be pro-
vided by the user. Standard SCF techniques on the other hand, e.g., require to set
a specific mixing technique, several mixing parameters, or the amount of electronic
smearing (which stabilizes SCF in metallic systems and highly degenerate systems,
as it prevents occupation oscillations).

4.6.2 Theory

Considering a quantum system with a time-independent HamiltonianH with some
eigenstate Ψn, the time-evolution of this state is given by

Ψn(t) = e−itHΨn(0) = e−itεn Ψn(0), (4.41)

which just means that this stationary state will be rotated in time by a phase that
corresponds to its eigenenergy εn. One can now introduce the concept of imaginary
time by substituting t := −iτ , τ ∈ R, resulting in the equation

Ψn(τ) = e−iτHΨn(0) = e−τεn Ψn(0). (4.42)
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In this representation, the imaginary time evolution simply describes an exponen-
tial decay of the state with a decay factor given by its eigenenergy. The first insight
at this point is thus for an ensemble of several eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, that
the ones with lowest energy will decay slowest, while the high energy states evolve
to zero rapidly. The method is also valid for explicitly time-dependent Hamiltoni-
ans for sufficiently small imaginary time steps [238]. We now consider an arbitrary
superposition state given by a linear combination

Ψ(τ) =
∞

∑
n=0

Cn(0)e−τεn Ψn (4.43)

with the corresponding zero-time expansion coefficients {Cn(0)}. Normalizing the
superposition state via its time-dependent norm

N(τ) =
√
〈Ψ(τ)|Ψ(τ)〉 =

(
∞

∑
n=0
|Cn(0)|2e−2τεn

) 1
2

(4.44)

yields the result

Ψ(τ) =
1

N(τ)

∞

∑
n=0

Cn(0)e−τεn Ψn. (4.45)

Evaluating the infinite imaginary time limit yields limτ→∞Ψ(τ) = Ψm where Ψm is
the state with the lowest eigenenergy εm. This means that among all states in this
superposition, only the one with the lowest energy will ultimately dominate in the
imaginary-time propagation. Flamant et al. [238] showed that this also applies to
Kohn-Sham systems by extending the van Leeuwen existence theorem to this case.
The ultimately converged states are invariant under further imaginary time evolu-
tion and correspond to self-consistent solutions of the Kohn-Sham equations [238].
In practice, one employs the simple transformation t := −iτ in the time-evolution
propagator of choice and makes use of the RT-TDDFT framework for time propaga-
tion. For example, the EM propagator is then given by

U (τk + ∆τ, τk) = exp
(
−∆τHKS

(
τk +

∆τ

2

))
(4.46)

with HKS(τk) = HKS[ρ(τk)] which can be solved in a similar way to the standard
case. It should be noted that any imaginary-time propagator lacks the property of
being unitary due to its mathematical form, imposing the need for reorthonormal-
ization of the propagated states after each step.
The practical advantage over conventional SCF methods is not only the guaranteed
convergence to a final and physical state (given a reasonably small time step which
can actually be higher than in the standard case since the system does not oscillate
rapidly), but also that it is very easy to apply. In contrast, problematic SCF cases
need to be adjusted manually with iterative mixing solvers, possibly requiring ad-
vanced knowledge of the topic.
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We integrated imaginary time propagation in our method and use conventional
modified Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization [242].

4.6.3 Benchmarks for IT-TDDFT

In order to show the fundamental correctness of our implementation, we first pro-
vide results for two systems that are non-pathological SCF cases: bulk silicon and
benzene. In all our IT-TDDFT calculations, the ’light’ basis set was used together
with the PW-LDA exchange-correlation functional. For imaginary-time propaga-
tion, the semi-implicit EM scheme was used. The periodic calculations were per-
formed with a 8× 8× 8 k-point grid. Results can be found in Figure 4.36, where the
imaginary time-dependent total energies are shown relative to the final values, and
in addition the values of the SCF solution. Note that sharp dips on the logarithmic
y-scale correspond to negative values. For both systems, the energies converge to
below 10−10 eV. While the silicon system was essentially converged within around 3
fs imaginary time, benzene was even faster with about 1 fs imaginary time. One can
thus see that the method works well for these simple cases in our implementation
both for finite and periodic systems.
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FIGURE 4.36: Illustration of total energy convergence E(τ) − Econv
via IT-TDDFT (red) and SCF (blue) for bulk silicon (a) and ben-
zene (b). The references are the IT-TDDFT converged energies
which are given by −15748.061263551753655 eV for silicon and

−6263.340286733794528 eV for benzene.

The next examples correspond to bond-breaking situations of simple molecules.
Such processes are often hard to converge, but of high interest when modeling chem-
ical reactions. The first example is the fluoromethane molecule with the C-F bond
length elongated to 4 Å (from 1.38 Å in the corresponding relaxed ground state
geometry) and the second example is the NaCl molecule with an elongated bond
length of 6 Å (from 2.33 Å in the corresponding relaxed ground state geometry).
Both systems could not be converged to the ground state by us via the standard
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FIGURE 4.37: Illustration of total energy convergence E(τ) − Econv
via IT-TDDFT (red) and SCF (blue) for fluoromethane with elon-
gated C-F bond length (a) and NaCl with elongated Na-Cl bond
length (b). The references are the IT-TDDFT converged energies
which are given by −3798.948559291503443 eV for fluoromethane

and −17001.015232680390909 eV for NaCl.

SCF approach, using the conventional Pulay/DIIS mixing method [55]. The imag-
inary time evolutions converged after about 4 fs for NaCl and about 60 fs for fluo-
romethane, see Fig. 4.37. The latter is a comparably long simulation time, underlin-
ing the pathological character of this testcase. This may point towards a relationship
between the SCF convergence difficulty level and the imaginary time it takes to con-
verge the solution.

As a final example, now for periodic systems, we chose a single layer of hexagonal
boron nitride, a wide-gap semiconductor. With a boron vacancy, the system could
not be converged via standard SCF, while it could be with a nitrogen vacancy (em-
ploying zero-valued occupation broadening). It was shown that a boron vacancy
shifts down the Fermi energy to the valence band maximum (VBM) [243], proba-
bly causing the problematic SCF convergence due to charge sloshing, as described
above. Figure 4.38 shows the results of the calculations and the corresponding sys-
tems’ unit cells. While the system with nitrogen vacancy converged around 6 fs
imaginary time, the version with boron vacancy needed significantly more time with
around 50 fs.
We provide some technical details for the imaginary time evolution technique in
Chapter 6.2.3.

4.6.4 Discussion

We have implemented the imaginary-time propagation technique into our RT-TDDFT
framework and could show that it works as intended. For the trivial testcases, con-
vergence was reached in short imaginary times well below under 10 fs. The patho-
logical cases needed noticeably more time, but always converged in the end. Our
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 4.38: Illustration of total energy convergence E(τ) −
Econv via IT-TDDFT (red) and SCF (blue) for hex-BN single layer
with boron vacancy (a) and hex-BN with nitrogen vacancy (b).
The references are the IT-TDDFT converged energies which are
given by −34022.176308515248820 eV for the boron vacancy and

−33210.584275109766168 eV for the nitrogen vacancy.

implementation was shown to work both for finite and periodic systems. IT-TDDFT
is thus an alternative to the standard iterative SCF methods, being of real importance
for pathological cases. In addition, it is an extremely convenient method to converge
a ground state solution, as it requires minimal input that does not demand expert
knowledge.
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Chapter 5

Time-Independent Methods for
Vibrational Spectroscopy

5.1 Overview and Motivation

We present results here that were obtained by time-independent techniques for vi-
brational spectroscopy, also employing perturbative treatment of electric fields act-
ing on electrons. This yields another ingredient towards a more general picture of
spectroscopic simulations in this context.

5.2 Theory

In principle, we use the already elaborated framework of DFT in this study. How-
ever, some techniques that were not already elucidated were also applied. We will
give short introductions to all relevant methods that we used in this frame and will
refer to them later in the results section whenever it is needed.

5.2.1 Vibrational Spectra and Harmonic Approximation

Vibrational analysis refers to nuclear vibrational motion and thus, these additional
degrees of freedom need to be described. In this context, the perturbative harmonic
approximation is used which assumes the nuclear wave function being subject to a
harmonic, i.e., quadratic potential with respect to nuclear coordinates [244]. The
Born-Oppenheimer approximation is incorporated here, decoupling electronic and
nuclear motion. We follow the discussions by Neugebauer et al. [245] and Bahar
et al. [246] for further details. For this we first consider the stationary nuclear
Schrödinger equation(

−
Nat

∑
I=1

1
2MI
∇2

R + V({R})
)

Φ({R}) = EtotΦ({R}) (5.1)

with the nuclear masses MI , the nuclear wave function Φ and the potential V({R}) =
〈Ψ|HKS|Ψ〉 given by the electronic energy, where {R} denotes all atomic coordinates.
The starting point for the harmonic approximation is to expand the potential by a
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Taylor series around the equilibrium configuration {R0} as

V({R}) = V({R0}) +
3Nat

∑
i=1

(
∂V
∂Ri

) ∣∣∣∣∣
R0

∆Ri

+
1
2

3Nat

∑
ij=1

(
∂2V

∂Ri∂Rj

) ∣∣∣∣∣
R0

∆Ri∆Rj + h.o.t. (5.2)

with the displacement vectors ∆Ri = Ri − Ri,0 and where we used indices that run
over all 3Nat coordinates. The expansion is now truncated after the quadratic term
which includes the Hessian

H̄ij :=
∂2V({R})

∂Ri∂Rj

∣∣∣∣∣
R0

. (5.3)

The second term vanishes, as the potential derivative is zero at the equilibrium ge-
ometry. This means that the effective potential Vh is quadratic, resembling the form
of the potential of a harmonic oscillator, setting V({R0}) = 0 for convenience,

Vh({R}) = ∆RT H̄ ∆R, (5.4)

where we introduced a general matrix notation for the displacement vectors and the
Hessian. We introduce the atomic mass matrix

M = diag
(

M1, M1, M1, M2, M2, M2, ..., M3Nat , M3Nat , M3Nat

)
(5.5)

for further discussions. At this point, one considers the atoms as classical point par-
ticles at the coordinates {R}. Given the harmonic potential, the equation of motion
(EOM) for the atom displacements is provided as

M
d2

dt2 ∆R + H̄ ∆R = 0, (5.6)

which corresponds to the EOM of a harmonic oscillator. By using the ansatz

∆RL(t) = uL exp(−iωLt), (5.7)

the equation is transformed into a generalized eigenvalue problem of the form

H̄U = ΩMU (5.8)

with U = (u1, ..., uL) and Ω = diag(ω2
1, ..., ω2

L) for ∀L = 1, ..., 3Nat. This eigenvalue
problem is reduced to an ordinary eigenvalue problem via the transformations X =

M1/2U and H̄′ = M−1/2H̄M−1/2 (which is commonly denoted as the mass-weighted
Hessian), i.e.,

H̄′X = ΩX. (5.9)
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This is the key equation in the approach: the orthonormal eigenvectors xL are the
so-called normal modes of the system, describing the collective atomic displacements
of a certain mode L with the frequency ωL.
In practice, the electronic Hessian can be obtained by different methods, and in this
study, a finite-difference approach was employed to calculate the (Cartesian) Hes-
sian from the atomic forces,

H̄ij =
∂2Ēel

∂Ri∂Rj

∣∣∣∣∣
R0

≈
Fi(Rj + ∆j)− Fi(Rj − ∆j)

2∆j
, (5.10)

where i, j = 1, ..., 3Nat. This means here that the Hessian is constructed from 2 finite-
difference displacements ∆j per atom and per Cartesian direction, for all atoms in the
system not being subject to constraints. The forces are obtained from the correspond-
ing ground state DFT calculation of a displaced geometry. Thus, 6Nu

at calculations
have to be performed with Nu

at being the number of unconstrained atoms.

5.2.2 Density Functional Perturbation Theory

Considering a system that is subject to a weak external electric field of the form
E =

(
Ex, Ey, Ez

)T and the KS Hamiltonian being coupled via the length gauge, i.e.,

H′KS[ρ] = HKS[ρ]− r · E, (5.11)

the total energy of the Kohn-Sham system incorporates an additional term

EE[ρ] = −
∫

d3r ρ(r) r · E. (5.12)

The first step is now to conduct a perturbative Taylor expansion of the total energy
in the sense that the external field is viewed as the perturbation [247]. This yields

Etot(E) ≈ E0
tot + µ · E +

1
2

3

∑
ij

αijEiEj + h.o.t. (5.13)

where the electronic dipole moment µ and the polarizability tensor α appear as 1st
and 2nd order response functions. They are in this limit given as

µi =
∂EE[ρ0]

∂Ei

∣∣∣∣∣
E=0

= −
∫

d3r ρ0(r) ri (5.14)

with the ground state density ρ0(r). As one can directly see, this quantity is triv-
ial to compute, given a converged ground state solution of the KS equations. The
polarizability tensor is given by

αij =
∂2EE[ρ0]

∂Ei∂Ej

∣∣∣∣∣
E=0

=
∂µi

∂Ej

∣∣∣∣∣
E=0

= −
∫

d3r ri
∂ρ0(r)

∂Ej

∣∣∣∣∣
E=0

(5.15)
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and it becomes directly clear that the density-response of the ground state to the
external field cannot be obtained in a simple way from a ground state calculation
solely. At this point, the density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) ansatz is
employed to compute the 2nd-order response. Perturbation theory is employed to
solve the equation

(ε0
n − ε0

m)〈ψ0
n|ψ1

m〉 = −
(
〈ψ0

n|H1
KS|ψ0

m〉 − ε1
mδnm

)
(5.16)

for the perturbed single-particle orbitals ψ1
m. Here, the perturbed Hamiltonian is

given by H1
KS = HKS[ρ

1], i.e., as a functional of the 1st order density of the per-
turbation expansion. Above equation must thus be solved self-consistently. We do
not cover more details on this – see, e.g., Shang et al. [100] for a sophisticated de-
scription. In the end, one obtains solutions ψ1

m which are then used to calculate the
density response in order to obtain the polarizability tensor via Eq. 5.15:

∂ρ0(r)
∂Ej

∣∣∣∣∣
E=0

=
Nocc

∑
n=1

fn

(
ψ1

n(r)ψ
0
n(r) + ψ0

n(r)ψ
1
m(r)

)
. (5.17)

We note that above derivation is only valid for finite systems, as extended systems
require some effort in order to handle the ill-defined position operator appearing in
the length gauge coupling operator as well as in the electronic dipole moment. For
this, the Berry phase approach can be used, similar to our comment in the theory
section 2.2.5. Further details can be found in the literature, e.g., Refs. [100, 248].
In summary, DFPT can be used to compute the static polarizability αij. In combina-
tion with the finite-difference technique presented in Section 5.2.1, one can compute
derivatives of the polarizability with respect to the normal mode vectors xL, i.e.,

αij

∂xL
=

3Nat

∑
k=1

1√
Mk

αij(Rk + ∆k)− αij(Rk − ∆k)

2∆k
xL,k =

3Nat

∑
k=1

1√
Mk

∂αij

∂Rk
xL,k. (5.18)

In above expression, the directional derivative of the polarizability with respect to
the non-mass-weighted Cartesian normal coordinates is defined [249]. This quantity
can be used for the computation of Raman intensities: this is intuitive, since Ra-
man activity is connected to a change of the electronic polarizability with respect to
vibrational modes.

5.3 Vibrational Analysis of Nitrothiophenyls on Au(111) Sur-
faces

In this section, we present a detailed study of a subject that is still in discussion: the
adsorption characteristics of nitrothiophenols on Au(111) surfaces. We here apply
ground state and the perturbative techniques presented before in order to provide
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further clarification to this topic. This study was a collaborative theoretical and ex-
perimental work within the CRC 1242 (cf. Chapter 1 and Ref. [250]).

5.3.1 Introduction

The adsorption of long-chain alkylthiols and (oligo-)phenylthiols on gold surfaces
is a topic that has sparked some research in the past, as these molecules can form
ordered layers here. It could be shown via scanning tunneling microscopy [251, 252]
that the spatial ordering of the molecules is maximal for dense layers of molecules
that have multiple phenyl rings. As the molecules are covalently bonded to the
surface by the sulfur anchor atom, one could suspect that this bond dictates the ori-
entation. However, the nature of it can not be determined ad hoc and one could hy-
pothesize about a directional bonding situation depending on orbital hybridization,
or a rather flexible orientation due the sulfur getting immersed into the surface’s
electron liquid. Further, intermolecular interactions as well as electrostatic or van
der Waals (vdW) interactions between molecule and surface can be thought of as
playing a role.
In order to answer these questions, several experiments were conducted in the past,
but still, a clear picture is missing, as some studies found evidence for upright stand-
ing molecules while others found evidence for rather tilted molecules. A study
where near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS) was em-
ployed found evidence for thiophenol (TP) SAMs on Au that are tilted by approx-
imately 50◦ relative to the gold surface normal [253]. On the other hand, a study
via electron spectroscopy suggested that the TP SAMs lie flat on the gold surface
[254]. Further, an investigation that employed reflection absorption infrared spec-
troscopy found that the SAMs tend to be inclined towards the Au surface – however,
it was noted that this technique is not accurate for this objective [255]. Experiments
that used the same technique together with ellipsometry contrastingly found nearly
upright standing molecules [256]. Another experiment using surface-enhanced in-
frared absorption spectroscopy stated that a tilt angle of around 30◦ could be deter-
mined [257]. Finally, we note that a surface-enhanced Raman scattering experiment
found a tilt angle of about 14◦ [258]. In summary, it is thus quite difficult to draw
conclusions from the heterogeneous experimental data.
This motivated us to conduct a combined experimental-theoretical study in order to
further clarify the subject of 4-nitrothiophenol (4-NTP) and its bi- and terphenyl vari-
ants’ adsorption on the Au(111) surface. Our study thus provides a multi-perspective
view on the problem. We conducted ab-initio DFT simulations explicitly includ-
ing periodic boundary conditions in order to model slab geometries, allowing us
to quantify the influence of coverage and intermolecular interaction on the adsorp-
tion geometry. Raman spectroscopy was applied to 4-NTP on Au(111) for differ-
ent surface coverages, yielding vibrational imprints of these situations. As in-plane
modes yield strong signals for standing molecules while out-of-plane modes are
amplified for flat lying molecules, we observe evidence for rather tilted molecules
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due to the presence of out-of-plane modes in our spectra. In addition, vibrational
sum frequency spectroscopy (vSFS) experiments were conducted: here, the infor-
mation about the molecular orientation is accurately obtained by the polarization-
dependency of the symmetric stretch mode of the NO2 group of 4-NTP. The vSFS
method was used before to characterize the adsorption of 4-NTP on Au(111) sur-
faces [259, 260] and evidence for a tilt angle of 60◦ was found [259]. However, the
question of the surface coverage of the adsorbents was not conclusively studied and
different values were given in the experimental literature, e.g., 0.23 and 0.31 [257]
or 0.45 [261], while previous theoretical studies were only conducted for cluster ge-
ometries that do not take into account this degree of freedom explicitly [262].

5.3.2 Simulation Setup

For all simulations, we employed the ‘tight’ basis set in combination with the PBE
exchange-correlation functional [26]. Explicit description of van der Waals interac-
tions was included via the method by Tkatchenko and Scheffler (TS) [92] that com-
putes density-dependent C6 coefficients and vdW interaction radii via Hirshfeld par-
titioning of the electron density. These corrections were applied to the energy and
the forces if necessary, after a converged SCF solution was obtained. Any geometric
and vibrational data discussed in this part was obtained by using this method. For-
mer studies could show that this approach is well-suited to describe vdW interaction
between organic molecules and coinage metal surfaces [263, 264, 265]. We addition-
ally used two many-body dispersion (MBD) methods [93, 94] which offer an even
more general description of vdW interactions for testing purposes. The MBD ap-
proach models the dipolar interactions via coupled quantum harmonic oscillators.
In detail, we used the range-separated self-consistently screened version (rsSCS-
MBD) [95] and the recently introduced non-local version (MBD-NL) [96], which are
both included in the code via the Libmbd library [266].
Any used structure was pre-relaxed and we provide the lattice constants for bulk
Au by a0 = 4.151 Å for PBE only and a0 = 4.108 Å for PBE+vdW. The latter value
is only about 0.7% larger than the experimental value of 4.080 Å [267]. The Au(111)
slab geometries were prepared such that the gold layer of 4 atoms thickness resides
in the x-y-plane, while vacuum is imposed along the z-axis. The corresponding su-
percells had an extent of minimum 100 Å in z-direction in order to circumvent un-
desired interactions between periodic slab images. Additionally, we employed the
dipole-correction [268], disabling any long-range effects due to the polar slab (since
the adsorbate resides on only one side). The corresponding k-point grid was chosen
as 12× 12× 1. As gold is a heavy element, relativistic treatment was included via
the atomic ZORA approach [107]. Force calculations always had a rather tight con-
vergence criterion of 10−4 eV/Å.
The vibrational calculations were carried out with a python script that is included
in the FHI-aims software package. This script was modified by us to also yield the
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required polarizability derivatives via the DFPT functionality as already included in
FHI-aims [100] from the finite-difference calculations for the vibrational spectra.

5.3.3 Equilibrium Geometries and Energetics

To simulate different adsorbate coverages, we set up surface supercells with differ-
ent lattice parameters, to be specific (

√
3×
√

3), (2× 2) and (3× 3). The correspond-
ing coverages are thus 0.33, 0.25 and 0.11 in the same order. As we also targeted to
evaluate the impact of 4-NTP chain length with respect to adsorption characteristics,
we conducted all simulations also for the 2-ring variant 4-nitro-biphenyl-4’-thiol (4-
NBPT) and the 3-ring variant 4-nitro-terphenyl-4”-thiol (4-NTPT), as shown in Fig-
ure 5.1 a). In any of these calculations, the initial orientation of the corresponding

FIGURE 5.1: a) Chemical structures of 4-NTP, 4-NBPT and 4-NTPT
(for free molecules, i.e., with hydrogen bonded to sulfur). b) Illus-
tration for geometric data: bond angle θAuSP, tilt angle θ between
molecule axis (S–N) and surface normal, in-plane angle φ relative to
the x-axis/[11̄0] crystallographic direction, twist angle ζ describing
rotation around the molecule axis, which is defined as ξ = 0◦ when
the normal of the phenyl ring is parallel to the z-axis/surface normal.

molecule was chosen such that the S atom resides on the hollow position, i.e., in the
middle of the triangle spanned by gold atoms. Also, the molecules were tilted in
the sense that φ = 30◦, as indicated in Fig. 5.1 b). The latter figure also includes
definitions of other angles which we will refer to: θ describes the tilting between
the molecular axis defined by the vector XS−N and the z-axis/normal of the Au(111)
surface. As we also consider deformations (i.e., non-planar molecules), we addition-
ally introduce the sulfur bond tilt angle θAuSP which measures the angle between the
surface normal and the vector XS−C1 . This quantity in combination with the distance
between S and the Au surface, dS−Au, yields information about the covalent bonding
situation. Other parameters are the in-plane angle φ, defined via the angles between
the projection of the vector XS−N into the surface plane and the [11̄0] crystallographic
direction (the x-axis here), and the twist angle ξ which measures the rotation around
the axis XS−N.
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TABLE 5.1: Calculated values of the bond angle θAuSP, tilt angle θ,
in-plane angle φ, twist angle ξ, distance between Au(111) surface and
sulfur and adsorption position of sulfur. Angles as defined in Fig.
5.1. All values are from simulations including Tkatkchenko-Scheffler

vdW interactions.

Geometry Rings θAuSP θ (◦) φ (◦) ξ (◦) dS−Au (Å) Position

(
√

3×
√

3)
1 136 32.4 29.9 1.5 2.01 near bridge
2 149 24.8 307.5 103.7 1.99 near bridge
3 151 22.2 113.9 105.0 1.98 near bridge

(2× 2)
1 123 52.8 14.2 4.6 2.05 bridge
2 122 50.1 13.5 7.8 2.05 near bridge
3 122 48.3 21.0 8.1 2.05 bridge

(3× 3)
1 111 75.7 30.0 2.3 2.14 bridge
2 110 77.2 19.8 8.1 2.13 bridge
3 108 70.7 23.6 1.2 2.12 bridge

Coming to the obtained results, we note that we will here only discuss simulations
including explicit Tkatchenko-Scheffler vdW interaction (the geometries from the
rsSCS-MBD and MBD-NL methods were essentially equal to the ones obtained by
the TS vdW method, only differing by 1− 2% by the defined measures). The data
obtained from the relaxations are listed in Table 5.1, sorted by surface unit cells and
number of rings in the molecules. Additionally, we show the relaxed geometries for
4-NTP on the (

√
3×
√

3) and (2× 2) surfaces in Figure 5.2. On the first glance, the
smaller unit cell yields nearly standing molecules with sulfur mainly located at the
hollow position, while the (2× 2) unit cell leads to the moleculs bonding closer to the
bridge position and tilting more towards each other, also by rotating towards each
other. The relaxed structures for both 4-NBPT and 4-NTPT on the (3× 3) surface can
be found in Figure 5.3. One can observe that both cases exhibit quite similar orien-

FIGURE 5.2: Top view of relaxed geometries for 4-NTP on Au(111). a)
(
√

3×
√

3) surface unit cells, b) (2× 2) surface unit cells. All pictures
contain 4 unit cells and show only the topmost gold layer for better

visibility.

tation, with the difference that 4-NBPT shows relatively increased internal phenyl
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ring rotation. We will now discuss the findings by the values shown in Table 5.1.
Taking a look the sulfur bond angle θAuSP, we see a notable dependence on the cov-
erage for all considered molecules, with values ranging between 108◦ and 151◦, de-
creasing with smaller coverage. The characteristics for all molecules are quite simi-
lar, i.e., the quantity is not too sensitive to the short- or long-chain versions. How-
ever, small deviations are visible with the exception of 4-NTP on the (

√
3 ×
√

3)
surface, were θAuSP is off by 13◦ − 15◦. Overall, this behavior indicates that the
sulfur bond tilt angle is noticeably affected by the steric repulsion of neighboring

FIGURE 5.3: Top view of relaxed geometries for polyphenyl variants
on Au(111) for the (3× 3) unit cell. a) NBPT, b) NTPT. All pictures
contain 4 unit cells and show only the topmost gold layer for better

visibility.

molecules, especially forcing the longer 4-NBPT and 4-NTPT to stand upright.
A similar trend is observed for the molecule tilt angle θ, however, this quantity is
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more sensitive to the number of phenyl rings. This characteristic was also observed
in an angle-resolved NEXAFS based experiment [253]. The overall range for this
value is observed from values of 22.2◦ up to 77.2◦, depending on the setup. As
before, lower coverage corresponds to stronger tilting and vice versa for higher cov-
erage. It should be noted at this point that significantly smaller tilt angles were
obtained from simulations without vdW treatment.
For the in-plane angle φ, we observe different regimes, indicating the following char-
acteristics: for the (3× 3) surface unit cell, i.e., the one with lowest coverage and
relatively isolated molecules, the range of φ between 20◦ and 30◦ suggests a primary
contribution of the Au(111) lattice, as the difference to the initial condition φ = 30◦

is rather low. For the coverage of 0.25, φ has noticeable smaller values as in the for-
mer case, which corresponds to neighboring NO2 groups being able to come closer
to each other. In the structure with highest coverage of 1/3, φ takes very different
values for all molecules, indicating that the very close-aligned molecules now pri-
marily interact with each other, degrading the influence of the lattice bond.
Evaluating the sulfur-surface distance dS−Au reveals mainly three regimes primarily
depending on the surface coverage. The bond distance is smallest for the layers with
highest coverage 1/9, having values of 2.00± 0.02 Å. For the 1/4 coverage, values
around 2.05 Å are observed, while the lowest density structure with 1/3 coverage
exhibits distances of 2.13± 0.01 Å . For the individual coverages, the bond distances
seem to correlate with the tilting angles θAuSP and θ. Our interpretation for these
combined observations is that the molecules tend to lie flat on the surface when al-
lowed to do so by the imposed coverage, and that for all phenyl rings, an optimal
distance to the surface is established, maximizing the vdW attraction. This competes
with the bonding distance, which is elongated as the overall vdW interaction with
lower coverage is able to reduce the total energy ultimately.

To assess the energetics, we calculated the adsorption energies for the different ge-
ometries via the formula

∆Eads = EUC
Au+4NTP +

1
2

EH2 −
(

E4NTP+H + EUC
Au

)
. (5.19)

Here, EUC
Au+4NTP is the total energy of the gold unit cell with molecules adsorbed, EH2

is the energy of the H2 molecule, E4NTP+H is the energy of the 4-NTP (or 4-NBTP/4-
NPTP) molecule with hydrogen bonded to the sulfur atom, and EUC

Au is the total
energy in the gold slab unit cell without any other compounds. This formula thus
describes the energy difference between the total structure and its fragments. Any
positive value indicates energetically non-favorable situations. Note that all individ-
ual calculations had equal settings for basis set, XC functional and vdW method.
Results are shown in Figure 5.4 for 4-NTP, 4-NBPT and 4-NPTP, with and with-
out TS/rsSCS-MBD/MBD-NL vdW treatment. One can directly observe an over-
all trend of the adsorption energy ∆Eads to decrease with the number of phenyl
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FIGURE 5.4: Adsorption energies calculated from the results of our
calculations, as defined by Eq. 5.19. All results for PBE and for dif-
ferent vdW treatments. Generally, lower adsorption energies indicate

energetically more favorable structures.

rings, with significantly lower values for calculations with vdW description. Ac-
tually, when disregarding the vdW interaction, all molecules have positive or nearly
positive adsorption energy and would thus not bond to the surface.
Another clear observation is the reduction of adsorption energy with respect to
lower coverage. All molecules are most strongly bonded in the (3 × 3) system.
With regard to the vdW method, only essentially constant shifts are visible. The TS
method yields the most negative adsorption energies and thus the strongest adsorp-
tion, while the MBD-NL method yields the comparably weakest (although always
negative and thus bonding). The TS vdW and MBD-NL adsorption energies differ
by approx. 0.3 eV for one phenyl ring, by approx. 0.5 eV for two rings, and by ap-
prox. 0.6 eV for three rings, whereas the rsSCS-MBD method’s values lie in between.
Generally, the reason for the observations is likely the repulsion between molecules
in the dense structures.
Overall, one can suspect a linear dependence between the adsorption energy de-
crease and the number of rings in the molecules. For the case of lowest coverage, it
is clear that the energy drops are large, as the molecules tilt down onto the surface,
ultimately benefiting from the interaction between phenyl rings and the Au surface.
We conducted a Mulliken analysis [269] of the relaxed structures and consider in the
following only the situations with explicit TS vdW interaction. Using the geomet-
rical data and the localized Mulliken charges, we computed the dipole moments in
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TABLE 5.2: Absolute dipole moments generated from Mulliken
charges for 4-NTP, 4-NBPT, 4-NTPT where µMulliken

tot incorporates the
whole respective molecule and µMulliken

NO2
only incorporates the NO2

group located at the C(4) atom of the outmost phenyl ring. qMulliken
tot

and qMulliken
NO2

denote the total Mulliken charge of the whole 4-NTP/4-
NBPT/4-NTPT molecule and only the NO2 group, respectively. Re-

sults for simulations including TS vdW interactions.

Geometry Rings |µMulliken
tot | (eÅ) |µMulliken

NO2
| (eÅ) qMulliken

tot (e) qMulliken
NO2

(e)

(
√

3×
√

3)
1 0.421 0.964 -0.133 -0.100
2 0.354 1.599 -0.1325 -0.111
3 0.364 1.993 -0.138 -0.106

(2× 2)
1 0.417 1.707 -0.082 -0.159
2 0.370 2.383 -0.073 -0.158
3 0.355 3.054 -0.071 -0.157

(3× 3)
1 0.372 2.028 -0.026 -0.193
2 0.269 3.093 0.059 -0.209
3 0.189 3.906 0.034 -0.202

a point charge model. The results, i.e., the Mulliken charges for the total structure
and the NO2 group together with the respective dipole moments, are shown in Table
5.2. In most cases, the total Mulliken charge on the molecules is negative, indicat-
ing charge transfer from the surface onto them. One can clearly see a connection
between transferred charge and surface coverage, being nearly independent on the
number of phenyl rings in the (

√
3×
√

3) geometry. An explanation for this is that
the densely ordered standing molecules in this case form a static dipole layer which
drags charge out of the surface. The strength of the dipole layer field declines with
lower coverage, as fewer molecules per unit surface area exist. We note that most
negative charge is located on the S atom, followed by the O atoms in the NO2 group,
which is not surprising due to the electronegativity of oxygen. The phenyl rings
as well as the nitrogen atoms are positively charged. When analyzing the Mulliken
charges of the NO2 group, one finds a clear dependency of the surface coverage in
the sense that more negative charge gets accumulated with increased unit cell size.
Also, the NO2 dipole moment increases by approximately a factor of 2 from cover-
age 1/3 to coverage 1/9. Altogether, this points towards a vivid interaction of the
NO2 group with the metallic gold surface, resulting in a build-up of dipolar polar-
ization which scales with the tilting of the molecules towards the surface.
Overall, different effects are important for the respective adsorption energy and ge-
ometry: we found that dispersive interactions not only play a role between neigh-
boring molecules, but also between molecules and the metallic surface, strongly in-
creasing with chain length; also, the electrostatic interaction between the molecules
is significant and increases with less dense coverage, as electrostatic dipoles are built
up when the tilt angle increases. The general tendency of the molecules to lie flat on
the surface is thus governed by vdW interaction, electrostatic interaction and also by
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the geometry of the single Au-S bond, but is effectively limited by steric repulsion
in the cases where higher packing is prevalent.

5.3.4 Vibrational Characteristics

We conducted vibrational analysis for the slab geometries and additionally for two
cluster models, one with 7 Au atoms, and one with 19 Au atoms, as shown in Figure
5.5 (A) (1,2). The cluster geometries were additionally employed to further quan-

FIGURE 5.5: Left (A): 4-NTP on Au7 cluster (1) and on Au19 cluster
(2). Right (B): displacement vectors for the in-plane NO2 scissoring
mode at 840 cm−1 (exp. 853 cm−1) (1) and for the out-of-plane C–H

wagging mode at 403 cm−1 (exp. 407 cm−1) (2).

tify the vibrational characteristics with respect to the adsorption site, going from a
small cluster to a cluster more resembling a surface, and ultimately to the slab. The
vibrational frequencies for the free molecule, the two clusters and the different sur-
face unit cells are presented in Table 5.3. We first note that the eigenmodes are quite
similar between the cluster geometries. Small differences to the free molecule are
seen for the ring deformation and for the C=C modes, located at 739 cm−1 and 1579
cm−1, respectively (values for the free molecule).
Comparing the different slab geometries, one observes significant differences with
respect to coverage. The out-of-plane C–H wagging mode is especially sensitive
and experiences a considerable shift when going to higher coverage; between the
(
√

3×
√

3) and the (2× 2) cells for example, a difference of around 50 cm−1 is ob-
served, i.e., above 10%. Other significant differences are found for the in-plane NO2

stretching mode, which is downshifted for lower coverage. For example, the down-
shift is about 46 cm−1 from (

√
3×
√

3) to (3× 3). The C–H wagging and the NO2

scissoring (which we discuss later) mode’s displacement vectors are exemplary de-
picted in Fig. 5.5 (B) (1,2). While one can expect that the out-of-plane C–H wagging
mode is mainly affected by intermolecular interactions, our former analysis (see Ta-
ble 5.2) indicates that the in-plane NO2 mode is sensitive to surface-molecule charge
transfer, as the NO2 group tends to accumulate negative charge with decreased cov-
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TABLE 5.3: Selected vibrational modes from DFT calculations within
the harmonic approximation for different 4-NTP setups, all relaxed at

same level of theory (PBE+vdW).

Vibrational frequencies of various modes in different adsorption models (cm−1)

mode free Au7 Au19
√

3×
√

3 2× 2 3× 3

C–H wagging 403.5 400.1 401.1 462.8 411.3 403.4
NO2 rocking 516.5 516.0 516.4 517.8 527.2 516.2

ring deformation 719.9 712.8 711.1 714.8 716.2 704.4
out-of-plane bending 738.4 740.0 735.4 742.1 735.1 734.0

NO2 scissoring 840.0 838.9 838.1 843.3 842.4 832.0
C–S – 1058.1 1052.0 1063.6 1060.0 1039.0
C–C 1084.8 1081.8 1082.6 1084.7 1095.5 1076.9

NO2 stretch 1302.3 1301.2 1296.1 1313.3 1305.6 1267.2
C=C 1579.2 1568.1 1564.5 1573.5 1571.1 1551.0

erage. This in turn affects the vibrational frequencies, as the associated dipolar field
build-up is incorporated in the self-consistent electronic potential that goes into the
nuclear harmonic potential. The downshift of the NO2 stretching mode thus seems
like a valuable indicator of low coverage.
These observations helped us to interpret the experimental measurements: Figure
5.6 shows Raman spectra for 4-NTP solution in chloroform (top), adsorbed on a
Au(111) single crystal in a 5 mM solution, i.e., with high concentration (middle), and
in a 1 mM solution, i.e., low concentration (bottom). The three most prominent peaks
at 1101, 1341 and 1579 cm−1 correspond to the phenyl ring C–C stretching mode, the
NO2 stretching mode, and the pheyl ring C=C stretching modes, respectively. These
modes’ theoretical values are found in this order in Table 5.3 and agreement within
a few percent is established in general.
The C–S stretching mode at around 1080 cm−1, as marked in the plot, is signifi-
cantly amplified for the molecules adsorbed on the Au(111) surface, which can be
explained by the increased polarizability of the C–S bond, as electrons are trans-
ferred from the gold surface onto the sulfur atom [270], indicating the bonding of
4-NTP to the gold surface. The most interesting features are visible in the range
from 400 to 900 cm−1: the modes at 528, 721 and 855 cm−1 are in-plane vibrations;
the last one is also depicted in Figure 5.5 (B,2), as computed by DFT. In the case of
5 mM solution, a peak is found at 465 cm−1, which is absent in the case with lower
coverage. Both cases exhibit a mode at 407 cm−1. Comparing to our theoretical re-
sults, this can be interpreted as follows: since the C–H wagging mode is upshifted
from around 407 cm−1 in the (3 × 3) case to 465 cm−1 in the (

√
3 ×
√

3) case, the
observation of both these peaks in the experimental spectrum for 5 mM hints to the
presence of both standing and tilted molecules, while the missing 465 cm−1 peak in
the 1 mM spectrum indicates that no standing molecules are present in this situa-
tion. Additionally, we do not observe a significant downshifting of the NO2 stretch
mode in the experimental spectra, which was associated with the lowest coverage
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in the simulations. This leads us to the conclusion that the very low coverage (3× 3)
situation is not present in the experiment, but rather that an intermediate or mixed
coverage between (

√
3×
√

3) and (2× 2) is present, depending on the concentration.
In former STM experiments [271], the presence of two domains of 4-NTP on Au(111)
(one ordered, and one disordered) was also observed, underlining our observations.

FIGURE 5.6: Normalized experimental Raman spectra. Top: satu-
rated 4-NTP solution in chloroform. Middle: 4-NTP in 5 mM solution

on Au(111). Bottom: 4-NTP in 1 mM solution on Au(111).

In our study, polarization-dependent vibrational sum - frequency spectroscopy (p-
vSFS) experiments were conducted in order to obtain additional data to characterize
the orientation of 4-NTP on the Au(111) substrate. We provided additional data from
DFT calculations in order to support the experimental data, as we will elucidate now.
In the p-vSFS experiment, the NO2 stretch mode at 1339 cm−1 is specifically probed
with two differently polarized laser pulses (ssp and ppp). By a fitting procedure de-
scribed in the publication (cf. Page 203), the p-vSFS line strengths Assp/ppp and line
widths Γssp/ppp are determined, from which the ratio of the second-order nonlinear
susceptibilities can be reconstructed:

(
χ
(2)
ssp

χ
(2)
ppp

)2

=

( |Assp/iΓssp|
|Appp/iΓppp|

)2

, (5.20)
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which is specific for a certain molecular tilt angle [272]. To determine this specific
angle, a theoretical model for the given ratio was given by Wang et al. [272] as

(
χ
(2)
ssp

χ
(2)
ppp

)2

=

 |Lyyz sin
(
ΩIR) χ

(2)
yyz|

|∑ijk LijkOijkχ
(2)
ijk |

2

, (5.21)

where Lijk = LSF
ii LVIS

jj LIR
kk is determined by the Fresnel factors Lii (with i denoting a

direction in the laboratory coordinate system), Ω being the angle of the incident laser
field (SF/VIS/IR), Oijk = Mi(ΩSF)Mj(ΩVIS)Mk(ΩIR) with Mi(Ω) = cos(Ω)δix +

sin(Ω)δiz. Here, the susceptibilities χ
(2)
ijk are functions of the tilt angle θ (where the

C2v symmetry group of the NO2 group is used):

χ
(2)
xxz = χ

(2)
yyz =

1
4

Ns (βaac + βbb + 2βccc) 〈cos θ〉

+
1
4

Ns (βaac + βbbc − 2βccc) 〈cos3 θ〉, (5.22)

χ
(2)
xzx = χ

(2)
zxx = −1

4
Ns (βaac + βbbc − 2βccc)

(
〈cos θ〉 − 〈cos3 θ〉

)
, (5.23)

χ
(2)
zzz =

1
2

Ns (βaac + βbbc) 〈cos θ〉

− 1
2

Ns (βaac + βbbc − 2βccc) 〈cos3 θ〉, (5.24)

with the hyperpolarizabilities βijk. In this notation a, b, c correspond to the x′, y′, z′

axes of the molecular coordinate system, where z′ is parallel to the axis of the C-N
bond in the molecule. At this point, the theoretical results come into play, providing
the first derivatives of the polarizability tensor with respect to this mode’s normal
coordinate, ᾱi′ j′ := ∂αi′ j′/∂xL (these quantities were obtained via DFPT in combi-
nation with the finite-difference procedure, cf. Eq. 5.18), which let us compute the
hyperpolarizabilities needed to compute the second-order susceptibilities via

βi′ j′k′ = −
1

2ε0ωL

∂αi′ j′

∂xL

∂µk′

∂xL
, (5.25)

where ωL is this mode’s frequency and where the derivatives of the dipole moment,
∂µk′/∂xL, and the number density of the interface’s moiety Ns don’t need to be de-
termined, as they cancel out in the ratio in Eq. 5.21. The remaining parameters like
the Fresnel factors, incident angles or indices of refraction were determined from
experiment or external sources.
We computed the Raman tensor derivatives for the free molecule and for the molecule
on the Au19 cluster; they are given in Table 5.4. With these values, a continuous cal-
ibration curve of the intensity ratio was computed, as defined in Eq. 5.21. In Figure
5.7, the curve is shown together with the experimentally determined ratio, which is
given by 0.157. The theoretical and experimental data coincide at angles of 53◦ and
51◦ for the Raman tensor derivatives of the free molecule and cluster, respectively.
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TABLE 5.4: Calculated molecular Raman tensor components of the
free molecule and the molecule adsorbed on a Au19 cluster for the

NO2 symmetric stretching mode.

ᾱaa (Å
2
u−0.5) ᾱbb (Å

2
u−0.5) ᾱcc (Å

2
u−0.5)

free molecule 0.56 -0.04 7.59
on Au19 cluster 1.70 1.10 8.59

FIGURE 5.7: The continuous curves show the theoretical models for
the ssp/ppp line strength ratios for the two different Raman tensor
components. The dots denote the experimentally determined values
with error bars that symbolize the 95% confidence interval based on

the standard deviation of the fitting parameters.

5.3.5 Discussion

Sophisticated theoretical methods together with modern experimental approaches
were employed to gain additional understanding of the adsorption of thiophenols
on Au(111) surfaces. It became clear that the adsorption geometry of 4-NTP and
its polyphenyl versions is steered by covalent contributions, dispersive and electro-
static interactions. The molecules are tilted towards the surface, when allowed to:
steric repulsion between adjacent molecules limits the tilting and yields standing
geometries when high coverage is imposed. The theory-supported vSFS analysis
predicts a tilt angle of around 50◦. This angle is very close to 53◦ which is found
in the (2 × 2) theory structure, i.e., for a coverage of 1/4, in our simulations with
different coverages. These simulations together with the Raman spectroscopy anal-
ysis let us draw the conclusion that at higher coverages, several tilting regimes can
be prevalent and that the dependence of the NO2 stretching mode’s vibrational fre-
quency on the coverage may have predictive power in this sense. As we also did
not observe a vibrational shift that was theoretically observed for the low coverage
(3× 3) structure, it can be assumed that higher coverages existed in the experiments.
These findings make it rather unlikely that 4-NTP adsorbs in the (

√
3×
√

3) structure
on Au(111), as often assumed.
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Chapter 6

Analysis of Real-Time TDDFT
Implementation and Methods

6.1 Overview and Motivation

Since our real-time TDDFT implementation embodies a substantial amount of func-
tionality, we are able to compare different methods which are presented or suggested
in the literature (and thus often incorporated in different software packages and nu-
merical methods) implemented in the same software framework – the FHI-aims code
package – with its specific technical implications. We thus aim to give an overview
of the core functionalities of the time-propagation in this chapter for future applica-
tions or extensions, and in order to point out possible characteristics. In addition,
we present an analysis of the numerical efficiency of our implementation.

6.2 Evaluation of Propagation Schemes

In the following section, we will define and analyze the stability of numerical time-
propagation in this context. For this, we discuss the self-consistency order in the
semi-implicit predictor-corrector scheme as well as the extrapolation order for the
extrapolated time-dependent Hamiltonian. Thereafter, we analyze specific time-
propagation schemes and derive recommendations for specific tasks.

6.2.1 Measures of Numerical Stability

As we cover the aspect of numerical stability in this section, useful measures have to
be defined. Like mentioned before, any suitable propagator is formally unitary (i.e.,
it conserves charge), but this must also hold for its numerical representation. For
example, a formally unitary exponential-type propagator using a truncated Taylor
series can loose its unitarity, depending on the number of terms included in the
expansion [130]. However, computing a measure for unitarity deviation, e.g., via

δU(t) = ||U†(t)SU(t)− S|| (6.1)
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(where S is the overlap matrix and U(t) the propagator matrix for this step) with
some given norm introduces a numerical overhead that one wants to avoid in prac-
tice. In addition, it is not clear a priori whether unitarity is a strong indicator of
numerical stability in general, as it mostly measures how accurate the matrix expo-
nential is computed by some algorithm for a given time step. Since any RT-TDDFT
calculation should always be checked for numerical/physical consistency along the
time-propagation, a natural choice for a stability measure is a physical observable
which is computed anyway. As any closed system must retain its energy conser-
vation, we chose this as a core measure for any application. We compute time-
dependent energy differences relative to some initial point t0 as

∆Etot(t) := |Etot(t)− Etot(t0)|. (6.2)

However, it should be noted that other observables like, e.g., the dipole moment
can be sensitive to numerical approximations in their own way [134]. For example, a
simulation with a high degree of energy conservation can still yield flawed electronic
dipolar response, resulting in spectra that are not converged yet, as measured by the
time step. One thus has to keep in mind that energy conservation is a sensible, but
not complete measure of a correct simulation.

6.2.2 Extrapolation and Predictor-Corrector Order

For the first step and before discussing some of the (semi-implicit) propagation
schemes, we want to shed some light onto the specific characteristics of the predictor-
corrector (PC) scheme and the extrapolation technique presented before. Since the
PC scheme requires at least one update of density, potentials and the Hamiltonian,
each being a potentially expensive operation, it is of great importance to achieve
high efficiency in this context.
For our example calculations, we applied a field kick with Gaussian shape (FWHM =
0.8 a.u = 0.02 fs) and two different electric field amplitudes, one weak (E0 = 5.14 · 108

V/m, I = 3.51 · 1010 W/cm2) and one strong (E0 = 5.14 · 1010 V/m, I = 3.51 · 1014

W/cm2), to benzene and recorded the deviation of the total energy from the value
shortly after the pulse was applied (resulting in an increased electronic energy). The
pulse shape is sufficiently small to excite the whole spectrum which we purposely
do in order to probe the schemes also with highly oscillatory core states. We used
the PBE XC functional [26] together with the ‘tight’ basis set for these calculations.
The propagator used here was the exponential midpoint (EM) scheme, matrix ex-
ponentials were calculated by diagonalization. The total simulation time was set to
3000 a.u. = 72.6 fs.
Figure 6.1 shows the results and we will first discuss characteristics for the weak
excitation. Regarding the extrapolation order, the energy is conserved up to 10−4

eV for 0th (no extrapolation) and 2nd order for all time steps, but strongly diverges
with 4th order extrapolation for time steps above 0.6 a.u. = 0.014 fs. Comparing 0th
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and 2nd order extrapolation, one can see that the latter yields 3-fold to 10-fold (high-
est/lowest time step) accuracy increase in the energy conservation by virtually no
additional cost. However, 4th order extrapolation results in unstable dynamics for
larger steps. Regarding the number of corrector steps, going from 1 to 3 steps con-
sistently yields around 30-fold reduction of the error, while 2 corrector steps show
somehow inconsistent behavior. The small differences to 3 steps below a time step
of 1.0 a.u. = 0.0242 fs may be explained by numerical precision or small fluctuations.
Larger time steps offer a clearer picture in this sense. While it is clear here that ad-
ditional corrector steps yield significantly higher accuracy, one must think carefully
about this approach, as one relatively expensive real-space operation set (density,
Hamiltonian, etc.) is added in each propagation step with each additional corrector
iteration.

FIGURE 6.1: Characteristics of energy conservation ∆E =
|Etot(tmax) − Etot(t0)| in dependence of time step, extrapolation or-
der (EX) and predictor-corrector order (PC) for weak field excitation
(left column, I = 3.51 · 1010 W/cm2) and strong field excitation (right
column, I = 3.51 · 1014 W/cm2) for benzene. Simulations were car-
ried out with the EM propagator using exact diagonalization for the
matrix exponential. The first row was conducted with 1 predictor-

corrector step, the 2nd row with 2nd order extrapolation.

For the strong excitation, the overall characteristic is very similar to the weak field
case, although the absolute errors are unsurprisingly significantly higher, as the den-
sity fluctuations are much larger. Note here that the relevant x-axis covers smaller
values for the time steps. While 4-fold extrapolation is again resulting in instabili-
ties, 2-fold extrapolation can reduce the error from a factor of 3.7 up to a factor of
317.5 (highest/lowest time step).
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As noted in the introduction, the quality of resulting spectral observables (like the
DSF) depends explicitly on the time step due to the nature of the involved Fourier
transforms. The most obvious connection is between the time step and the maxi-
mum resolvable frequency of the system with ∆t ∼ 1/ fmax, being of special impor-
tance when attempting to resolve deep core states.
Figure 6.2 shows DSF results obtained from simulations with the weak excitation
and for different time steps (0.6 a.u. = 0.0140 fs, 0.8 a.u. = 0.0190 fs, 1.0 a.u. = 0.0242
fs), with a reference spectrum that was generated from a ∆t = 0.4 a.u. = 0.0096
fs simulation and that can be regarded as converged. Furthermore, these simula-
tions were conducted with order 2 extrapolation and 1 PC step with energy being
conserved below deviations of 0.0001 eV. The upmost row plot for ∆t = 0.6 a.u. =

FIGURE 6.2: DSF spectra of benzene for the weak excitation of I=
3.51 · 1010 W/cm2 for different time steps. The reference spectrum
is generated via a ∆t =0.4 a.u. = 0.0096 fs simulation and can be

regarded as converged for the given spectral range.

0.0014 fs shows very little deviation, and if so, only for the peak heights/oscillator
strengths of peaks above 16 eV. Further increasing the step size by 0.2 a.u. = 0.0048
fs (mid row plot) yields more deviations and also peak shifts in the upper spectral
range, while another increase by 0.4 a.u. = 0.0096 fs results in largely deviating
spectra. In this case, while excitations below 15 eV are still correctly located, the
oscillator strengths are already affected, while the rest of the spectrum shows strong
differences with excitations above 25 eV being hardly resolved anymore. Although
the energy is conserved very good in these simulations, one must pay attention to
the spectra - on the other hand, if one is only interested in locations of low valence
excitations, rather large time steps may be safely applied.
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6.2.3 Evaluation of Propagation Schemes

Having assessed the characteristics of the predictor-corrector scheme, we now turn
to the specific propagators. While we already employ a set of good and established
propagators, we think that among these, it is still worth to look for an optimal choice,
as also small relative advantages can be important for economic considerations, es-
pecially when doing large-scale simulations.
Despite having implemented several more schemes than presented here, we will
only cover those which we found to be of most practical relevance and prototypi-
cal character, namely the EM, CN and CFM4 schemes (cf. Section 3.5). It should be
noted that all of these schemes are very competitive, offering excellent cost to ac-
curacy ratios [120, 121, 123]. We first analyze the respective stability regions for the
EM, CN(n) and CFM4 propagators with respect to the time step and for two different
systems. The first system is again benzene, while we chose Au2 as the second system
in order to probe dynamics for a Hamiltonian with very deep eigenvalues (due to
the gold core states). This is an important case, possibly affecting the numerical sta-
bility and/or accuracy. Both systems were probed with a weak (E0 = 5.14 · 108 V/m,
I = 3.51 · 1010 W/cm2) and a strong (E0 = 5.14 · 1010 V/m, I = 5.14 · 1014 W/cm2)
broadband excitation for a total simulation time of 3000 a.u. = 72.6 fs, similarly to
the former chapter. We used diagonalization for the matrix exponentials, one cor-
rector step and 2nd order Lagrangian extrapolation, as for the solver settings.
The combined results are shown in Figure 6.3. Overall, very small differences be-
tween the individual propagators are seen within their respective regimes. Also
the lowest order Crank-Nicolson scheme shows good results with the gold system
and performs equally to the other methods. The lower columns nevertheless do
not show any results for the CFM4 propagator which has to be proven as unsta-
ble in this case (which we checked with different exponential methods). Shortly
after the onset in both regimes, the dynamics became unstable with very large er-
ror blow-ups. We suspect two reasons for this: first, the CFM4 scheme formally
requires the evaluation of the Hamiltonian at two different time steps; we did not
self-consistently obtain these Hamiltonians but rather used simple linear interpola-
tion within the predictor-corrector scheme, which in turn may introduce instabilities
due to the rapidly oscillating dynamics. Second, the CFM4 propagator (similarly to,
e.g., the ETRS scheme [87] which showed the same problem) is built as a product of
two matrix exponentials – this may amplify errors if the numerical approximation
of the matrix exponentials become sensitive to errors introduced by the dynamics,
as argued before.
It should further be noted that the specific dynamics are determined by many differ-
ent factors like the physical system, the type of the external perturbation and even
the type of the exchange-correlation functional, as shown by Zhu et al. [134].
In order to evaluate the numerical cost of the presented schemes, we set up linear
chains of carbon atoms for variable length Nc and performed simulations for a short
time on a single core (AMD Ryzen 9 5900X, max. 4.8 GHz). While this does not take
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FIGURE 6.3: Characteristics of energy conservation ∆E =
|Etot(tmax)− Etot(t0)| in dependence of time step and propagator for
weak field excitation (left column, I = 3.51 · 1010 W/cm2) and strong
field excitation (right column, I = 3.51 · 1014 W/cm2). Exponential
integrators (EM/CFM4) used exact diagonalization for the matrix ex-
ponential. All simulations were carried out with 1 corrector step and
2nd order extrapolation. The first row shows results for the benzene

molecule and the second row shows results for the Au dimer.

into account any parallel functionality, it still provides a first fundamental character-
ization of the numerical demand of the methods. The basis set was chosen arbitrarily
to the ’tight’ set and we thus probed systems with 39 (Nc = 1) up to 390 (Nc = 10)
basis functions in total. As the numerical effort scales formally with O(N3

c) via ma-
trix operations like multiplication, diagonalization, inversion, etc., we employed a
cubic fit for the computation time Tp in dependence of the involved number of basis
functions Nb,

Tp(Nb) = αpNb
3 + cp, (6.3)

in order to determine the prefactors specific to a propagation scheme, αp. Only the
total computation time for all numerical operations of a time-propagation step (but
without any real-space operations within the corrector update) was taken into ac-
count here. For the exponential propagators, the calculation of the matrix exponen-
tial is the critical operation, which again can be conducted in different ways, as noted
before: diagonalization, truncated Taylor expansion and via the scaling and squaring
method. We thus only probed the EM scheme for different exponential methods and
the Crank-Nicolson scheme for different orders, as presented in Chapter 3.6. Figure
6.4 shows the obtained scaling characteristics in an illustrative way (i.e., without any
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FIGURE 6.4: Cubic fit functions for the computation time correspond-
ing to ’Cost’ on the y-axis with respect to the number of basis func-
tions, here denoted by ’System size’ on the x-axis, for the differ-
ent propagation techniques: the first two columns correspond to the
different matrix exponential approaches and the notation Taylor(m)
specifies the m-th order truncated Taylor series; the third column cor-

responds to the Crank-Nicolson(n) propagator of n-th order.

explicit, but fixed numerical scales). It should be noted that we observed a minimum
order of 10-12 for the truncated Taylor expansion to actually work well in several
systems (given a reasonable time step), which is why we present results for order
10, 15 and 20. This is likely a result of the all-electron nature in our case, as studies
with localized basis functions in a pseudopotential framework reported orders of 4-
6 to work well [119, 130]. Further, the scaling and squaring method (ScSq) does not
have an easily predictable scaling, as the method always choses a computation that
depends on the input (but is bound). In this case, the computation converged within
the first few steps, only using the Padé approximant, as described in Section 3.5.5.
For more demanding systems and dynamics, the effort can be expected to increase,
up to approximately 1.5-fold at maximum. However, we observe a nearly equal
scaling for the diagonalization and the ScSq methods. The order-15 truncated Taylor
expansion also has comparable scaling. The 1st order Crank-Nicolson method has a
significantly lower scaling compared to the other methods, and even the 3rd order
version is very good. Table 6.1 shows the derived prefactors with the prefactor of
diagonalization as reference, and the associated additional workspace requirements
by each scheme, as measured by the memory required for one Nb×Nb matrix (how-
ever, this value is reduced if distributed memory is in use).
Finally, we conclude that the Crank-Nicolson scheme is probably the most efficient
propagation scheme, as it always showed the smallest prefactor in our simulations
and also applies in Ehrenfest dynamics. The possibility to simply include further
terms in the expansion by very little additional cost is a very attractive option if the
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TABLE 6.1: Prefactors from cubic fit of the numerical effort, as mea-
sured by the number of basis functions, for each method. The pref-
actor of the diagonalization serves as reference. The factor β̄ in the
ScSq method depends on the dynamics and may approximately be
β̄ ∈ [0.2, 1.5]. The case † depends on whether only the Padé method
or the full procedure is called and can not be predicted. The mem-
ory demand is measured in units of storage requirements of a full

Nb ×Nb matrix.

Diagonalization Scaling+Squaring Taylor(m) CN(n)

Prefactor αD αD β̄ αD
m
15 αD

( 1
20 +

n−1
5

)
Memory 0 5 (6)† 1 1

1st order expression does not suffice. The Taylor expansion may be used for sim-
ulations with small time steps and not too heavy elements involved. Outside this
regime, the ScSq method may be used when non-Hermitian matrices are involved
and if the Crank-Nicolson scheme cannot be used. However, the basic machinery for
efficient matrix exponential computations allows for possible extensions of related
schemes that could be of even higher quality.

Several tests for the imaginary time evolution functionality (Chapter 4.6) have indi-
cated that the discussed propagators show a significantly different characteristic
compared to the normal time-propagation case, as measured by the possible time
step (i.e., the highest stepsize that will converge an imaginary time propagation cor-
rectly). We found that exponential propagators with the diagonalization method
have significant problems, as the negative Kohn-Sham eigenvalues εi in the expres-
sion (cf. Section 3.5.5)

exp (−∆τH) = ΣHdiag
(

e−∆τε1 , ..., e−∆τεNb

)
Σ†

H (6.4)

quickly yield floating point overflow in the evaluated exponential functions. This
applies slightly weaker for the scaling and squaring method. The truncated Taylor
expansion seems to work much better for a rather low order (e.g., around 10-15, de-
pending on the system), as higher-order terms lead to divergence faster. The Crank-
Nicolson propagator appeared much more stable and interestingly worked better
with higher orders. For the NaCl example in Sec. 3.5.5, the EM propagator with
diagonalization could not converge above ∆τ = 0.2 a.u. = 0.0048 fs and equally
for the scaling and squaring method. The order-20 Taylor-based computation was
able to converge with ∆τ = 0.4 a.u. = 0.0096 fs and with order-10 to ∆τ = 0.8 a.u.
= 0.0194 fs. The Crank-Nicolson propagator was able to converge in 1st order up
to ∆τ = 0.4 a.u. = 0.0096 fs, in 3rd order up to ∆τ = 0.6 a.u. = 0.0145 fs, in 5th
order up to ∆τ = 0.8 a.u. = 0.0194 fs and in 9th order up to ∆τ = 1.0 a.u. = 0.0242
fs. We therefore expect the Crank-Nicolson propagator to perform best in IT-TDDFT
applications, especially since its numerical stability can be significantly improved by
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considering higher orders.
We also found that in the case of IT-TDDFT, it is less important to use the semi-
implicit predictor-corrector scheme, which was also noted in the literature [238].
While simple (non-self-consistent) forward propagation was rather unstable for larg-
er stepsizes, results were significantly improved when used in combination with 2-
fold linear or Lagrange extrapolation. In this sense, the results suggest that it would
generally make sense to try a higher-order Crank-Nicolson propagator together with
extrapolation-supported forward propagation for economic IT-TDDFT simulations.

6.3 General Scaling Characteristic

As we aimed to implement a method that is efficient and that can thus be used for
large-scale simulations, we want to provide some information about the scaling with
respect to system size. Practical applications for large-scale RT-TDDFT simulations
are for example calculations to obtain absorption spectra, as traditional LR-TDDFT
approaches have a formalO(N6) scaling [146], making the method impossible to use
for big systems (although some approximate methods exist that lead to better scal-
ing, see, e.g., Refs. [147, 148, 149]). Another disadvantage is the potentially huge
memory demand, as LR-TDDFT requires the evaluation of occupied-unoccupied
transition pairs, making the corresponding matrices large. The O(N3) scaling and
the scalable memory demand of real-time TDDFT is thus attractive under above con-
siderations.
For small systems, e.g., molecules like benzene, the RT-TDDFT computational de-
mand is clearly dominated by the real-space operations like the electron density up-
date or integration of matrix elements. In this regime, all RT-TDDFT related matrix
algebra (MA) computations have very low performance impact relative to real-space

FIGURE 6.5: Oligoacene

(RS) operations. For example, in benzene with the ’tight’
basis set (324 basis functions) and the CN(1) propaga-
tor, over 99.7% of the computation time per time step is
consumed by RS operations, and over 99.9% when us-
ing the ‘tight+aug2’ basis set (372 basis functions) which
has by default a much denser and more extended inte-
gration grid. However, these two numerical complexes
have different scaling behavior, as MA operations usu-
ally scale as O(N3) and RS operations asymptotically
scale as O(N) due to the sparse density-matrix based
functionality [42].
For this reason, we constructed an artificial example that let us systematically in-
crease its size in order to characterize the scaling: oligoacenes for a variable number
of benzene rings, namely 5, 10, 20, 40 and 80. The corresponding numbers of atoms
and basis functions are given in Table 6.2. This table also shows the size of full non-
distributed square basis matrices with 8 Byte real data types. Such matrices are, e.g.,
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TABLE 6.2: Oligoacenes in our benchmark test set. The number
of benzene rings is indicated by n. The size of corresponding full-
dimension real-type (non-distributed) square matrices (e.g., the over-

lap matrix) is also provided.

n atoms basis functions square 8 Byte real matrix size (GB)

5 36 1068 0.009
10 66 1998 0.032
20 126 3858 0.119
40 246 7578 0.459
80 486 15018 1.804

the Hamiltonian matrix or the overlap matrix. In principle, each process needs to
keep a copy of these matrices for the time propagation, causing very high mem-
ory demand for large structures. However, since our code uses block-cyclically dis-
tributed matrix storage, the required memory is massively reduced (approximately
by a factor of 1/NP with NP being the number of parallel processes).
In Figure 6.6 we provide the computation times (for real-space operations, matrix
inversions, other propagator operations and in total) in seconds per individual RT-
TDDFT time step for 32, 64 and 128 parallel tasks. We used the standard predictor-

FIGURE 6.6: Absolute computation times per real-time integration
step for oligoacenes with n = 5, 10, 20, 40 and 80 benzene rings and
for N = 32, 64 and 128 parallel tasks (Intel Xeon E5-2670, 2.6 GHz
CPU’s). Tu is the time for all real-space operations, Ti is the time
for the linear system solve, Tp is the time for remaining propagator

operations, and Ttotal is the total computation time.

corrector scheme, resulting in 2 real-space updates per step. The propagator used
here is the CN(1) scheme which is particularly well-suited for large systems due
to its very low memory and computational demand, as it only requires one linear
system solve and a few matrix multiplications. Different regimes are visible in the
presented data: RS operations are always dominant relative to the MA operations,
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ranging from a factor from over 10- to 2-fold from smaller to larger molecules, but
show a significant kink from n = 40 to n = 80. The reason for this is that the code
switches from the orbital-based to the density matrix-based update method of the
electron density, resulting in a better scaling of these operations [42]. Based on this
data, we performed a linear fit of the real-space computation time (for n ≥ 40) and
a cubic fit for the total propagator computation time and found a crossover at ap-
proximately n = 136 which would be an oligoacene with about 800 atoms (around
25300 basis functions) - a very large system. The crossover point can likely be shifted
further by employing a more efficient solver.
In Figure 6.7, the relative composition of computational effort is shown for n = 40,
80 (with 128 parallel tasks), and one can see that the propagator-related operations
(Tp + Ti) consume less than 10% and less than 30% of the computation time, respec-
tively, which is a good result for the size of these systems. One can also see that out-

FIGURE 6.7: Relative computation timings for n = 40 and n = 80
oligoacenes for calculations with N=128 parallel processes.

put (expectation values for total energy and dipole moment in this case) produces
very little cost, i.e., below 1%. Based on this data, one could compute an absorp-
tion spectrum for the n = 80 oligoacene with nearly 500 atoms in few days or less,
provided a sufficient number of parallel tasks, N ≥ 128, is used. For this estimate,
we assume a propagation time of 40 fs = 1666 a.u. and a time step of 0.3 a.u. =

0.072 fs, likely being sufficient to resolve at least the whole valence spectrum. This
would correspond to a total amount of approximately 5550 real-time propagation
steps. Overall, our implementation shows a solid efficiency and scalability, making
it also applicable for large systems.

6.4 Discussion

We have here provided numerical results suggesting that our methods to solve the
time-dependent Kohn-Sham equation are correctly implemented and show the ex-
pected and desired numerical behavior. This means that not only the methods have
very robust numerical properties, but also that convergence with respect to energy
conservation and spectral information, and numerical stability can be systematically
reached. Moreover, we provided sufficient data such that any future user can follow
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the proposed strategies to find an optimal setup for simulations to be conducted.
The corrector extrapolation technique has proven as valuable, since already two-fold
extrapolation significantly increases the numerical stability. As said, this does not
require any additional numerical effort, and for many applications, the additional
memory demand is insignificant, especially for distributed setups.
All of the standard propagation schemes evaluated here yielded quite comparable
results for the employed testcases. The largest limitation can probably be seen in the
solver. The numerical demand probed via single-core calculations is in some sense
likely transferable to parallel computations. However, one should keep in mind that
operations like diagonalization or linear equation system solvers may scale quite
differently in this sense. The results let us strongly recommend the Crank-Nicolson
scheme for all applications, as it is numerically cheap and performs really well in
general. Additional, possibly significant improvements could be achieved by imple-
mentation of customized linear solvers. However, larger systems with heavy ele-
ments may impose a challenge; considering a higher order can be helpful to tackle
these situations.
Furthermore, we could show that we not only implemented a correct, but also ef-
ficient framework for RT-TDDFT applications. This means especially that our code
can easily be scaled up to tackle larger and/or specific problems requiring certain
considerations, e.g., large and diffuse basis sets or heavy elements. For small sys-
tems, the effort for propagation-related operations is insignificant, but naturally
scales noticeably when considering larger setups. The density-matrix based elec-
tron density update functionality in FHI-aims is obviously of great value also in this
context.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Outlook

We discussed our implementation of real-time TDDFT functionality into the all-
electron NAO-based FHI-aims software package and provided not only substantial
proof of its correctness, but also presented applications and results for very different
physical situations. We further analyzed situations where certain phenomena can be
treated in a time-independent perturbative manner, establishing a broader perspec-
tive.

One of the main contributions of this thesis was the code development and we gave a
very transparent methodology in Chapter 3. For this, we introduced the most impor-
tant features of the FHI-aims code package and then generally outlined our strategy
and methods for the code implementation. Subsequently, we discussed the various
mathematical techniques that the time-propagation of the Kohn-Sham orbitals de-
mands. Here, various strategies for different numerical and physical situations were
presented.

Based on the presented framework, we studied a wide range of applications, as
shown in Chapter 4:

• The first part covered the simulation of molecular absorption spectra. We
showed here that our implementation is able to accurately reproduce exper-
imental and theoretical reference data both for core and valence absorption
spectra, as given by the benzene and water examples. Subsequently, we pre-
sented a detailed benchmark study for a set of 28 molecules where we suc-
cessfully validated our real-time TDDFT approach by linear-response TDDFT,
additionally showing that the different approaches have a very comparable
basis set sensitivity. These results are important, as RT-TDDFT is attractive
for large-scale absorption spectrum calculations where LR-TDDFT cannot be
employed.

• In the second part, we investigated the capability of our approach for real-time
simulations with periodic boundary conditions. Here, theoretical reference
simulations for the dielectric function of silicon were matched very well. We
also showed by the silicon carbide example that the functionality can be used
for core-level excitations and discussed the impact of the NAO basis set onto
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the spectra. As a first demonstration for the successful simulation of highly
non-linear phenomena, we provided high-harmonic spectra for bulk silicon.
This is an important application that can be simulated in the given frame with
higher generality, as compared to pseudopotential approaches which may be
more prone to gauge-related problems.

• The third part includes linear-response circular dichroism calculations. Simu-
lations for the prototypical example R-methyloxirane let us conclude the cor-
rect implementation of the technique. We then presented new results for a
model setup where we could show that chiral transfer in a non-covalently
bonded molecular complex can be simulated with RT-TDDFT. It was shown
that the achiral molecule pyrene exhibits a chiral response due to neighboring
chiral R-methylbenzylamin molecules when the complex structure allows chi-
rality. Our method was applied to a rather large system incorporating nearly
70 atoms with nearly 2000 basis functions, underlining again that it is an alter-
native to LR-TDDFT for larger systems.

• Within the fourth part, results from RT-TDDFT-based Ehrenfest molecular dy-
namics were shown for two scenarios. The first case for the H2C=N+H2 mole-
cule illustrated the correct implementation of the technique. We here con-
firmed the need of a rather small time step and found strong evidence that
a more complete basis set is important. In the second case, we applied our
method successfully in a system with periodic boundary conditions, namely
the impact of a Cl atom on a graphene layer. This is an important application,
as RT-TDDFT-ED is one of the few ab-initio approaches feasible to simulate
ion-matter collisions. The NAO framework could offer a very economic ap-
proach here, too.

• In the fifth part we presented our implementation of the imaginary-time prop-
agation technique. Several results both for finite and periodic systems were
shown that illustrated how useful the method can be when conventional self-
consistent field procedures are problematic.

This part of the thesis thus offered a multi-perspective view: we included solid ev-
idence of the correctness of our method, provided insight into the specifics of the
all-electron NAO DFT foundation, showed a multitude of the method’s capabilities
– including new findings –, and highlighted strategies on how specific tasks can be
conducted.

In Chapter 5, we took a different perspective and presented our theory contribu-
tions within a collaborative theoretical-experimental study that incorporated a so-
phisticated theoretical apparatus based on perturbative treatment. We not only pro-
vided insightful physical data and interpretation, but also showed up, how time-
independent approaches can yield accurate spectroscopic analysis. We contributed
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knowledge to the topic of surface adsorption of nitrothiophenols by applying several
methods in combination. The most important findings here are that the adsorption
geometries are dictated by a complex interplay of electrostatic, van der Waals, and
covalent contributions, and that the often assumed (

√
3 ×
√

3) surface unit cell is
actually not preferred, as concluded from the theoretical and experimental spectro-
scopic data.

In order to shed some light onto the technical properties of the RT-TDDT imple-
mentation, we analyzed the numerical methods with respect to their stability and
computational cost in Chapter 6. Based on the data, we were able to identify op-
timal choices for typical tasks and pointed out characteristics that are important in
practice. To be specific, the general Crank-Nicolson scheme together with extrapo-
lation used within a semi-implicit predictor-corrector scheme appears as the most
solid choice for any application. Further, it could be shown that our implementa-
tion is efficient and can be used for large-scale calculations. This was evaluated via
artificial benchmark systems with up to 500 atoms and around 15000 basis functions.

Last, we note that a detailed manual and description of the implementation is in-
cluded in this work (in the appendix), as we sincerely hope that our effort will moti-
vate use and possibly extensions of the presented functionality.

While the presented framework already includes a sophisticated amount of func-
tionality that can be used for linear and non-linear response simulations of both fi-
nite and periodic systems, including Ehrenfest-based molecular dynamics, there are
even more applications or developments possible within the scope of the approach.
As noted in the theory part in Chapter 2, several approximations are commonly
used for TDDFT applications. A more general version of RT-TDDFT is offered by
real-time time-dependent current DFT, which can also be used to include memory
effects, going beyond the adiabatic approximation. Given a formulation for a gener-
alized current-density exchange-correlation functional, the extension of RT-TDDFT
to RT-TDCDFT is manageable. The Vignale-Kohn current-XC functional [68] has re-
cently motivated developments in this direction [67].
In order to describe highly excited states in molecular systems, localized basis sets
usually need special treatment, as discussed in Section 4.3.1. With regard to contin-
uum - adapted basis sets, we think that one could learn from the GTO-based TDDFT
community, where recent studies indicated the usefulness of this approach [200].
This also applies for complex absorbing potentials [168, 202].
A recent interesting development within the context of non-adiabatic ab-initio molec-
ular dynamics is the so-called exact factorization technique by Gross et al. [273],
which was lately implemented within a TDDFT framework [274] in a mixed quan-
tum - classical fashion. This theory offers a more general approach as, e.g., Ehrenfest
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MD or trajectory surface hopping MD, and one could think about an implementa-
tion within the given context.
Some possible and interesting further extensions of our real-time TDDFT implemen-
tation are also connected to current developments in the FHI-aims parent codebase:
a relativistic quasi-four-component Dirac-equation implementation was recently in-
troduced [101], which can in principle be extended to RT-TDDFT. Also, non-collinear
spin treatment is to our knowledge at least a planned project that could have very
interesting applications also in the time-dependent case.
From a technical perspective, possible developments for time-propagation schemes
could lead to a more efficient framework, e.g., allowing to choose larger time steps
for the propagation. Further refinement of existing numerical methods for, e.g., di-
agonalization or linear system solvers, could also lead to even more efficient time-
propagation in general.
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Appendix A

Manual

We here provide a manual that incorporates all keywords that a user may possibly
employ (note that we also incorporated this content in the official FHI-aims manual
[114]). There are other keywords which were introduced for debugging purposes.
We do not list these here but note that they can be found in the parent package’s file
runtime_choices.f90 within the FHI-aims/src directory.
Since there are many keywords that may or may not be employed for production cal-
culations, we emphasize that there are testcases within the regression_tests folder
that give an overview of the included functionality. We also provide some prototyp-
ical commented examples in Section B.

In the manual, note that some parameters have default values, while others don’t.
The latter are only associated to options that are not used unless a value is provided.

Further, some RT-TDDFT related settings must be accompanied by settings that are
native to the FHI-aims core package. We will give a comment at the appropriate
place. Since we do not provide the full FHI-aims manual [114] here, we refer the
reader to it for the corresponding keywords, which are here appearing in the style
aims_keyword.

A.1 Core Settings

Tag: RT_TDDFT_input_units (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_input_units units

units: String that specifies in which unit system the input is given. If atomic,
the remaining parameters are read in atomic units, if spec, the remaining
parameters are read in as what we call spectroscopic (see table below).

This setting affects every physical input quantity given such that one has to pay
attention to the consistent use of units. The following table depicts possible unit
sets. Quite ’typical’ values for time steppings are 0.1 a.u. = 0.0024 fs or for electric
field amplitudes 0.01 a.u. = 51.42 eV/Å (in the perturbative regime).
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Quantity atomic spec Example
Time h̄/Eh fs Sim. time, steppings, pulse center/width
Frequency Eh/h̄ fs−1 Ext. field frequency
Electric field Eh/a0e eV/Å –

This keyword must be set by the user or the code will not run which is intended to
prevent unit confusions.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_propagation (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_propagation t_tot dt_prop dt_output

Purpose: Performing a real-time TDDFT simulation.

t_tot: Total simulation time for which the time-propagation will be per-
formed.

dt_prop: Time step which will be used.

dt_output: Time step for which output like energy, dipole, etc. is sent to
standard output and is written to file/s.

The choice of the time step heavily affects the accuracy and stability of the time-
propagation and is restricted by internal or external degrees of freedom, e.g., the
spectral range of the Hamiltonian or the frequency of an external field oscillation.
Generally, a small time step yields better results but significantly increases the com-
putation time. The possible time step also depends on the propagation scheme
which is explained later. A conservative choice is dt_prop ≤ 0.1 a.u. (= 0.0024 fs)
but 0.2 a.u. to 0.5 a.u. might also be possible. Remember using consistent units set by
the RT_TDDFT_input_units keyword. Note that the time step is also a convergence
parameter for spectral information.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_td_field_gauge (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_td_field_gauge gauge

Purpose: Setting the gauge for a possible external field (in the dipole approx-
imation).

gauge: String. The field can be applied either in length gauge (electric field)
or velocity gauge (vector potential). Default: length for cluster systems,
velocity for periodic systems.

While this makes no difference formally, it has some technical implications. When
doing periodic simulations, only the velocity gauge can be used. In the cluster case,
the length gauge should be used because it is computationally cheaper. However,
the formal gauge invariance is broken in any numerical approximation and it is
likely possible that basis set and/or real-space grid settings converge differently for
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length and velocity gauge.
Note that the gauge is a universal setting for each individual RT-TDDFT simulation
and applies to all fields specified.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_td_field (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_td_field t_start t_end type freq cycle center

width Ex Ey Ez

Purpose: Setting the type and shape of a possible external field (in the dipole
approximation).

t_start: Start time after which the field is evaluated.

t_end: End time before which the field is evaluated (0 = infinite).

type: Integer that defines the field type as in rt_tddft_external_field.f90.
Possible choices are defined below.

freq: Frequency if applicable (see type).

cycle: Cycle if applicable (see type).

center: Center if applicable (see type).

width: Width if applicable (see type).

Ex, Ey, Ez: Electric field amplitudes.

The choice of the external field depends on the type of calculation that one wants
to perform. To obtain an absorption spectrum via the dynamical electronic dipole
response, a delta-kick field can be applied by, e.g., setting type = 2, center, width
and Ez to some values which will apply a Gaussian pulse of given amplitude at
center time/width and along the z-axis. width should then be chosen quite small,
e.g., to 0.05 fs. Alternatively, one can provide a constant field for the first time step,
which saves computation time and provides a sharp pulse naturally. This would be
type = 1 and t_end = dt.
To apply a field pulse with a defined wavelength, one can, e.g., set type = 3, freq,
cycle, Ez which will result in a modulated Gaussian pulse of given wavelength
around center time.
Multiple instances of this keyword with different settings can be given, e.g., to apply
multiple different pulses over time. Internally, all defined fields are simply added
up, so pay attention to temporal localization (if intended).
Note that the field amplitudes are always given as the amplitudes of the electric field,
even in the case when the velocity gauge is used (see RT_TDDFT_td_field_gauge).
Currently, the following field types are implemented:

• 0: No field at all. This is the default when RT_TDDFT_td_field is not specified.

• 1: Constant field.
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• 2: Delta kick pulse via Gaussian:

E(t) = E0 exp
(

t− t0

tw

)(
1 + exp

(
t− t0

tw

))−2

A(t) = −E0tw
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• 3: Localized field oscillation via sine-modulated Gaussian:

E(t) = E0 exp
(
− (t− t0)2

2w2

)
sin
(

ω(t− t0)
)

A(t) := E(t)

with w = tw/(2
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• 4: Sinusoidal field with reference frequency:

E(t) = E0 sin
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• 5: Sin2 envelope pulse:
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(
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)
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• 6: Ramp field:

E(t) = (t− t0)E0

A(t) := E(t)

where t0 = t_start, ω = 2π f and f = freq, c = cycle, tc = center, tw = width,
E0 = (Ex, Ey, Ez)T. Parameters not occurring in a function definition are not refer-
enced and can be set to any value.

Note that user-defined fields can easily be included in the corresponding subroutine
src/rt-tddft/src/rt_tddft_ext_field.f90.
Remember using consistent units set by the RT_TDDFT_input_units keyword.

Tag: RT_td_field_spin_set (control.in)
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Usage: RT_td_field_spin_set spin

Purpose: Setting this will result in the external field only being applied to
spin = 1 or 2 eigenvectors.

spin: Integer that specifies the spin component.

If this setting is specified for a collinear calculation (see keyword spin in the FHI-
aims manual), only the spin = spin time-dependent eigenvectors will be excited by
the specific external field. This may, e.g., be used to model triplet excitations, see
Sec. 4.2.5.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_propagator (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_propagator propagator

Purpose: Setting the propagation scheme used in RT-TDDFT.

propagator: String that defines the numerical integration scheme. See below
for possible options. Default: crank_nicolson.

The possible integration schemes are:

• exponential_midpoint (EM): Section 3.5.3

U(tk + ∆t, tk) = exp
(
−i∆tS−1H(tk + ∆t/2)

)
• crank_nicolson (CN): Section 3.6; the order NCN can be set via the keyword

RT_TDDFT_crank_nicolson_order order.

U(tk + ∆t, tk) =
∑NCN

m=0
1

m!

(
− i∆tS−1H(tk + ∆t/2)

)m

∑NCN
m=0

1
m!

(
i∆tS−1H(tk + ∆t/2)

)m

• etrs (Enforced Time-Reversal Symmetry): see Ref. [87]

U(tk + ∆t, tk) = exp
(
−i

∆t
2

S−1H(tk + ∆t)
)
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(
−i
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2

S−1H(tk)

)

• cfm4 (Commutator-Free Magnus Expansion 4): Section 3.5.4.

U(tk + ∆t, tk) = exp
(
−i∆tS−1 (α1H1 + α2H2)

)
exp

(
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)
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• m4 (Magnus Expansion 4): see Ref. [123]

U(tk + ∆t, tk) =

(
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2

S−1(H1 + H2
)
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√
3

12
[
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3
6

)
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)

• runge_kutta_4: Standard explicit Runge-Kutta 4 scheme. Works only for very
small time steps but is a good choice for doing accurate reference simulations
because its properties are well-known.

• parallel_transport_cn: Crank-Nicolson integration scheme within the par-
allel transport approach [163]. This requires the accelerated Anderson solver,
see RT_TDDFT_propagator_solver. [EXPERIMENTAL]

C(tk + ∆t) = C(tk)− i
∆t
2

(
S−1H(tk)C(tk)−C(tk)

(
C†(tk)H(tk)C(tk)

)
− i

∆t
2

(
S−1H(tk + ∆t)C(tk + ∆t)

−C(tk + ∆t)
(
C†(tk + ∆t)H(tk + ∆t)C(tk + ∆t)

)
Note that all above mentioned implicit schemes are defined as implicit, as they re-
quire evaluation of the Hamiltonian matrix at some future time. Currently, there are
two ways implemented on how to solve this type of equation which can be set by
the RT_TDDFT_propagator_solver keyword.
It should also be noted here that, when using a predictor-corrector scheme (which is
the default solver for all implicit propagators), accuracy can be enhanced by using
extrapolation, see the keyword RT_TDDFT_extrapolate_predictor.

Some additional schemes are implemented for testing purposes, namely the M6 (m6),
CFM4:3 (cfm4_3) and CFM6:5 (cfm6_5) schemes [123].

For general purpose, we recommend to use the crank_nicolson propagation scheme.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_propagator_solver (control.in)
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Usage: RT_TDDFT_propagator_solver solver

Purpose: Lets one choose the solver technique used for time propagation and
for the selected propagator.

solver: String that can be

• predictor_corrector: Standard semi-implicit predictor-corrector
scheme, see Sec. 3.7.

• forward_extra: Uses extrapolation to approximate future Hamiltonian
in implicit schemes, see Sec. 3.7. This is not an implicit scheme, as no
corrector step is performed.

• anderson: Anderson acceleration to solve implicit schemes,
see [275]. Currently only works with the crank_nicolson and
parallel_transport_cn propagators. [EXPERIMENTAL]

This keyword must usually not be set explicitly since every RT_TDDFT_propagator

has its own default setting for the solver. Anyway, one can set the solver manually,
e.g., to use one of the implicit exponential propagators with extrapolation, which
is much cheaper since the corrector integration of the Hamiltonian matrix is not
applied (however, this may be much less stable, not justifying the setting). Some
combinations are not possible and a warning will be given that default settings will
be used. Please use this option with caution.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_use_precor_tol (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_use_precor_tol tol

Purpose: Sets a tolerance of density change after which no more corrector
steps are applied when multiple corrector steps may be performed.

tol: Float that sets convergence criterion to exit the corrector-loop. Not used
by default.

Performing additional corrector steps until a convergence criterion is reached will
formally increase accuracy. It should nevertheless be noted that the biggest error
is probably introduced already by the predictor step and that significant improve-
ments by doing additional corrector steps are not to be expected. Every corrector
update involves another integration of the Hamiltonian matrix which is the most
expensive part in RT-TDDFT usually. Before doing more corrector steps, it proba-
bly makes more sense to choose a smaller time step – if accuracy is a problem. If
one wants to use this functionality anyway, values of 10−5-10−9 would make sense
usually. Note that a maximum number of 10 corrector steps is hardcoded to avoid
unnecessarily many corrector updates (one should check settings when this hap-
pens).
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Tag: RT_TDDFT_precor_steps (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_precor_steps steps

Purpose: Lets the user choose the (fixed) number of corrector steps to be
done in the predictor-corrector solver.

steps: Integer setting a fixed number of corrector steps. Default: 1

Please see RT_TDDFT_use_precor_tol and Sec. 3.7 for further remarks. The default
value is usually a good choice.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_extrapolate_predictor (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_extrapolate_predictor extrapol

Purpose: Extrapolation is used for the predictor step in case a predictor-
corrector scheme is used.

extrapol: Bool that defines whether the Hamiltonian in a predictor propaga-
tor is extrapolated. Default: .false.

The Hamiltonian (matrix) used in the predictor step will be extrapolated by a given
method which can be set via the RT_TDDFT_ham_extrapolation keyword. This also
means that additional storage is needed. The extrapolated Hamiltonian (matrix) is
applied in the predictor step. Tests indicate that extrapolation can noticeably im-
prove accuracy. However, one should check this setting when unexpected instabili-
ties occur.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_ham_extrapolation (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_ham_extrapolation method order

Purpose: Controls order and method of extrapolation for the Hamiltonian
matrix if applicable.

method: String that can be either linear or lagrange. Default: linear.

order: Integer that defines the order of the extrapolation, i.e., how many past
Hamiltonian matrices are used (and saved) for extrapolation. Default: 1.

The default setting indicating linear extrapolation works well in tests, whereas, in
contrast, the Lagrange extrapolation approach sometimes produces odd results and
should be used only with caution. Some of our tests indicate that higher-order ex-
trapolation (≥ 4) can yield instabilities, thus one should check this.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_propagator_predictor (control.in)
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Usage: RT_TDDFT_propagator_predictor prop

Purpose: A specific predictor propagator can be set in case a predictor-
corrector scheme is used.

prop: String that defines the propagator to be used in the predictor step.

This only makes sense if an explicit scheme like runge_kutta_4 is used as a predic-
tor, or, and this is the usual setting here, if any applicable implicit scheme is used in
combination with extrapolation. A well-functioning scheme consists of an extrapo-
lated exponential_midpoint predictor in combination with the cfm4 propagator for
the corrector. This keyword is ignored if no predictor-corrector scheme is in use.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_exponential_method (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_exponential_method method

Purpose: Lets one choose the method for the calculation of matrix exponen-
tials as required by some propagators.

method: String that can be either eigenvectors, scaling_squaring or taylor,
see Sec. 3.5.5. Default: eigenvectors.

Currently, three different approaches to compute matrix exponentials needed for the
exponential-type propagators can be used. The diagonalization-based approach is
usually working perfectly but in the current implementation, it cannot be used for
non-Hermitian matrices – this can be the case for effective Hamiltonian matrices
occurring in Ehrenfest dynamics. In this case, the scaling and squaring - method
[129] will be applied. Anyway, this setting will then be adjusted automatically. One
can modify this setting mainly for benchmarking or testing. Note that using the
taylor method requires to choose an order of the expansion, see
RT_TDDFT_exponential_taylor_order.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_exponential_taylor_order (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_exponential_taylor_order order

Purpose: Sets the order of the truncated Taylor expansion method for the
matrix exponential.

order: Integer that sets the order. Default: 10.

The Taylor method applies to general matrices and can be an economic choice. How-
ever, the order must be set with caution, as we found that the here employed all-
electron approach likely requires higher orders. It may not even work when heavy
elements are involved. This setting also highly depends on the time step. We found
values of 10-20 to work well in certain cases.
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Tag: RT_TDDFT_crank_nicolson_order (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_crank_nicolson_order order

Purpose: Sets the order of the expansion used in the Crank-Nicolson propa-
gator, cf. Section 3.6.

order: Integer that sets the order. Default: 1.

Usually, 1st order seems to suffice for most applications. However, it can be benefi-
cial to use higher order, e.g., 2/3, when instabilities are observed, especially possibly
for heavier elements.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_crank_nicolson_solve_inv (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_crank_nicolson_solve_inv solve

Purpose: Sets the inversion method in the Crank-Nicolson scheme, cf. Section
C.2.

solve: Boolean that sets the direct inversion method. Default: .false.

This only makes sense when the software bug explained in Section C.2 occurs. Set-
ting the flag to .true. should resolve the issue. It is possible that the performance
is impacted by this setting.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_check_total_energy (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_check_total_energy start_time thresh

Purpose: Compares the total energy to a fixed value at t = start_time and
checks whether it is conserved below thresh.

start_time: Float that sets the time for which the reference energy is saved.

thresh: Float that sets the maximum energy deviation (in eV).

This can be used to prevent a simulation of ’blowing up’, i.e., becoming unstable,
as measured by the degree of energy conservation. The start time should be chosen
such that the reference value makes sense: for example, when applying a finite res-
onant excitation, the total energy will increase, but should stay constant thereafter;
thus, the reference value should be set a while after the excitation ends.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_imaginary_time (control.in)
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Usage: RT_TDDFT_imaginary_time flag

Purpose: Peforms the simulation with imaginary time.

flag: Boolean that sets imaginary time. Default: .false.

Imaginary time propagation can be used as an alternative approach to the standard
SCF procedure to converge a ground-state solution [238]. See also Chapter 4.6. This
does only require a time step as control parameter and may be used to converge
situations where SCF fails. Note that we recommend the Crank-Nicolson propagator
for this functionality (higher orders may also be beneficial in order to enable higher
time steps).
After convergence is reached, the eigenvectors are written back into the native data
structures so that postprocessing methods should be usable.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_anderson_order_iter (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_anderson_order_iter order iter tol

Purpose: Sets specific parameters that are important in the anderson solver.

order: Order of the scheme, i.e., the number of eigenvectors used for the
Anderson acceleration. Default: 4.

iter: Maximum number of steps in the fixed-point iteration. Default: 30.

tol: Convergence criterion for the fixed-point iteration. Default: 1e-14.

These parameters are explained in detail by Walker et al. [275]. We refer to algorithm
’AA’ in this reference. The parameter m = order, kmax = iter as in the reference.
The tolerance parameter depends on the setting RT_TDDFT_anderson_cond_type and
should generally be chosen as a very small number. The most important parameter
here is iter, which can be crucial to obtain a converged fixed-point iteration, but
may also increase the possible numerical demand.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_anderson_cond_type (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_anderson_cond_type type

Purpose: Sets the type of the convergence check in the accelerated Anderson
fixed-point iteration.

type: String that can be either ev_maximum, ev_individual or delta_rho.
Default: delta_rho.

This defines which quantity is used as convergence measure in the fixed-point iter-
ation. ev_maximum defines that max{|ψ(i)

n − ψ
(i+1)
n | ∀n ∈ Nocc} must be below tol

as defined via RT_TDDFT_anderson_order_iter. ev_individual means that all so-
lutions must be below the threshold tol. delta_rho only requires that the average
change in charge density ∆ρi must be below the tolerance.
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A.2 Ehrenfest Dynamics Settings

Tag: RT_TDDFT_ehrenfest (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_ehrenfest type dt_geo

Purpose: Performing a RT-TDDFT+Ehrenfest simulation, i.e., coupled
electron-ion dynamics.

type: String that defines the Ehrenfest scheme. Must currently only be
chosen as default.

dt_geo: Time step for geometry update and force computation.

The time step for Ehrenfest dynamics must obviously be at least the same value
as for electron propagation. Usually, it can be chosen around 5- to 20-fold while
maintaining stable propagation. Since updating the geometry and calculating forces
is expensive, the Ehrenfest time step should be as large as possible. Additionally,
the specific interplay of time propagation, force update and geometry update works
very good when dt_geo = N× dt with N = 2n. A reasonable choice for doing
Ehrenfest dynamics should be dt= 0.1 a.u. in combination with dt_geo= 0.4− 0.64
a.u. Monitoring energy conservation and norm conservation of the eigenvectors is
advised when trying out settings.
Remember using consistent units set by the RT_TDDFT_input_units keyword.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_ehrenfest_start_time (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_ehrenfest_start_time t_start

Purpose: Setting the start time for Ehrenfest dynamics.

t_start: Time after which non-adiabatic forces are calculated and geometry
is updated in case an Ehrenfest simulation is requested. Default: 0.

Usually, Ehrenfest dynamics start with the begin of a RT-TDDFT simulation when
requested, but employing this key can modify the start time in case specific tasks
require this.
Remember using consistent units set by the RT_TDDFT_input_units keyword.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_ehrenfest_full_nc_forces (control.in)
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Usage: RT_TDDFT_ehrenfest_full_nc_forces key

Purpose: When requested, the full non-adiabatic Ehrenfest forces are evalu-
ated.

key: Boolean that controls whether the full force contributions are calculated
at each force computation step. Default: .false.

Usually, it seems that using the ’normal’ non-adiabatic Ehrenfest forces conserving
the energy (but not necessarily the momentum) is sufficient, but by using this key-
word, the complete expression is evaluated – this might be important in specific
situations and is of course more general. Anyway it is more expensive.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_ehrenfest_remove_com (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_ehrenfest_remove_com key

Purpose: Controls whether the center of mass is set to origin in Ehrenfest
dynamics.

key: Boolean. Default: .false.

A.3 Output Settings

Tag: RT_TDDFT_write_file_prefix (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_write_file_prefix prefix

Purpose: Controls naming of all output files produced by the RT-TDDFT
module.

prefix: String that is used to specify output files. Default: output.

All output files have the format PREFIX.rt-tddft.OBSERVABLE.SUFFIX or
PREFIX.rt-tddft-ehrenfest.OBSERVABLE.SUFFIX where PREFIX can be set by the
user to specify simulation settings. For example, energies are by default written
to a file named output.rt-tddft.energies.dat. The corresponding quantities are
always specified (format, units, etc.) in comment headers inside the files. Note that
for any file output, existing files will not be overwritten. Instead, new files named
PREFIX.N.rt-tddft.OBSERVABLE.SUFFIX with N = 1, 2, .. will be created.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_write_ext_field (control.in)
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Usage: RT_TDDFT_write_ext_field key

Purpose: Controls whether the time-dependent external field is written to a
file.

key: Boolean. Default: .true.

The external field and all corresponding parameters are written to a file before a real-
time simulation in this case. This information can, e.g., be used for postprocessing or
visualization. Note that our postprocessing tool eval_tddft.py (Section D) requires
this file.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_write_cube (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_write_cube dt_cube

Purpose: Controls whether time-dependent cube files are written.

dt_cube: Real value determining the time step for which output will be
generated. If possible, this value should be much higher than the real-time
time stepping since computing cubes is costly.

Default cube output is deactivated until this flag is given and the output frequency is
specified. All options that can be used for cube output via the output cube keyword
can be applied here and must be set in addition to this keyword.
Remember using consistent units set by the RT_TDDFT_input_units keyword.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_output_level (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_output_level level

Purpose: Controls the amount of console output written by the RT-TDDFT
subroutine.

level: Integer with valid values of:

• 0: Min output - nearly nothing except basic information is written
(NOTE: no information about physical observables is written in this
case, too – use file output then)

• 1: Low output - some additional information is written, e.g., energies,
dipole moment

• 2: Mid output - more is written out, e.g., convergence or accuracy pa-
rameters, timings

• 3: Max output - this prints info on anything that is being performed

Default: 1.
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Since RT-TDDFT simulations are usually performed for a significant number of time-
integration/density update/force calculation/etc. operations, the associated output
will result in very large amounts of mostly unnecessary data which can be avoided
by setting this keyword. The default should yield sufficient information on what
is happening, but setting it to 2 will give some more information about numerical
properties which can be important to follow.
Please note that important observables, e.g., energies, dipole moment, geometry, etc.
are written to separate files which can be controlled further and which eases post-
processing (see RT_TDDFT_write_file_prefix).

Tag: RT_TDDFT_output_priority_override (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_output_priority_override priority

Purpose: Lets one override the FHI-aims native output level for functionality
used within RT-TDDFT.

priority: Integer that sets the output level. Default: 3 (minimal).

In the RT-TDDFT module, several routines from the parent code are called which
may produce their own output. By default, the output level for these calls is set to
minimal, i.e., not output will be sent to the console. However, this can be overridden
by this keyword. We refer to the keywork output_level in the FHI-aims manual for
specific choices.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_output_energies (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_output_energies key_std key_file

Purpose: Controls whether time-dependent energies are calculated, sent to
output and written to a file.

key_std: Boolean controlling whether energies are written to standard
output. Default: .true.

key_file: Boolean controlling whether energies are written to a file. Default:
.false.

Energy should always be observed in order to validate a properly running simula-
tion, i.e., total energy conservation. Note that when values are written to a file too,
the corresponding file is named PREFIX.rt-tddft.energies.dat where PREFIX can
be changed via the RT_TDDFT_write_file_prefix keyword.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_output_dipole (control.in)
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Usage: RT_TDDFT_output_dipole key_std key_file

Purpose: Controls whether the time-dependent dipole moment is calculated,
sent to output and written to a file.

key_std: Boolean controlling whether the dipole moment is written to
standard output. Default: .true. for cluster systems, else .false.

key_file: Boolean controlling whether dipole moment is written to a file.
Default: .false.

The electronic dipole is usually an observable of major interest in many RT-TDDFT
applications. Note that when values are written to a file too, the corresponding file
is named PREFIX.rt-tddft.dipole.dat where PREFIX can be changed via the
RT_TDDFT_write_file_prefix keyword.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_output_dipole_xyz (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_output_dipole_xyz out_x out_y out_z

Purpose: Controls whether the x, y, z components of the electronic dipole
moment are actually computed.

out_x: Boolean controlling whether the x-component is computed. Default:
.true.

out_y: Boolean controlling whether the y-component is computed. Default:
.true.

out_z: Boolean controlling whether the z-component is computed. Default:
.true.

This keyword can be used to save unnecessary computation time for components
that are not of interest. However, the computational effort for observables is gener-
ally low, as compared to the remaining functionality.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_output_transition_dipole (control.in)
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Usage: RT_TDDFT_output_transition_dipole key_std key_file

state_min state_max

Purpose: Controls whether and which transition dipole moments are com-
puted.

key_std: Boolean controlling whether transition dipole moments are written
to standard output. Default: .false.

key_file: Boolean controlling whether transition dipole moments are writ-
ten to files. Note that a file for each transition is created. Default: .false.

state_min: Index of the lowest occupied state that will be considered.

state_max: Index of the highest unoccupied state that will be considered.

The computation of transition dipole moments is explained in Section 4.2.2. The
lower and upper index define the set of occupied/unoccupied Kohn-Sham states for
which time-dependent transition dipole moments will be computed. It is necessary
that the native keyword empty_states is set accordingly high (e.g., to the number of
basis functions or, e.g., 10000), else it is possible that not enough unoccupied states
are available in the corresponding arrays. This is one of the rather computationally
expensive observables.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_output_transition_dipole_xyz (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_output_transition_dipole_xyz out_x out_y out_z

Purpose: Controls whether the x, y, z components of the transition dipole
moments are actually computed.

out_x: Boolean controlling whether the x-component is computed. Default:
.true.

out_y: Boolean controlling whether the y-component is computed. Default:
.true.

out_z: Boolean controlling whether the z-component is computed. Default:
.true.

This keyword can be used to save unnecessary computation time for components
that are not of interest.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_output_state_dipoles (control.in)
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Usage: RT_TDDFT_output_state_dipoles key_std

Purpose: Controls whether time-dependent dipole moments of individual
occupied states are calculated and sent to standard output.

key_std: Boolean. Default: .false.

If given, the dipole expectation values for all occupied (and thus, time-propagated)
states are computed and sent to output. Note that this computation requires the
explicit evaluation of the dipole matrix 〈φi|r|φj〉 and could cause additional compu-
tational cost.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_output_magnetic_moment (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_output_magnetic_moment key_std key_file

Purpose: Controls whether the time-dependent magnetic moment is calcu-
lated, sent to output and written to a file.

key_std: Boolean controlling whether the magnetic moment is written to
standard output. Default: .false.

key_file: Boolean controlling whether the magnetic moment is written to a
file. Default: .false.

The magnetic moment is usually an observable of major interest in RT-TDDFT ap-
plications for circular dichroism. See Section 4.4 for more details. Note that when
values are written to a file too, the corresponding file is named
PREFIX.rt-tddft.magmom.dat where PREFIX can be changed via the
RT_TDDFT_write_file_prefix keyword.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_output_magnetic_moment_xyz (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_output_dipole_xyz out_x out_y out_z

Purpose: Controls whether the x, y, z components of the magnetic moment
are actually computed.

out_x: Boolean controlling whether the x-component is computed. Default:
.true.

out_y: Boolean controlling whether the y-component is computed. Default:
.true.

out_z: Boolean controlling whether the z-component is computed. Default:
.true.

This keyword can be used to save unnecessary computation time for components
that are not of interest. However, the computational effort for observables is gener-
ally low, as compared to the remaining functionality.
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Tag: RT_TDDFT_output_current (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_output_current key_std key_file

Purpose: Controls whether the time-dependent electronic current is calcu-
lated, sent to output and written to a file.

key_std: Boolean controlling whether the current is written to standard
output. Default: .false. for cluster systems, else .true.

key_file: Boolean controlling whether the current is written to a file.
Default: .false.

The electronic current is often the main observable of interest in periodic RT-TDDFT
simulations (analog to the dipole in finite systems). Note that when values are writ-
ten to a file too, the corresponding file is named PREFIX.rt-tddft.current.dat

where PREFIX can be changed via the RT_TDDFT_write_file_prefix keyword.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_ehrenfest_output_trajectory (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_ehrenfest_output_trajectory key_std key_file

Purpose: Controls whether time-dependent coordinates, velocities and forces
are sent to output and written to a file in Ehrenfest dynamics.

key_std: Boolean controlling whether trajectory information is written to
standard output. Default: .true. for Ehrenfest dynamics, else .false.

key_file: Boolean controlling whether trajectory information is written to a
file. Default: .false.

Note that when values written are to a file too, the corresponding file is named
PREFIX.rt-tddft-ehrenfest.trajectory.xyz where PREFIX can be changed via the
RT_TDDFT_write_file_prefix keyword.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_output_n_excited (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_output_n_excited key_std

Purpose: Controls whether the time-dependent number of excited electrons
based on ground-state projection is computed and sent to standard output.

key_std: Boolean controlling whether this quantity is computed and written
to standard output. Default: .false.

This quantity is computed as

Nex
e (t) =

Nocc

∑
n=1

fn(Nelectrons − |〈ψn(0)|ψn(t)〉|2), (A.1)
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i.e., via projection of time-dependent orbitals on ground-state orbitals [276]. This
refers to the number of electrons that are possibly excited within the introduced
dynamics.

A.4 Restart Settings

Tag: RT_TDDFT_restart_write (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_restart_write t_write_restart

Purpose: Writes a RT-TDDFT restart file for a specified time.

t_write_restart: Real value corresponding to specific time for which a
restart file should be written.

All necessary information to perform a RT-TDDFT restart is written to file/s in this
case. In detail, all the eigencoefficients, coordinates, settings, etc. Multiple entries of
this keyword for different times can be given. Note that this can potentially produce
huge files, especially when periodic boundary conditions are in use (as for every
k-point, eigenvectors are written).

Tag: RT_TDDFT_restart_write_period (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_restart_write_period t_write_restart_period

Purpose: Writes a RT-TDDFT restart file repeatedly after each specified time
period.

t_write_restart: Real value corresponding to specific time period after
which a restart file should be written.

See RT_TDDFT_restart_write for details. When doing very demanding simulations
and/or very long simulations, one should set a sensible value here to avoid needing
to restart from the beginning after a job was canceled. Writing a restart file automat-
ically when a kill signal is received is on the to-do list.

Tag: RT_TDDFT_restart_read (control.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_restart_read restart_file

Purpose: Reads a RT-TDDFT restart file and starts the simulation based on it.

restart_file: String describing the corresponding restart file.

Besides the physical quantities, the restart file contains all relevant real-time simu-
lation parameters which are compared to what is given in control.in. The settings
must be the same or the simulation will abort. This also works for Ehrenfest dy-
namics. Note that when performing a restart, FHI-aims will run a SCF cycle, but the
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resulting eigenvectors, etc. will be overwritten from what is read in the restart file -
based on this, the real-time simulation will be re-initialized.

A.5 Geometry Settings

Tag: RT_TDDFT_initial_velocity (geometry.in)

Usage: RT_TDDFT_initial_velocity v_x v_y v_z

Purpose: Initial velocity of corresponding (i.e., last specified) atom when
peforming RT-TDDFT-Ehrenfest dynamics.

v_x, v_y, v_z: Initial velocities in units of Å/ps.

Putting initial kinetic energy into the ionic subsystem is a common initial condition
used in Ehrenfest dynamics, e.g., when simulating ion bombardment or to evaluate
molecular potential energy surfaces. Note that it can make sense to employ the na-
tive constrain_relaxation parameter here in order to reduce the amount of forces
computed, which is expensive (if the problem/symmetry allows it).

A.6 Important Remark

Some functionality in our implementation may not be applied in certain situations
or is not compatible with some specific methods in the FHI-aims software. We
could not test any possible interoperability, so that caution has to be paid when
non-standard functionality is combined. In general, the code will raise a warning
when non-compatible options are requested that we are aware of. The checks are
performed in the modules check_consistency_of_keywords.f90 and
RT_TDDFT_initialization.f90.
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Appendix B

Examples

We provide here some examples that were also used in our work and which we
presented results for. This serves both the purpose of reproducibility, but also that a
user can more easily learn about different settings and their importance in practice.
In order to not provide unnecessary content, we here only provide the settings that
are related to real-time propagation. Other settings, e.g., XC functional, basis set,
grid settings, etc. are assumed as given in the control.in and geometry.in in files.
Illustrative examples can also be found in the regression test suite incorporated in
the software package. Comments are given in blue color.

B.1 Benzene: Absorption Spectrum

These settings mostly correspond to the results presented in Section 4.2.3. The total
calculation consists of 3 individual calculations. Each of these incorporates a weak
initial delta-like kick along one of the Cartesian axes. The following input corre-
sponds to the x-polarized field.

control.in

# specifies input units to atomic units
RT_TDDFT_input_units atomic

# total simulation time, time step, output time step (in a.u.)
RT_TDDFT_propagation 3000 0.1 0.1

# 2-fold Lagrangian extrapolation of the Hamiltonian is used
RT_TDDFT_ham_extrapolation lagrange 2
RT_TDDFT_extrapolate_predictor T

# check that energy is conserved below 5e-3 eV from t = 10 a.u. on
RT_TDDFT_check_total_energy 10 5e-3
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# specification for the external field: start at 0 a.u., end at 0.05 a.u.
# type 1 - constant field, the 4 following parameters are not in use;
# amplitudes: 0.005 a.u., 0, 0 corresponding to x,y,z
RT_TDDFT_td_field 0 0.05 1 0 0 0 0 0.005 0.0 0.0

# all output files have the prefix ’kick-x’
RT_TDDFT_write_file_prefix kick-x

# write energy to console and file every 2.0 a.u.
RT_TDDFT_output_energies T T 2

# write dipole to file and console; in this case, only compute x-component
RT_TDDFT_output_dipole T T
RT_TDDFT_output_dipole_xyz T F F

# compute transition dipole moments between min. occupied state
# 15 and max. unoccupied state 23; only the x-components are
# computed; we set the empty_states keyword to its maximum implicitly
RT_TDDFT_output_transition_dipole T T 15 23
RT_TDDFT_output_transition_dipole_xyz T F F
empty_states 10000

B.2 Silicon: High-Harmonic Spectrum

The provided parameters correspond to the calculations discussed in Section 4.3.5.
This is only a single calculation. The excitation is a sin2-like pulse with a defined
carrier frequency of 1.6 eV. The observable of interest is here the time-dependent
macroscopic current.
If non-zero x- and y-components of the macroscopic current are observed, we rec-
ommend to use a higher grid density. This will eliminate the spurious components
and is an indicator of grid convergence.

control.in

# specifies the k-point grid; we cannot exploit symmetry as of now
k_grid 16× 16× 16
k_offset 0.01 0.45 0.37
symmetry_reduced_k_grid .false.

RT_TDDFT_input_units atomic
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RT_TDDFT_propagation 2000 0.08 0.08

RT_TDDFT_propagator crank_nicolson

# specifies the field: start at 0 a.u., (pulse) end at 413.4 a.u.
# type 5 - sin2 envelope oscillation, frequency 0.009361275 a.u.,
# half wavelength 413.4 a.u., next 2 parameters not in use,
# zero x- and y-component, z-amplitude is 0.016880322 a.u.
RT_TDDFT_td_field 0 413.4 5 0.009361275 413.4 0 0 0 0 0.016880322

# only the velocity gauge can be used, i.e., a vector potential is applied
RT_TDDFT_td_field_gauge velocity

RT_TDDFT_output_energies T T 2

RT_TDDFT_output_current T T

RT_TDDFT_write_file_prefix si_hhg_161616

B.3 CH2=NH+
2 : Ehrenfest Dynamics

The proposed settings correspond to the results presented in Section 4.5.2. This is
also a single calculation. Both the control.in and geometry.in files must be modified.
We here give the full geometry.in file to illustrate the initial velocities set on the
hydrogen atoms. The observables of interest are here the energies and the trajectory,
which is written to a .xyz file.

control.in

RT_TDDFT_input_units atomic

RT_TDDFT_propagation 3000 0.01 0.04

RT_TDDFT_propagator crank_nicolson

# only the so-called default scheme can be used right now; the 2
# provided time steps are equal; actually, they can be chosen much
# higher, e.g., to 0.96; this should not alter the results, as the
# electronic time step is crucial for the stability
RT_TDDFT_ehrenfest default 0.04 0.04
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# write trajectory to file
RT_TDDFT_ehrenfest_output_trajectory T T

RT_TDDFT_output_energies T T

RT_TDDFT_output_dipole T T

RT_TDDFT_write_file_prefix cnh4+_ef_10ev

geometry.in

atom -0.00000000 0.95258597 -1.17726214 H
RT_TDDFT_initial_velocity -219 0 0

atom -0.00000000 -0.95258597 -1.17726214 H
RT_TDDFT_initial_velocity 219 0 0

atom 0.00000000 -0.00000000 -0.63397950 C
atom 0.00000000 -0.00000000 0.63399133 N

atom -0.00000000 0.87480220 1.17725622 H
RT_TDDFT_initial_velocity 219 0 0

atom -0.00000000 -0.87480220 1.17725622 H
RT_TDDFT_initial_velocity -219 0 0
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Code Structure and Installation

C.1 Installation

We provide here a more detailed overview and description of our computer code
in order to ease access for any developer intending to modify it. When compil-
ing FHI-aims, the RT-TDDFT functionality is already included and does not have
to be installed additionally in any way, as our implementation is part of the devel-
opment version. We denote the parent directory as FHIaims. The RT-TDDFT mod-
ule is included in the regression test suite and the corresponding testcases in the
regression_tests/testcases/rt-tddft folder may also serve as examples for the
user.

C.2 Compatibility Remarks

We tested our software for Intel-based parallelization together with the MKL nu-
merical linear algebra library, and for GNU OpenMPI-based parallelization together
with the numerical linear algebra libraries ScaLAPACK/OpenBLAS (versions 2019
/ 2020). It seems like there exists a bug in the recent MKL versions (Intel Parallel Stu-
dio XE 2019 / 2020) that affects the linear equation solver subroutines pzgetrs and
pzgesv, causing memory leakage at every call, resulting in excessive memory usage
by the code. This was not observed with the non-Intel framework. These operations
are conducted when the Crank-Nicolson propagator is used or when the scaling and
squaring method for matrix exponentials is employed. We implemented a fix that
will result in the code using explicit inversion instead of solving a linear system, i.e.:

Linear solver : solve AX = B for X (C.1)

Inversion : compute A−1 for X = A−1B (C.2)

For this, the user has to provide the flag

RT_TDDFT_crank_nicolson_solve_inv .true.

in the control.in file.
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C.3 Code Structure

The RT-TDDFT implementation is located in the directory src/rt-tddft which itself
contains a README file and the directory src which contains the source code. Note
that this is only the on-top code, as there are several modifications or additions in the
parent code, too. All related global flags, I/O variables and arrays have the prefix
RT_TDDFT_ which identifies them as belonging to this functionality.
The rt-tddft/src directory contains 18 modules which serve different purposes
which we will explain here. It should be noted that several subroutines of the RT-
TDDFT module communicate with base-code subroutines via global flags. For ex-
ample, this could mean that the RT-TDDFT code requests the real-space integration
subroutine for the Hamiltonian matrix to also compute other matrix elements, e.g.,
of the dipole or gradient operator. A few global arrays are used for such computa-
tions that are allocated within the RT-TDDFT module and which are within the scope
of some base-code modules. The reason for this strategy is that this keeps modifica-
tions to the parent code minimal. Also, our module may use global data structures
that are related to the ScaLAPACK module and which are implicitly used therein.
For example, many subroutines in the ScaLAPACK module operate on global work
arrays that cannot be passed explicitly. We therefore also make use of these quanti-
ties when it cannot be avoided.
Note that the mode of operation (parallel/non-parallel, periodic/non-periodic) af-
fects much functionality on a very fundamental level. For example, the code will try
to use the real*8 datatype for all arrays, if possible, and uses complex*16 in all other
cases. Also, any numerical array-related functionality uses either a full local storage
and computation of distributed storage and parallel computation, or a full local stor-
age and computation without distributed storage, meaning that many array-related
functions are specified two times, i.e., corresponding to the two modes of operation.
We also were required to modify the parent code at many different places which we
will not elaborate in detail here. Anyway, we consistently commented these modifi-
cations in the code via

!JH-MOD:rt-tddft: COMMENT; BEGIN �����->

...

!JH-MOD:rt-tddft: END <��������������-

Where COMMENT is replaced by a short description about the modification.

In the following list, all the files that build our implementation are given and we
provide a short description.

• Function rt_tddft.f90: this function is called from the FHI-aims main rou-
tine and executes any RT-TDDFT functionality by calling
rt_tddft_initialization, rt_tddft_main and rt_tddft_finalize in this or-
der.
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• Module rt_tddft_initialization.f90: general initialization in order to
prepare a real-time simulation.

– Consistency checks for input flags

– Setting of computation flags

– Array allocations

– Initialization of global variables

– Initialization and specification of output units for file output

• Module rt_tddft_main.f90: the core functionality of the RT-TDDFT module.

– Possibly read-in of restart file content

– Preprocessing and output of initial observables

– Real-time simulation loop

• Module rt_tddft_global_variables.f90: all module-global variables, flags
and arrays.

– Computation flags for core quantities

– Counters and variables for real-time iteration and output

– Work and storage arrays, where Fortran type structures are used to en-
capsulate related quantities

– Constants

• Module rt_tddft_time_propagation.f90: all real-time propagation func-
tionalities (modulo Ehrenfest dynamics).

– Main propagation subroutine that calls specific solvers and propagation
schemes

– Predictor-corrector, extrapolation and Anderson solvers

– All time-propagation schemes

– Specification of flags that are passed to different subroutines, depending
on the type of simulation, e.g., for coupled dynamics where two different
time steps for the electrons and nuclei are in use

• Module rt_tddft_matrix_operations.f90: numerical and parallelization -
related matrix functionalities.

– ScaLAPACK local/global array transformations

– Matrix exponential methods: diagonalization, Taylor-expansion, scaling
and squaring

– Matrix operations like multiplication, inversion, diagonalization, etc.
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• Module rt_tddft_hamiltonian_operations.f90: any operations that are re-
lated to the construction of the time-dependent Hamiltonian.

– Computation of density, potentials and Hamiltonian, where specific flags
may be set to only perform a subset of these operations

– Global flags may be set such that specific matrices are integrated in the
real-space integration loop, e.g., the basis gradient matrix

– Transformation of sparse or upper diagonal formats into other formats,
depending on parallelization

– Computation of exchange matrix and addition of the corresponding ma-
trix elements to the Hamiltonian

– Computation of velocity-gauge matrix elements that are added to the
Hamiltonian

– Storage of Hamiltonians for extrapolation and interpolation functionality

– Computation of transition dipole matrix and density matrix

• Module rt_tddft_overlap_operations.f90: any functionality that is related
to the overlap matrix.

– Re-integration of overlap matrix

– Checks for conditioning and treatment of singular overlap matrices

– Computation of inverse or square root overlap matrix

– Data format conversions

• Function rt_tddft_external_field.f90: explicit computation of time-depen-
dent external field/vector potential for a given input time step; the field is
written into a global variable ext_field; this also allows easy definition of
additional fields.

• Module rt_tddft_ehrenfest.f90: all functionality that is related to Ehren-
fest dynamics.

– Propagation of nuclei via modified velocity Verlet scheme

– Geometry reinitialization

– Calculation of forces

• Module rt_tddft_observables_and_output.f90: calculation of observables,
console and file output.

– Calculation of specific expectation values, e.g., dipole moment

– Computation of total energy expression

– Specification of individual output flags

– Write to output files
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– Print and manage computation timings

– Cube output

• Module rt_tddft_base_code_additions.f90: this module stores subrou-
tines from the parent software package that were modified to be used in this
context or that were added to be used explicitly within the parent code. This
mostly affects functionality that had to be adapted to the case of complex-type
eigenvectors and that had to be added for the integration of specific real-space
matrix elements.

– Array transformations, e.g., sparse to square format

– Real-space integration subroutines, e.g., for basis function gradients

– Computation of exchange matrix for explicitly complex density matrix

• Module rt_tddft_messaging.f90: incorporates a function that is used for
level-specified console output. The RT-TDDFT module uses its own output
levels, as it is important to avoid unnecessary output when a large number of
similar operations is conducted.

• Module rt_tddft_stepping.f90: incorporates a function that is responsible
for printing and setting the current time step. This exists for possible future
extensions that introduce variable time steps.

• Module rt_tddft_restart.f90: manages the restart functionality which
uses fixed-format files for geometry and eigenvectors that may be used to
restart calculations.

– Write restart files

– Read restart files

• Module rt_tddft_finalization.f90: functionality to finalize a RT-TDDFT
calculation.

– Closes output files

– De-allocates all module-global workspace

• Module rt_tddft_testing.f90: test-suite that was used for development
and that can be extended to test core functionalities. The tests can be called as
an alternative to the actual real-time simulation which will not be performed
in this case.

• Module rt_tddft_debug.f90: incorporates some functionalities that were
used by the author for debugging.

– Output of specific matrix properties

– Structured console output of arrays
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Appendix D

Postprocessing Tools

D.1 Evaluation of Spectral Quantities: eval_tddft.py

This is a postprocessing tool written in python that can be used to generate results
for any of the electronic frequency-space observables (the corresponding output files
of the RT-TDDFT module are indicated by their suffixes), i.e.,

• Electronic dipole moment µ(t) (*.rt-tddft.dipole.dat)→ polarizability α(ω),
dipole strength function S(ω), high-harmonic spectra HHG(ω)

• Electronic current I(t) (*.rt-tddft.current.dat) → conductivity σ(ω), di-
electric function ε(ω), high-harmonic spectra HHG(ω)

• Magnetic dipole moment m(t) (*.rt-tddft.magmom.dat)→ rotatory response
tensor β(ω), rotatory strength R(ω)

The script can be found in the utilities/rt-tddft subfolder and needs python
3.x for optimal functionality. Any units are handled internally and the output can
directly be visualized (see Fig. D.1, where results of an absorption spectrum calcu-
lation are depicted by the script) or written to files, including the respective units in
headers. The script needs only the corresponding observables and the file for the ex-
ternal field (*.rt-tddft.ext-field.dat) which is used as raw input, or to provide
parameters from its header for analytical field expressions. The script essentially
computes Fourier transforms and may perform various operations on in- or output
data. Calling the script via eval_tddft -h prints out a help message which explains
all available options in detail.
A typical call for the calculation of an absorption spectrum would be

eval_tddft -pol x.rt-tddft.dipole.dat y.rt-tddft.dipole.dat

z.rt-tddft.dipole.dat -field x.rt-tddft.ext-field.dat -fa -p -d 0

poly -w output

which reads the x,y,z files for electronic dipole moments from 3 individual calcu-
lations, each with a weak delta-kick field applied, and the external field file x.rt-
tddft.ext-field.dat which suffices, as the field parameters are equal in the 3 calcu-
lations (but with different polarizations). The option -fa makes the script use the
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analytical expression for the external field (in this case, e.g., a Gaussian pulse), -p re-
quests a plot window, -d 0 poly applies a polynomial damping function from t = 0
to the dipole moments and -w output requests output files with the prefix output

(in this case for the Fourier transforms of the electronic dipole moments, the polar-
izability tensor and the DSF).

FIGURE D.1: Graphical output produced by the eval_tddft.py

script. This corresponds to a polarizability calculation based on the
electronic dipole moment. The top row shows the bare Fourier trans-
forms, the middle row shows the absolute polarizability tensor diag-
onal components and the bottom row shows the absolute DSF and

the power spectrum.

Remark: in order to obtain clean spectra, it may be important to prepare the input.
This especially applies to the case when an initial step-like kick was applied (e.g.,
only for the first time step). In the output files containing the time series, it can
in this case be that the first t = 0 value of the corresponding observable is zero,
followed by non-zero values. This will introduce unwanted artifacts in the Fourier
spectra. We advise to remove these t = 0 values from the data set and shift up the
remaining entries such that the t = 0 value is also the first non-zero entry (due to the
excitation).
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D.2 DSF Fitting for Spectra Acceleration: ifit_abs.py

This postprocessing python script can be used to apply the fitting technique de-
scribed in Section 4.2.5 based on output generated with the eval_tddft script, i.e.,
the DSF. This requires zero-padded DSF’s and the script may also use spectra ob-
tained with the Padé method in order to ease operation by visually identifying
peaks. A window will open (such an output is given in Figure D.2) where one can
manually select excitations by clicking on the peaks in the plot; closing the window
will result in a subsequent fit which can be repeated if insufficient (Figure D.3 shows
a fit that is reasonably, but not perfectly converged). There is also the option to au-
tomatically select input parameters for the fit, however it is safer to do it manually,
as this requires some intuition.
One can easily evaluate the success of the fit visually, as by the overlap of the fitted
function with the data. It can help to select a smaller spectral range to fit specific
peaks. On the other hand, if a fit does not converge as desired, it is possible that
contributions of usually significant peaks outside the visible range are required for
convergence. Providing too many fitting parameters for peaks that incorporate mul-
tiple excitations, as indicated by the Padé-FT spectrum, may result in the procedure
failing.
Calling the script with the -h argument will result in it printing a help message,
where all control arguments are explained in more detail.

FIGURE D.2: 1st step in the fitting procedure: manual selection of
peaks.
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FIGURE D.3: 2nd step in the fitting procedure: the resulting fitted
spectrum is plotted.
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Publications

Publication 1

Some content presented in Chapter 4 is incorporated in the publication

J. Hekele, Y. Yao, V. Blum, Y. Kanai and P. Kratzer, Real-Time and Imaginary-Time
Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory within a Numeric Atom-Centered Basis
Function Framework, in preparation.

In general, the author developed the whole RT-TDDFT code and assisted in the im-
plementation of the IT-TDDFT functionality. He further developed the postprocess-
ing tools and carried out many of the simulations and evaluations. Also, he con-
tributed significantly to the manuscript text and took care of the publication process.

Publication 2

All content presented in Chapter 5 is incorporated in the publication

J. Hekele, M. Linke, T. Keller, J. Jose, M. Hille, E. Hasselbrink, S. Schlücker and
P. Kratzer, A fresh look at the structure of aromatic thiols on Au surfaces from theory
and experiment, submitted.

The author was responsible for all DFT calculations and evaluations presented here,
contributed to the manuscript text and took care of the publication process. This
study was also embedded in the CRC 1242 [250] and was conducted as collaborative
work between the physics department and the physical chemistry department of the
University of Duisburg-Essen.
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